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Abstract
Imagine a world where computers are able to present desired information to people
in the most relevant and effective way possible, where machines are able to adapt
the way they interact with humans when they encounter different personality styles.
Web Morphing captures the essence of this idea and applies it to realm of Digital
Marketing, allowing companies to present product information in a manner in which
the consumers are most comfortable with. By using user click-history, a Website
with Morphing capability can display its information based on the user's inferred
Cognitive and Cultural Styles. This thesis documents the process of building the
Mathematical Inference Engine of a Web Morphing System that gives a Web site
the ability to adapt itself to individual users. First, I will briefly discuss the history
and motivation of Morphing. Then, I will discuss the theory of Morphing from the
work of Hauser, Urban, Liberali, and Braun, and I will give a system overview of
the Web Morphing System. The main contribution of the thesis is the technical
implementation of the Mathematical Inference Engine, and I will describe in detail
the construction of Mathematical Inference Engine's two major parts: the Bayesian
Inference Engine, and the Gittins' Index Engine.
Thesis Supervisor: Glen L. Urban
Title: David Austin Professor of Management Science
Chairman, MIT Center for Digital Business
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Thesis Scope and Outline
The contribution of this thesis is to document the PHP implementation of a scalable
Mathematical Inference Engine used for user adaptive morphing Web sites. This
Mathematical Inference Engine is important because it allows Web sites to have the
ability to infer the Cognitive and Cultural Styles of site visitors, and therefore have the
ability to dynamically customize the content on the Web site according to each unique
user. In addition, inferring Cognitive and Cultural Styles is just the beginning; the
system has the ability to take into account the amount of time a user spends on a Web
site. The power of this system is that,' with proper modification, it can be expanded
to infer other types of information as well. Companies such as General Motors have
al~eady expressed strong interest in using this technology to reach customers more
effectively, and initial simulations and empirical tests have shown promising results
in gaining market share through the adoption of this technology [2].
In chapter 2, I will explain the concept and the history of Web site Morphing.
The idea of Web site Morphing is derived from Professor Glen Urban's philosophy
of Trust Marketing and Customer Advocacy. I will give an overview of what Trust
Marketing is, and also give an example of the online advisors that were developed
from past Trust Marketing research projects.
In chapter 3, I will give an overview of the Morphing Theory from Hauser, Urban,
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Liberali, and Braun [2]. In addition, I will describe the various design parameters
that serve as the inputs into a user adaptive Morphing Web site. Furthermore, I will
give an overview of the statistical and optimization algorithms that are used to build
the Mathematical Inference Engine that consists a major part of the Morphing Web
System. I will describe the idea of Bayesian inference and a Gittins' Index. Lastly I
will describe the methodology used to calibrate the Morphing Web site.
In chapter 4, I will describe the Morphing Web System. A Morphing Web System
consists of three major parts: the Graphical User Interface, the Content Management
Engine, and the Mathematical Inference Engine. I will explain how each of these
components interact with each other and give an overview of what each component
should do.
In chapter 5, I will explain the technical details of the Mathematical Inference En-
gine. This is the main contribution of my thesis. The Mathematical Inference Engine
consists of two main subsystems, a Bayesian Inference Engine and a Gittins' Index
Engine. In this chapter, I will describe in detail how the statistical and optimization
algorithms from chapter 3 are implemented in PHP for both the Bayesian Inference
Engine and the Gittins' Index Engine. Additionally, I will describe how the system
takes into account of the amount of time each user has spent on the Web site using
the Weighted Morphing Algorithm. Lastly, I will describe the technical challenges I
faced in implementing each part of the system.
In chapter 6, I will describe the contribution of this thesis, and conclude with a
discussion on ideas for future research, both in the domain of Marketing Literature
and Computer Science.
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, I will describe the history of morphing. Professor Glen Urban, the
Principal Investigator of the Web Morphing Project, became interested in Web Mor-
phing after his earlier works with Trust Marketing and Consumer Advocacy. I will
briefly describe the ideas of Trust Marketing and online advisors, and how these
projects evolved into the Web Morphing Project.
2.1 Trust Marketing
Whenever one thinks of marketing, an image of a pushy salesman, clad in a slick suit
comes to mind. In the days of traditional marketing, it was believed that the more
effort one spends in promoting a product, the better the product will sell. This "Push
Method" worked, over the past several decades, since it adds value to the customer
by providing them with new information. However, the advent of the World Wide
Web kicked off a new age of information access. With this powerful tool, for the first
time in human history, consumers have a wealth of the world's information at their
fingertips. For businesses around the world, this means that pushing products onto
well-informed customers will not attract but rather drive them away in disgust.
Professor Glen Urban at the Sloan School of Management, expert in new product
development and marketing, is promoting a different approach - trust. His theory of
Consumer Advocacy and Trust-Based Marketing encourages companies to advocate
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for the consumers and gain their trust as a first priority. The Consumer Advocacy
Theory goes beyond the traditional "Push Method" or even the rather new Cus-
tomer Relation Method. At the heart of the model is a quality product. Building
on top of that is the philosophy that it is important to inform customers with un-
biased information about one's own product and the competition as well, in a way
that maximizes consumer's value. Figure 2-1 illustrates the necessary components in
building Customer Advocacy [6].
TQM
Rtldonshlp
-.rketing
The Customer Advocacy Pyramid
Figure 2-1: Customer Advocacy Pyramid
Since delivering unbiased information to the customer is at the basis of this theory,
what better way than to do it with the Web itself? For the past couple of years,
Urban has collaborated with major Fortune 500 companies in testing this theory out
on consumers. Past sponsors include Intel, British Telecommunications, and General
Motors.
2.2 Online Advisors
The concept of online advisors stems from the idea of Trust Marketing. An online
advisor is a virtual persona that allows customers to explain their preferences and
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Figure 2-2: Rosa, an example of an Online Advisor from the Intel Project
in return, receive customized advice and recommendations on products that fit these
preferences the best. Figure 2-2 is an example of an online advisor from a previous
Advocacy research project with Intel Corporation.
2.3 Web Site Morphing
A Morphing Web site is one that can change the way it displays information on-the-
fly, according to the type of customer is viewing the Web site. A Web site, much like
a book, is just a medium for exchanging information. If one were to go to the local
bookstore looking for a book about cars, one will see various different types of books,
ranging from technical manuals to picture books. The main difference between these
car books is not in the content, but rather the way which the content is delivered.
Each of these books was designed with a different audience in mind. The technical
manual is filled with jargon and specifications that can only be understood by an
expert who is receptive to the technical language, and the picture book is favored by
a car admirer who may not know much about a car's technical details. Now imagine
if one were to get a hold of a magical book that can change from a technical manual
19
to a picture book when it detects that the reader is not the technical expert, but
rather a car admirer. This is the idea behind Web Morphing.
20
Chapter 3
Morphing Theory
In this chapter, I will describe the motivation of morphing and the various design
paramters that need to be considered before building a Morphing Web System. Ad-
ditionally, since this thesis will focus on the Mathematical Inference Engine, I will
briefly describe the mathematical theory of Morphing found from the work of Hauser,
Urban, Liberali, and Braun [2].
3.1 Motivation
Adapting one's communication style to different listeners is not a new idea, and we
as human beings do it everyday. Whenever you speak to a different person, you pick
up clues from his or her voice, facial expressions, style of dress, and body language,
to adapt the way you deliver your ideas. The end goal is to deliver your idea in a
meaningful and interesting way so that the idea is disseminated and retained.
For instance, imagine the situation where you were to present the idea of a new
way to build a computer system to an engineering professor. You would speak in
a concise, effective format with a healthy dose of technical terminology that can
deliver the message in the most efficient, meaningful way as possible. In addition,
you would probably focus on what is the technical contribution of this new method
of building the computer system and why this contribution is important. Now, let
us evaluate another situation. Imagine yourself at a little league baseball game and
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you happened to strike up a conversation with a middle-age mother. If you were
to explain to her your idea in the same technical, concise way that you would to
the engineering professor, you would probably lose her attention very quickly. This
is because the technical method of delivery does not address the questions that she
cares about. As an end-user, she probably cares more about how this can make her
life easier and whether this new way of building can cut the price on her new laptop.
Unless she is technically trained herself, she probably does not care for the technical
contribution.
Web Morphing is our attempt to teach computers to do the same thing. Imagine
a future where Web sites will be able to help consumers intelligently by giving them
the information that they seek in the quickest and most meaningful way was possible.
The tremendous success of companies such as Google has proven that the public
desire useful information, and they want the information as fast as possible. We will
draw upon research from various fields in Computer Science, Artificial Intelligence,
Statistics, and Management Science to build our system, and to make our contribution
towards that vision.
3.2 Morphing System Design Parameters
In order for Web Morphing to help the customer, there has to be a defined way
of interaction between the human user and the computer system. The main input
to this system will be the user's mouse clicks. This is a natural choice because a
majority of the interaction between people and Web sites are through mouse clicks.
In addition to deciding which inputs the system will use, it is imperative to decide
how to define the categories in which the system will use to classify the user by.
For this implementation, we will morph the Web site according to the Cognitive and
Cultural Styles of a customer.
The next step is to design the different morphs of a Web site according to each of
the possible combinations of user styles. Once the Web site is designed, then you could
determine, using methodologies that will be mentioned later in the paper, which types
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of users will most likely click on certain links. These values will serve as tags for each
link to act as inputs into the Inference engine. Hence, from a collection of the click
history, the inference system will be able to infer the Cognitive and Cultural styles of
the user by calculating the probabilities that a user is in a particular Cognitive and
Cultural Style segment.
Hence, there are three main design issues that must be considered before building
the Morphing engine:
1. Population Segment Variables: Cognitive and Cultural Styles
2. Web site Characteristics and Morphs
3. Mapping the Relationship between Styles and Morphs
3.2.1 Population Segment Variables: Cognitive and Cultural
Styles
An important step in building a Morphing Web site is to determine how many differ-
ent types of population segments a Web site should cater to. There are many ways to
divide a population up into segments, including socioeconomic factors such as loca-
tion, age, and wealth. We decided to approach this from a psychological perspective,
by dividing users according to their cognitive styles. From background research in,
we found that human populations could be divided up according to three different
cognitive dimensions: Graphical versus Verbal, Deliberative versus Impulsive, and
Analytic versus Holistic[4].
We ran an initial market test in Great Britain with an implementation of a fixed-
morph Web site for British Telecommunications in January, 2007 to test the viability
of Morphing by Cognitive Styles. The results show that Morphing to Cognitive Styles
matters[2] . By conducting Factor Analysis on individual-level responses to cognitive
scales in a questionnaire, we found that the analytic versus holistic dimension is
highly related to the graphical versus verbal dimension. From John Hauser's Factor
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Analysis, we decided to merge these two dimensions for future studies. For the results
of the factor analysis, please refer to the Appendix.
For details on the background research on the Cultural Styles, please refer to
the document prepared by Antonio Lorenzon and Harald Solamann, listed in the
Appendix Chapter "British Telecommunication Project Documents."
For the Suruga Card Loan Web site Study, we have decided to initially design the
Web site for the following dimensions:
Cognitive Dimensions Cultural Dimensions
Analytic/Visual vs. Holistic/Verbal [AH] Individualistic vs. Collectivistic [IC]
Deliberative vs. Impulsive [DI] Hierarchical vs. Egalitrain [HE]
Table 3.1: Suruga Cognitive/Cultural Dimensions
3.2.2 Web site Characteristics and Defining the Morphs
It is very important not to confuse the Web site Characteristics with the Cogni-
tive/Cultural Styles of a customer. Web site characteristics are the design dimensions
in which we use to build a Web site. These characteristics dictate how a Web site
should look and feel, especially with how the information is delivered on the Web site.
For a complete list of Web site characteristics all of the Morphing Web site pro-
totypes, please refer to Appendix A.
For the BT Web site, there are a total of three binary characteristic dimensions.
The combination of each of these three dimensions is called a morpho For the BT
Web site, there are a total of 23 possible morphs. Figure 3-1 shows the differences
between two drastically different morphs.
It is imperative to understand that a morph is simply a different way of delivering
the same information. For instance, the two pages in figure 3-1 both deliver infor-
mation about competitive broadband plans. The differences come from the fact that
one is delivered in a graphical, long and technical format, with audio options while
the other, does so in a general, succinct format without audio.
For a list of all of the Cognitive and Cultural Style dimensions used in both the
24
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Content
Figure 3-1: Illustration of 2 different morphs from the BT Morphing Web site.
BT Morphing Web site and Suruga Morphing project, please refer to the Appendix.
3.2.3 Mapping the Relationship Between Styles and Morphs:
The n Matrix
The purpose of the n Matrix, also called the estimated preference weights, is to map
the relationship between a user's Cognitive and Cultural Style with the Web site
morph that the user has seen. The decision to separate the Cognitive/Cultural Styles
from the Web site Characteristics came from that the observation that it is nearly
impossible to design a Web site morph that fits perfectly to a define Cognitive or
Cultural Style. Hence, in order to keep the system scalable, where we can change
the Cognitive and Cultural dimensions for the system at anytime, Urban, Hauser,
Liberali, and Braun decided to separate the two parameters, and to link them by
estimating the relationships between both parameters after they are determined [2].
The description of the n Matrix and the procedure for estimating it can be found in
the Appendix. Figure 3-2 describes the need to identify the relationship between a
user's Cognitive Style and a Morph's characteristics.
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Figure 3-2: Illustration of the role of the n Matrix
Mathematical Theory of Morphing
In this section, I will summarize the mathematical models found in the paper "Website
Morphing" by Hauser, Urban, Liberali, and Braun. The purpose of these models is
two-fold [2] . First, the models use the information from the mouse clicks of each
individual user to infer his or her Cognitive and Cultural Styles. Then, given that
information, the models assign the optimal morph to the user. The models that
deduce information from the user clicks is belong to the Bayesian Inference Loop,
and the models that assign the optimal morph to the user belong to the Dynamic-
Programming Inference/Optimization Loop, as shown in figure 3-3.
Cognitive-style inference loop
(dashed box, potentially after eac h click)
Dynamic-programming loop
(after each respondent)
-
\I1sitor goes to purchase opportunity.
--
Observe purchase
\.1sitor saw oplimal morph, fit;, based on oppo rtlJn ity. \.1sito r ei1her
up date d beliefs about co gnitive sty1es.
'"'"""
purchases or n ot.
----------~---------, IAssign morph based on current
morpho assignment rule and updated
Update belie!; «s P.'s)cogn itive-state prob abilities.
about purcha se prob abilities
I 1 using observed purchase
Website >Asitor Bayesian update of opportunityand prior beliefs
seesmorph, fit, cognitive st)l e, r., (O<o".,'s,Pft_,'s).
-
based on di ckstream. Iand clicks on on eof Jk alternatives. /(r;,I;.,t".'t,Q)
•----f--------------.-lie spo ndent n Compute new
ente rs website.
r-j morp h-assign ment ruleAssi gn inilial morph , fit., based on prior (using posterior purchasel beliefs abo ut co gniti~ sty1es, r•. probabi lity distribulion s).1
......................................................................................................................................................
Figure 3-3: Overview of Morphing Theory[2]
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3.3.1 The Bayesian Inference Loop
The purpose of the Bayesian Inference Loop is to infer the Cognitive and Cultural
styles of the user by using Bayes' Theorem. This is done so by inferring two quantities:
1. /(Ykn ICkjn, Tn, f!) - the probability that the system observes a given click from
a user.
2. qrn - the posterior distribution that a user belongs to each Cognitive and Cul-
tural Style segments.
These two quantities are defined by equations 3.1 and 3.2.
(3.1)
Equation 3.1 represents that, in any particular Web page with Jk click alternatives,
the probability the system observes a given click Ykjn for the nth user is described
by /(Ykn I Ckjn,Tn,f!). The Ckjn are the link description values of the Web site
characteristic of the destination from the link that user clicks on. Wrn represent the
quantity of the preference weights of a user. This includes both the estimated prefer-
ence weights, the f! Matrix, as well as Tn, the Cognitive and Cultural Style segment
of a user. The model uses a multinomiallogit function to model the probability that
a user would choose a particular link out of the Jk options. Note that the quantity
Ykjn is a binary variable that can take on the values 1 or O.
(3.2)
Using Bayes' Theorem, equation 3.2 describes the posterior distribution of a user
in each Cognitive and Cultural Styles given qo(Tn), the prior belief about the user,
and f(Ykn I Ckjn, Tn, n), the probability of observing a given user click. Note that
the summation in the denominator is from 0 to 15, which represents the total number
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of possible Cognitive/Cultural Styles segments is 16. However, this number could
change if the number of Cognitive and Cultural Styles dimensions is different.
3.3.2 The Dynamic Inference/Optimization Loop: The Git-
tins' Index
The purpose of the Dynamic Inference/Optimization Loop is to give the system the
ability to learn to find the optimal Morph for any users. The solution to this dynamic
programming problem is called the Gittins' Index[2] . The system uses the Gittins'
Index to learn overtime what the best morph to serve for users from each Cognitive
and Cultural Style segments. EGmn , the Expected Gittins' Index, for all morphs m
for user n is given in equation 3.3.
15
EGmn = L qrnGrmn(Qrmn, f3rmn)
r=O
(3.3)
EGmn is a vector containing the Gittins' Indicies for all m morphs, and the system
serves the morph that has the greatest Grmn(Qrmn, f3rmn) , the Gittins' Index.
For more information about the mathematical models, please refer to the paper
"Website Morphing" by Hauser, Urban, Liberali, and Braun [2].
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Chapter 4
Morphing Web SysteIIl Overvie\V
4.1 System Overview
In this chapter, I will describe the entire Morphing Web System from a system's
point-of-view.
The entire Web Morphing System can be broken down into three main parts: the
front-end Graphical User Interface (GUI), the Content Management Engine, and the
Mathematical Inference Engine, as shown in figure 4-1.
Client
(Browser)
Server
Figure 4-1: Morphing System Overview
I will briefly describe the purpose of these three parts, and I will finish the chapter
by describing the calibration methodology of this system once it is built.
Since this thesis focuses on the Mathematical Inference Engine, I will describe the
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details of implementing this portion in Chapter 5.
4.2 The Graphical User Interface and System Back-
bone
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Figure 4-2: Screenshot of Prototype 2 of the BT Moprhing Web site, an example of
the Graphical User Interface
The Graphical User Interface is the HTML webpage itself, as illustrated in figure
4-2. This serves as the main way in which our system interacts with the user. The
unique aspect of our system is that our server constructs each HTML page dynami-
cally at every user click.
The Web site is designed with a system backbone, with important sections that
incorporates theory of Trust and Customer Advocacy. On the first introduction page
and the main page, the Web page does not morpho However, as the user traverse
deeper into each section, the Web site learns about the user's Cognitive/Cultural
Styles and morphs the different pages to adapt to the user. Figure 4-3 shows the
30
backbone of the experimental British Telecommunications Morphing Web site and
how many different morphs each level adapts to.
level 0: \Mt:ome page
Non InOf1)hiftg
Figure 4-3: System Backbone
4.3 The Content Management Engine
The two major challenges to building a Web Morphing System are 1) to determine
what the best Web site morph is for the site visitor, and 2) to deliver the best
morpho The Mathematical Inference Engine addresses the first issue, and the Content
Management Engine addresses the second issue: how to construct and deliver the
proper morph once the system has enough information about the visitor.
The brute-force way of approaching this challenge would be to construct all of
the possible morphs in HTML ahead of time, store it in a database system, and
deliver the proper HTML page morph to the visitor at run time. However, this
approach has two major problems. The first is that of scalability. As the number of
morph dimensions (combination of Web site Characteristics) increases, the number
of possible morphs also grows exponentially. For instance, with 2 binary morph
dimensions, the system only has to construct 4 morphs (22). However, if there are 10
binary morph dimensions, then the system will have to construct 1,024 morphs (210).
If future business problems require this system to implement more than 10 morph
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dimensions, as well as going beyond the current binary morph dimension system,
then the number of possible morphs will grow to an unmanageable amount, both in
storage space and access time. This leads to our second problem: maintenance. With
only 4 morphs, changing a picture or updating prices on half of the morphs should
not be a big problem. However, if one needs to update prices on more than half the
morphs for a system with 10 dimensions, then the developer would have to change
512 morphs. One can see that this brute-force scheme could turn into a maintenance
nightmare.
To address these two challenges, our team has designed a scalable Content Man-
agement Engine, which is built on XML and PHP technology. For more details on
the Content Management Engine, please refer to Shirley Fung's Master Thesis [1].
Ultimately, the Content Management Engine is able to create HTML pages for
all of the individual morphs from reusable Web page modules from the file system
(e.g. pictures, text, audio ...etc). This leads to the next design decision: using a
Model-View-Controller Framework. Because we want the ability to create web pages
at runtime, we need our Web site to have the ability to process logic between the time
of receiving user mouse click and returning an HTML webpage. As a result, we are
drawn to a Model-View-Controller programming paradigm where our Web site will
have the capability of running logic during run time. Furthermore, we look to one
of the most popular MVC framework, RAILS, for inspiration. Due to the fact that
our servers already support PHP, we looked for other MVC framework solutions out
there that is similar to RAILS, and we found the package CakePHP.
4.4 The Mathematical Inference Engine
The Mathematical Inference Engine's main job is to learn about the user from user
clicks and to tell the Content Management Engine which morph to serve to the
Graphical User Interface.
The Mathematical Inference Engine will determine the optimal morph for a user
by first calculating the probabilities that a user is in all of the Cognitive/Cultural
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Styles, and then given those probability, serve up the optimal morpho Figure 4-4
below illustrates the basic idea of the Mathematical Inference Engine.
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Figure 4-4: Concept of Mathematical Inference Engine
The major difficulty in this system is optimizing the speed, while maintaining
scalability. The system has to do all of the Bayesian Updating/Dynamic Programming
under a second, and the system has to be flexible enough to handle a large number
of possible morphs.
To address the issue of speed, I have decided to implement the entire Mathematical
Inference Engine natively in PHP. Furthermore, the two major parts of the Engine,
the Bayesian Inference Engine and the Gittins' Index Engine, are implemented as
separate CakePHP Components. All variable values and mathematical functions are
embedded in these two Components for simplicity.
The issue of flexibility is solved mainly by the overall system design of breaking
down the Presentation Logic and the Morphing Logic. The Mathematical Inference
Engine is flexible enough to work on systems that do not morph, but rather need to
gather information about users from click history. Currently, General Motors is in
the talks of a project on using the Mathematical Inference Engine to serve targeted
advertisement on GM.com. More details are discussed in Jimmy Li's Master Thesis [3] .
In the next chapter, I will discuss the implementation of the Mathematical Infer-
ence Engine in detail.
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4.5 System Calibration Methodologies
A newly built Morphing Web site, like any newly manufactured instrument, will need
to be calibrated. A couple of major issues will need to be addressed. The list of the
calibration steps is discussed in the following subsection.
4.5.1 Calibration Steps
In order to build a Morphing Web site, one will need to conduct the following steps.
1. Decide the Cognitive and Cultural Style dimensions. This will determine how
users will be categorized. One may need to research the Psychology or Business
literature to find possible dimensions to differentiate each user. In the Mathe-
matical Inference Engine, Cognitive and Cultural Styles are coded as the binary
vector, Tn.
2. Decide the Web site Characteristics and design the Web site. Once the Web
site Characteristics are set and the Web site backbone is designed, it is then
possible to list out all of the possible morphs. After specifying the morphs, it is
important to break the morphs into modularized, reusable content blocks that
can be used across morphs. This allows the designer to fully take advantage of
the Content Management Engine so that updating content in the future will be
easy.
3. Run a study with a panel of judges to determine the weight values of the Web
site Characteristics. The purpose of this is to acquire values for the Ckjn'S for
each link on the site. The details for conducting this study can be found in
Chapter 5 of Shirley Fung's Master of Engineering Thesis [1].
4. Design a questionnaire for the calibration study. The next step is to prepare for
a calibration study in a test market. The purpose of this is to give the system
enough data to estimate parameters such as the estimated preference weights
for users (the n Matrix). Recall that the n Matrix is the relationship between
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the Cognitive and Cultural Styles and the Web site Morphs. The procedure to
estimate this is found in Appendix II, prepared by Guilherme Liberali.
5. Run initial calibration study. This acquires enough data for us to generate val-
ues for the proper parameters. All of the parameters that needs to be estimated
will be discussed in the next step.
6. Estimate Prm , a, and f3 for Gittins' Tables. Details for estimating each of these
parameters is listed in the Appendix.
7. Estimate Gittins' Indiciesm, Grm(a, (3). The Matlab code for estimating this
parameter is listed in the Appendix.
8. Run Factor Analysis on data to determine whether the Cognitive and Cultural
Style dimensions need to be corrected. Again, a sample of this procedure is
given in the Appendix Chapter titled "Suruga Project Documents."
9. Run full study with fully morphing Web site to determine effectiveness.
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Chapter 5
System Architecture and
Implementation
In this chapter, I will discuss the details of building the Mathematical Inference
Engine. The Mathematical Inference Engine serves two purposes:
1. To calculate the probabilities that a particular customer is in different popula-
tion style segments.
2. Given the information from step (1), determine which is the best morph to show
the customer.
5.1 System Description
The Mathematical Inference Engine is divided into two main components: the Bayesian
Inference Engine and the Gittin's Index Engine. The Bayesian Inference takes a user's
click and calculates qrn, a vector that contains the probabilities that a user is in any
of the Cognitive/Cultural Styles segments. The Gittins' Index Engine then takes qrn
calculates the optimal morph to serve the user based on the latest purchase data the
system has gathered from the population. Figure 5-1 shows the system diagram of
the Mathematical Inference Engine.
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Figure 5-1: System Overview of the Mathematical Inference Engine
5.1.1 System Input and Output
The Mathematical Inference Engine is implemented as a function in the main CakePHP
Controller, and is called everytime the Controller of a Web page loads. This function
takes two parameters: $page and $link. $page is the parameter that refers to the
current page that user is on, and $link is the parameter that refers to the current
link that user has clicked on. The function uses these two parameters to retrieve the
$c_selected and $c_total from the MySQL database with the two following lines:
$c_selected = $page->f indAll (IIMorph = '$morphNum' AND Link = '$link' II) ;
$c_total = $page->findAll("Morph = '$morphNum"');
Once the parameters are retrieved from the database, the Mathematical Inference
Engine uses the makeCVector() function to change the data into the proper formats
to be used for the run_bayesian_engine 0 function.
$c_selected = $this->makeCVector($c_selected. $page);
$c_total = $this->makeCVector($c_total. $page);
The run_bayesian_engineO function returns the $q_updated vector, the pos-
terior probabilities that a user is in each Cognitive/Cultural Style segments. This is
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then passed to the run_gittins_engine 0 to calculate the optimal morph for the
user. In the end, the optimal morph is stored in the $bestMorph variable, and is
written to the CakePHP Session Variable morph_array. The morph_array Session
Variable is what the Rules Engine uses to determine which morph to construct after
every click. If one ever needs to override the output of the Gittins' Index Engine, one
can simply overwrite the values in this Session Variable.
The last consideration in the Math Engine function is to check whether the user has
taken the "My Morph" survey. Once the system has determined the user's best morph
from the survey, this morph is stored into the Session Variable morph_override.
Then, the Session Variable morph_array will always take the value of the variable
morph_override. The following code checks to see if morph_override is set for a
particular user:
if($this->Session->read('morph_override') != null) {
$this->Session->write('morph_array', $this->Session->read('morph_override'»;
} else {
}
I will now discuss the two major components of the Mathematical Inference En-
gine: the Bayesian Inference Engine and the Gittins' Index Engine.
5.2 Bayesian Inference Engine
The purpose of the Bayesian Inference Engine is to calculate the probabilities that a
customer is in each cognitive and cultural styles. Since this engine is the only portion
of the Mathematical Inference Engine that requires a significant amount of calcula-
tion, I decided to implement this portion natively in PHP for speed. Additionally, the
core calculation of this engine involves matrix multiplication, and I wrote streamlined
version of the Matrix Multiplication function in the Math Matrix Package from the
PHP Extension and Application Repository (PEAR) to handle matrix operationsl .
IThe Math Matrix Package from PEAR can be found at the following link: http://pear .php.
net/package/Math_Matrix
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To integrate into the CakePHP MVC environment, the Bayesian Inference En-
gine is implemented as a CakePHP Component 2. The PHP code for the Bayesian
Inference Engine can be found in the Appendix, under bayesian_engine. php.
5.2.1 System Inputs and Output
Cognitive Styles Distribution
Figure 5-2: System Diagram of the Bayesian Inference Engine
The Bayesian Engine is built according to figure 5-2. This engine is invoked by the
math_engine 0 function in the Controller with a call to the function run_bayesian_engine 0 :
$q_updated = $this->BayesianEngine->rUD_bayesian_engine($c_selected, $c_total);
I ~,nputs - C kjn S
There are two inputs to the function run_bayesi an_engine 0:
1. $c_selected - a 1 x c sized vector of the characteristic description values
of the link that the user has clicked on. This quantity is known as Ckjn in
equation 3.1. This vector is implemented as an array of array formar. For
2The CakePHP version used at the time of this thesis is 1.1.15.5144. Please refer to the CakePHP
site for updates and documentation: http://www . cakephp. org/
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instance, a possible declaration of a variable suitable for this input can be:
$c = array( array( 1.3, 1.2, 5.2, 4.2, 3.2 ) ).
2. $c_total - this parameter is an array of arrays of all of the Ckjn'S on the cur-
rent page where the user is observing. For instance, if the current Web page has
three links, where $cl = array( array( 1.1, 1.1, 1.1, 1.1, 1.1 ) ),
$c2 = array( array( 2.2, 2.2, 2.2, 2.2, 2.2 ) ), and
$c3 = array( array( 3.3, 3.3, 3.3, 3.3, 3.3 ) ), then declaration for
a variable suitable for this input can be
$c_total = array( $cl, $c2, $c3 ). The main rule to follow in this dec-
laration is that each element of this array has to be in the array-array format
that $c_selected follows.
The values for the Ckjn for all link on all pages is acquired through a method
called "The C's Panel." This methodology is described in Shirley Fung's Thesis [1] .
Furthermore, each individual element of the Ckjn vector are of floating-point value.
Internal Variables - qo(rn), nand rn
In addition to the two input parameters, there are three other parameters embedded
into the Bayesian Inference Engine:
1. $q_o - The first parameter is qo(rn ), the prior probabilities that a user is in each
Cognitive/Cultural Style segment. This mathematical quantity is implemented
as a 1 x r dimensional array. An example of the initial $q_o follow:
$q_o = array( 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625,
0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625,
0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625,
0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625,
0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625,
0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625,
0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625,
0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625,
0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625,
0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625,
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0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625,
0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625,
0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625, 0.015625);
The above array is an example of the starting values of $q_o, stored in the
main Bayesian Inference Engine function run_bayesian_engineO. The value
0.015625 is dervied from 6~' which states that the system's assumes that the
probabilities that the new user belongs to each of the r = 64 styles is equal.
This parameter is not entirely an internal parameter; it is a feedback parameter.
For every user, after the first mouse click, the system actually uses the posterior
Cognitive/Cultural Style segment probability distribution qrn as the new prior.
The array qrn is stored in the CakePHP session variable qrm and is retrieved in
the run_bayesian_engine 0 function at every click with the following code:
$q_o = $this->controller->Session->read('qrm');
This code uses the CakePHP Session Variable function Session->read() to re-
trieve the session variable qrm. For more description of the run_bayesian_engine 0
function, please refer to the "System Functions" below.
2. $omega - The second parameter is 0, the estimated preference weights. This is
the parameter that mathematically links a user's Cognitive/Cultural Style r n
with a Web site's description Ckjn. Like $c_selected, $omega is implemented
as an array of arrays that includes all of the estimated preference weight values.
The PHP implementation follows:
$omega '" array(
array( 0.306886337,-0.351747884,0.2675115,0.338104078,-0.08713767,-0.216492244),
array(0.024588068,0.382396738,0.432450167,0.659243389,0.11872986,0.623139952),
array(-0.547711017,-0.05775452,-0.752668463,0.528132904,-0.342280965,-0.414193924),
array(O. 369257486,0. 467480937,-0. 138592263,-2.648347411 ,0.347113845,0.401373187),
array(-0.458278335,-0.157308092,-0.704509763,0.690139627,-0.247161656,-0.372715614),
array (0. 245604221,-0. 175453193,0.621215712,0.410845333, -0.021670326,-0.179109178),
array(0.974829915,0.701330568,1.253445604,-2.553423408,0.193183421,-0.011871656),
array(-0.721052466,0.71761397,-1.072981395,1.468353556,-0.425812393,-0.329705124),
array(1.568945196,2.409547547,0.727642527,-1.758748402,0.218374415,0.846304701),
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array(-1.951283449,-0.361269778,l.918897682,O.224011679,-1.08532626,-0.635000432),
array(-0.033273637,l.272659452,-0.947041293,-0.545948918,3.305496833,0.24909425),
array(-0.378937281,-0.152917326,O.753209751,-0.922432262,-0.344579096,-0.439660144),
) j
For the procedure on estimating of these values, please refer to Professor Guil-
herme Liberali's STATA and WinBUGS code in the Appendix. Description on
the mathematical quantity n can be found in Chapter 3.
3. $r_vector - the last parameter includes all of the possible rn's that a user
can have. Each rn is a r-digit binary vector that describes a user's Cogni-
tive/Cultural style. Each element of $r_vector is implemented as a 1 x r digit
binary array where each element is an array of size 1 and r is the number
of Cognitive/Cultural Style dimension the system supports. For instance, for
a system that support 6 Cognitive/Cultural Style dimensions, r = 6 and an
implementation of the mathematical quantity rn= [0,0,0,0,0,0] is:
$r_OOOOOO = array( array(O), array(O), array(O), array(O), array(O), array(O) )j
All binary combinations of rn are implemented this way until all combinations
until rn= [1,1,1,1,1,1] are enumerated. The final step is to store all of these
arrays into a single array called the $r_vector:
The design choice to embed the $r_vector is to improve speed. Since the
$r_vector do not have to change during runtime, it is better to embed its
values into code rather than implementing these values in a database such as
MySQL. However, if future systems calls to make the r rn 's continuous, this issue
will have to be revisited to optimize for access speed and system reliability.
The reason why $omega and each element of $r_vector are implemented as array
of arrays is for consistency in the the matrix_multiplication() function. For future
development, I wanted the matrix_multiplicationO function to have the ability
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to handle $c_selected and elements in $r_vector in matrix format in case if our
team decides to expand upon the current inference model.
qo(rn ) , nand rn were originally all implemented as PHP global variables $q_o,
$omega, and $r_vector, however, CakePHP does not allow global variable calls
easily in a Component, hence I decided to nest the variables within the function
calls that use them. In the current implementation, $q_o is embedded in the func-
tion run_bayesian_engineO, $omega is embedded in the function exp_CWRO, and
$r_vector is embedded in the function all_logit_likelihoodO. Please refer to
"System Functions" section below for more description on these functions.
Output - qrn
The final output of the Bayesian Inference Engine is qrn, the posterior distribu-
tion that a user is in each Cognitive/Cultural Style segment. This quantity is im-
plemented as a 1 x r dimensional array $q_rm where r is the number of Cogni-
tive/Cultural Style segments that the system supports. This variable is returned by
the run_bayesian_engineO function at every user click. In addition, $q_rm is writ-
ten to the CakePHP session variable qrm to be used as the prior at the next user
click. The CakePHP session function call follows:
$this->controller->Session->write('qrm',$q_rm);
5.2.2 The Bayesian Inference Engine Algorithm
There are two main steps in the Bayesian Inference Engine Algorithm:
1. Determine fey kn ICkjn, Tn, n), the probability that the Web site observes click
Ykn on a link with characteristic descrbied by Ckjn given prior information on
user n's Cognitive/Cultural Style rn.
2. Then, given the information from step 1, determine qrn, the posterior distribu-
tion that user n is in each of the r Cognitive/Cultural Style segments.
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The basic algorithm is derived from equations 3.1. Since Yjkn is zero for all Jk
links except for the one link on the page that user n clicked on, equation 3.1 can
be simplified to equation 5.1, where Yjkn = 1 for the click that the system observes.
Equation 5.1 also makes the substitution of wrn = 0 rn, where 0 is the estimated
preference weights and rn is a r-digit Cognitive/Cultural style binary vector.
(5.1)
(5.2)
At every click, the system calculates equation 5.1 as inputs into equation 3.2 to
calculate qrn, the posterior probability distribution that a given user is in Cogni-
tive/Cultural Style segments. Since the system calculates at every click K n , equation
3.2 reduces to the following equation in implementation:
--+ --+ --+
_!( I--+Y --+. 0) - !(Ykn I Ckjn, rn,O)qo(rn)qrn - rn n, CkJn, - 15 --+ --+ --+
'Ero=O !(Ykn I Ckjn, r n, O)qo(rn)
where qo(rn) is the prior Cognitive/Cultural Style segment probability distribution
from the the previous click.
5.2.3 System Functions
This section documents the purpose and implementation of the major functions in
the Bayesian Inference Engine Component from bayesian_engine. php.
1. matrix_multiplicationO
The purpose of the matrix_multiplication0 function is to multiply two ma-
trices together. This function takes two reference parameters: $first and
$second, referring to the first and second matrix. The only assumption this
function makes is that both $first and $second are in the array of arrays
format. Hence, in order for this function to act properly, when one needs to
multiply a 1 x k array by a k x 1 array, both arrays must be declared as an
array of array in order to use this function. This is why $c_selected, and
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each element of $r_vector are implemented in the array of array fashion even
though they are both vectors.
Originally I had planned to use the Math Matrix Package from the PHP Exten-
sion and Application Repository (PEAR) to handle matrix operations, however,
I soon realized that the only operation I needed from that package was the Ma-
trix Multiplication function. Furthermore, speed constraints prompted me to
write a more streamline version of the Matrix Multiplication function found in
the Math Matrix Package. I decided to write this function from scratch and
not use the Math Matrix Package.
The purpose of the exp_CWR() function is to calculate the exponent of the
observed utility of a mouse click. The equivalent mathematical expression is
exp[ckjn n rn]. This function takes two inputs: $c and $r, and both must be
in the array of array format. The n matrix is embedded into this function as
the variable $omega, also in an array of arrays format. Within this function is
the place where the values and dimensions of the n matrix should be modified
for future changes.
The function mainly does two matrix multiplications. It first multiplies $omega
and $r together, and stores it into the variable $first_product. Then, it multi-
plies $c with $first_product to get $second_product. Since $second_product
is in array of array format, the system needs to extract the numerical value of
the only element within this variable before taking it as an exponent. The
following line does exactly that:
$result exp($second_product[OJ [OJ)
Finally, the function returns the value $result. This function is used by the
function all_logit_likelihoodO to conduct the calculation found in equa-
tion 5.2.
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3. compute_logito
The purpose of the compute_logito function is to be used in conjunction
with exp_CWRO to calculate the multivariate logit value of a click on a page,
exp[7kinn-;n]
""Jk -+ -+.
LJi=1 exp[ C jinn r n]
This function takes two inputs: $selected_link_u and $all_links_u.
$selected_link_u is the u value of the clicked link, and it is of the format of a
floating point value, where u is the output returned by the exp_CWR() function.
$all_links_u is a single-row array containing the u values for all of the links
on the current page. These two variables are first prepared in the proper format
in the all_logit_likelihood0 function before calling the compute_logito.
The purpose of the all_logit_likelihoodO function is to use exp_CWRO
and compute_logito functions to calculate the logit likelihood values for all
links, E::7[7k;o;llr'nL , iterated through all possible Cognitive/Cultural styles
1=1 exp[Cjlnnr n ]
segments.
The two main inputs, $c_selected and $c_total are the same two inputs
into the main Bayesian Inference Engine. The same format constraints ap-
ply. Furthermore, the value of $r_vector and its elements are declared in
this function. The algorithm runs through two for loops to iterate through
all elements in the $r_vector, all links on the current page, and it generates
the $logit_likelihood_vector [], which contains the values of logit likeli-
hoods for all links and all possible Cognitive/Cultural Style segments. The
$logit_likelihood_vector [] is index in the same order as $r_vector.
The purpose of the run_bayesian_engine 0 is to calculate qrn, the posterior
probabilities that a user is in all Cognitive/Cultural Styles segments. This is
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the main function for the Bayesian Inference Engine. This function takes two
inputs: $c_selected and $c_total, and this function calculations equation
5.2.
The function first checks to see whether the user has clicked more than once.
If this is the first page that the user sees, then the system loads up the initial
values for $q_o, embedded in the function, to used as the prior probabilities
in the Bayesian calculation. If the user has clicked more than once, then it
retrieves the posterior probabilities, qrm, of the previous click from a CakePHP
Session Variable to use as the new prior probabilities. This is done with the
following conditional:
if ($this->controller->Session->read('math_engine_run_count') > 1) {
$q_o = $this->controller->Session->read('qrm');
}
It then calculates the $all_logit_likelihood_vector [] by using the
all_logit_likelihoodO function. This vector is indexed by r, the possible
Cognitive/Cultural Style segments of a user. Next, this function uses a for loop
to iterate through all possible r's to calculate the variable $q_denominator.
This is the denominator from equation 5.1. Then, it uses another for loop to
iterate through all possible r's again to calculate the vector $q_rm []. This is the
final output of the Bayesian Inference Engine and it is written to the CakePHP
session variable $qrm with the following code before returning the output to the
Controller.
$this->controller->Session->write('qrm',$q_rm);
5.3 Gittins' Index Engine
The purpose of the Gittins' Index Engine is to determine the optimal morph to serve
the user using the Gittins' Index. Since the entire Web site is written in PHP, I have
decided to implement the engine in PHP for speed. To integrate into the CakePHP
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MVC environment, the Gittins' Engine is implemented as a CakePHP Component3 •
It is invoked by the math_engine 0 function in the main Controller with a call to the
function
run_weighted_gittins_engineO. The reference for the code for the Gittins' In-
dex Engine can be found in the Appendix Chapter "Source Code and Site Testing
Simulation."
In essence, the Gittins' Index Engine is made of the following two tables:
1. The r-m Table
2. The a-{3 Table
I will discuss what these three tables are and why they are important in the
subsequent sections.
5.3.1 System Inputs and Output
For every r in q" For each m,
find G,.(a,PJ G..(a,.,A.> HG. =
~q,a..(a,.,A.>
Given: r, m, Loop for every m:
o 12
m
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Figure 5-3: System Diagram of the Gittins' Index Engine
3For the definition of a CakePHP Component, please refer to the CakePHP documentation at
http://book.cakephp.org/view/315/components
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The Bayesian Engine is built according to figure 5-3. There are two inputs to the
run_weighted_gitt ins_engine () function:
1. $cognitive_style_vector - The input to this parameter should be qrn, the
probabilities that the current customer is in all of the Cognitive/Cultural Styles
(r). This is a vector with the dimesion 1 x r. This is represented as qrn in
equation 3.2 and is the output to the Bayesian Engine. In the Controller code,
this input is represented as the PHP variable $q_updated. Each element in the
vector should be able to handle floating-point values from 0 to 1.
2. $morph_weights_vector (The ~in Vector) - The input to this parameter should
be a vector that consists the updated weights for each morph seen by the user.
This is represented as an 1 x m vector where m is the number of morphs the
system supports. Each element in the vector should be able to handle floating-
point values from 0 to 1. In addition, the sum of all elements in the vector
should add up to 1. This vector is used to help the Gittins' Index Engine weigh
the morphs that the user has already seen. Section 5.4 will discuss the Weighted
Morphing concept in detail.
The final output of the Gittins' Index Engine is m, the optimal morph to serve to
the user. The PHP variable $morph, representing m in the code, is an integer value
which ranges from 1 to 16, the current maximum number of morphs.
5.3.2 The Gittins' Index Engine System Algorithm
The basic algorithm is derived from equations 3.3, reproduced here, as equation 5.3.
15
EGmn = L qrnGrmn(Qrmn, f3rmn)
r=Q
(5.3)
Where EGmn is the Expected Gittins' Index, and Grmn(Qrmn, f3rmn) is the Gittins'
Index for user n who can be described by the Cognitive/Cultural Style Segment r
with corresponding Qrmn and {3rmn values, and is exposed to the Web site morph m.
The Gittins' Index Engine system can be described by figure 5-3.
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The system begins with two main for loops that iterates through each morph m
and style r:
for ($m-Oj $m<$morph_sizej $m++)
{
for(Sr=Oj Sr<Sr_sizej Sr++)
{
Salpha_beta_vector = Sthis->lookup_alpha_beta(Sr, (Sm+l»j
Salpha = Salpha_beta_vector[O]j
Sbeta· Salpha_beta_vector[l]j
SG_vector[Sr] = Scognitive_style_vector[Sr] * Sthis->lookup_gittins(Salpha, Sbeta)j
}
Sexpected_gittins_vector[Sm] = $this->sum(SG_vector)j
}
For each value of rand m, the system then looks up a and f3 values from the r-m
Table. These values are then stored as the variables $alpha and $beta, and are passed
to the lookup_gittinsO function. The lookup_gittinsO function then looks up
the Gittins' Index values for the corresponding a and {3 values in the a-{3 Table.
Once the Gittins' Index value is acquired, it is then multiplied by the corresponding
r element in the qr vector (indicated as the $cognitive_style_vector [] in the
code). For each r, the product (let's called this Gittins' Product) is then stored into
a temporary vector $G_vector, which will be used when the system sums all of the
Gittins' Products to acquire the Expected Gittins' Index, EGrn . There are a total of m
numbers of EGrn . All of the EGrn's are stored in the $expected_gittins_vector [] ,
and this array is indexed by the morph value m.
In order to get the optimal morph value, the system returns the index of the
element in the $expected_gittins_vector [] which contains the greatest element
value.
The above code reflects the idea that the morph with the highest Gittins' Index
should be the current optimal morph for a user belonging to a particular Cogni-
tive/Cultural Style r. The system uses the return_key_array_maxO function to
return the index of the element in the array that has the highest value.
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5.3.3 The r-m Table
Table Structure
Conceptually, the r-m Table is a lookup table that stores the corresponding a and /3
values for each r-m combination. For instance, in a simpler case where there are only
a total of 2 Cognitive/Cultural Style segments (segments, not dimensions), and the
total number of morphs is 2, the total number of cells in the r-m Table would be 2 x
2 = 4 (r x m). This table enumerates all the possible combinations of person style r
being exposed to morph m. An example of what the r-m Table looks like is given in
table 5.1.
arm, /3rm Morph number m
1 2 ... m
1 a1,1, /31,1 a1,2, {31,2 ... a1,m, {31,m
Style r 2 a2,1, /32,1 a2,2, /32,2 ... a2,m, /32,m3 a3,1, /33,1 a3,2, /33,2 ... a3,m, /33,m
... an,l, /3n,l an,2, /3n,2 ... an,m, (3n,m
r ar,l, {3r,l a r,2, {3r,2 ... ar,m, (3r,m
Table 5.1: Example of r-m Table
Estimation of a and /3
arm can be thought of as the number of people belonging to Cognitive/Cultural Style
segment r that purchased on the Web site when exposed to morph m. Likewise, (3rm
are the number of people that do not purchase on the Web site in the style-morph
cell of r-m. The idea behind this is to model the purchase behavior of consumers
as a Bernoulli process with purchase probability Prm . We also model our prior be-
liefs of Prm with a Beta Distribution. Since the Beta Distribution is conjugate to
the Bernoulli process, it can be shown that the posterior distribution of the pur-
chase probability is also a Beta Distribution. The equation of a Beta Distribution is
reproduced in equation 5.4.
( ) r(a + (3) ()a-1( ),8-1f Prm = r(a)r(/3) Prm 1- Prm
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(5.4)
where Prm is the observed purchase probability of all users in a particular r-m
cell, and the Beta Distribution formulation also states the following:
and
(D) arm f3rmvar rrm = ( )2( )
arm + f3rm arm + f3rm + 1
(5.5)
(5.6)
where equation 5.5 and 5.6 state the expectation and variance of a customer that
belongs to style r and has seen morph m.
The a and f3 values can be acquired by backsolving equation 5.5.
Since it is hard to acquire enough real data for each r-m cell, we will need to
build a model to estimate Prm . The procedure for estimating Prm is described in the
Appendix.
Definition of a Customer Purchase
Because the current Web site does not have the capability to allow customers to
purchase products directly, our team had to find a way to estimate the amount of
people that would purchase. To estimate the amount of people who would purchase
in a particular r-m cell, we use each customer's stated likelihood of purchase from the
field study. Then, the system can use these values to update a and f3 values for each
r-m cell. An example of the stated likelihood of purchase question is included, and
this is a common methodology in assessing purchase intent in Marketing research.
Updating of a and f3
As mentioned in the previous section, because the current Web site does not allow
users to purchase products online, the system cannot use real-time purchases to up-
date the a and f3 values during the field study. Currently, I will have to manually
update all values in the r-m Table after every phase in the field research. However, for
future development, it would be ideal that the system will be able to automatically
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update the arm and (3rm values for every r-m cell according to the following rules:
and
a rmn = arm,n-l + 8mn
(3rmn = (3rm,n-l + (1 - 8mn )
(5.7)
(5.8)
where a rmn is the number of people who purchased for a particular r-m cell, and
arm,n-l is the number of people who purchased for a particular r-m cell before the
current customer n. 8mn is a binary variable: it is 1 if customer customer n purchases
and 0 otherwise. The same nomenclature applies to (3's in equation 5.8 as well.
Implementation of the r-m Table
I have explored a couple of ways to implement the r-m Table. Initially I had tried
to implement this as tables in the MySQL database, since ideally the system would
be able to update these a and (3 values automatically. However, I soon found that
because the initial two for loops makes r x m number of calls to this table, speed
is a major obstacle for this implementation. For the British Telecommunication Web
site, where r = 64 and m = 64, it takes nearly 10 seconds for each page to finish
loading. This is far beyond the tolerance of any typical modern day Web user.
Considering the speed issue and the fact that my current implementation of the
Web site cannot handle live purchases, the r-m Table does not need to be updated
automatically. Hence, I decided to embed this table as array of arrays in the code to
improve access speed. I will now discuss how this table is implemented in PHP code:
$rOml_alpha_beta z array(S, 7);
$rOm2_alpha_beta z array(S, 7);
$rOm3_alpha_beta = array(S, 7);
$rOm4_alpha_beta = array(5, 7);
$r15mlS_alpha_beta z array(7, 7);
First, each of the a and f3 values are stored as an array in variables with the
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naming convention $rNUMmNUM_alpha_beta, where the NUM in the array name cor-
responds to the r or m value that the array corresponds to. For instance, the variable
$rOm1_alpha_beta is an array that carries the Q and f3 values for the Cogni-
tive/Cultural Style Segment r = 0 and Morph m = 1. The starting value for r is 0
because this makes PHP array indexing easier. The starting value for m is 1 because
when the $morph variable, the final output to the system, is returned to the controller,
the Rules Engine can readily comprehend the morph number in this manner.
The next step is to store each $rNUMmNUM_alpha_beta[] arrays into r number of
arrays named $r_table_vector_NUM, where NUM is the value of r. Note that the fol-
lowing declaration for $r_table_vector_0 includes all of the $rNUMmNUM_alpha_beta []
arrays with the NUM of r = O. The idea behind this is to group all array's with the
same r together, and index the individual arrays according to the m value.
The final step would be to store the $r_table_vector_NUM arrays into another
array named $r_table_var [J. This array is now indexed by the number r.
This Q and f3 values are accessed in the run_weighted_gittins_engine 0 func-
tion using the lookup_alpha_betaO function. The code for lookup_alpha_betaO
function can be found here:
function lookup_alpha_beta($r, $m)
{
$r_table_array • $this->r_table;
$morph_vector = $r_table_array[$r];
II morph vector's index starts wtih 0, but in that element is the alpha and beta vector for morph=l
$alpha_beta_vector = $morph_vector[$m-l];
$results • $alpha_beta_vector;
II return both the alpha and beta in a results array
return $results;
}
This function takes two parameters $r, and $m and returns a two-element array
with the Q and f3 values for the given rand m.
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5.3.4 The a-(3 Table
Table Structure
The a-{3 Table is also called the Gittins' Index Table. This table stores the Gittins'
Indicies for all values of a and {3. As illustrated in table 5.2, the table itself is index
by two variables, a and {3.
Grm ( arm, (3rm ) (3
1 2 ... B
1 Grm ( 1 , 1) Grm(l , 2) ... Grm ( 1, B) .
2 Grm ( 2, 1 ) Grm ( 2, 2 ) ... Grm ( 2, B )
a 3 Grm ( 3, 1 ) Grm ( 3, 2 ) Grm ( 3, B )...
... Grm ( n, 1 ) Grm ( n, 2 ) ... Grm ( n, B )
A Grm ( A , 1 ) Grm ( A, 2 ) ... Grm ( A, B )
Table 5.2: Example of a-{3 Table
Estimation of the Gittins' Indicies
The estimation of the Gittins' Indicies is conducted by Professor Guilherme Liberali,
a visiting Scholar at MIT Sloan School of Management and Theta Aye, a Ph.D.
student in the Operations Management department. The MATLAB code that is
used to estimate these values is included in the Appendix.
Implementation of the a-{3 Table
Again, like the r-m Table, this table is accessed r x m times. Furthermore, unlike
the r-m Table, in theory this table does not need to be updated live, since statistical
estimation will need to be conducted in order to obtain each Gittins' Index. As a
result, I have decided to implement this table in a similar fashion as the r-m Table,
using the array of arrays technique. Below is the code excerpt:
$alpha_beta_l = array( 0.9728, 0.9807, 0.9843, 0.9864, 0.9879, 0.989, 0.9898, 0.9905, 0.9911, 0.9915 );
$alpha_beta_2 = array( 0.8939, 0.9247, 0.9395, 0.9486, 0.9549, 0.9595, 0.9631, 0.966, 0.9684, 0.9704 );
$alpha_beta_3 = array( 0.7991, 0.8523, 0.8801, 0.8977, 0.9102, 0.9195, 0.9268, 0.9327, 0.9376, 0.9417 );
$alpha_beta_4 = array( 0.7091, 0.7792, 0.8177, 0.8432, 0.8616, 0.8755, 0.8866, 0.8956, 0.9031, 0.9095 );
$alpha_beta_5 = array( 0.6328, 0.7114, 0.7582, 0.7897, 0.8132, 0.8312, 0.8457, 0.8576, 0.8676, 0.8762 );
$alpha_beta_6 = array( 0.5672, 0.6506, 0.7032, 0.7397, 0.7668, 0.7884, 0.8059, 0.8202, 0.8325, 0.843 );
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$alpha_beta_7 • array( 0.5114. 0.5985. 0.6531. 0.6934. 0.7238. 0.7479. 0.7677, 0.7844. 0.7986. 0.8107 );
$alpha_beta_8 - array( 0.4647. 0.5523. 0.6086. 0.6509. 0.6839. 0.7102. 0.7319. 0.7501. 0.766. 0.7798 );
$alpha_beta_9 • array( 0.4245. 0.5115. 0.5695. 0.6121. 0.6469. 0.6751. 0.6984. 0.7182. 0.7351. 0.7501 )j
$alpha_beta_l0 • array( 0.3899. 0.4754. 0.5339. 0.5779. 0.6128. 0.6424. 0.6671. 0.6881. 0.7063. 0.7222 );
The naming convention for the above arrays is $alpha_beta_NUM where NUM is the
number of the value of the {3 and each array is indexed by the value of a-I (PHP
arrays indexing begins with the value 0).
The above implementation only handles the range for a and {3 up to 10. This can
be a problem if the system has the capability to automatically update the a and {3
values. Hence, for future implementations, it is important to think about how this
table can be increased to accommodate for more site visitors, but at the same time
keeping the access speed fast. One possibility would be to create multiple n x n sized
tables so that accessing each table would be quick.
The next step would be to store each of the $alpha_beta_NUM into another array,
named $gittins_vector_var [J. This array is indexed by {3 - 1.
In similar fashion as the r-m Table, the Gittins' Indicies are accessed by the
run_weighted_gittins_engineO function using the lookup_gittinsO function.
The code for lookup_gittinsO function can be found here:
function lookup_gittins($alpha. $beta)
{
Ilglobal $mysqli;
$alpha· round($alpha);
$beta = round($beta)j
$alpha_vector = $this->gittins_vector[$beta-l];
$gittins • $alpha_vector[$alpha-l];
return $gittins;
}
This function takes two parameters $alpha, and $beta and returns the Gittins'
Index, a floating-point value, for the given a and {3.
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5.3.5 The Weighted Morphing Algorithm
The purpose of the Weighted Morphing Algorithm is to take into account the time
on which the user has spent on each morpho At this current stage, time is defined
as the number of discrete Morph pages seen by a person. For instance, if person n
visits the Web site and goes through 5 clicks, in 2 of the clicks he experiences morph
2 and 3 of the clicks he experiences morph 10, we will give morph 2 a weight of ~ and
morph 10 a weight of ~.
At every user mouse click, the goal in the end is to compare the entity P(Purchasenlq, ~n),
the weighted morph purchase probability, with the Morph Threshold constant. If
P(Purchasenlq, ~n) is greater than the Morph Threshold constant, then you would
take the latest calculated optimal morph and serve it to the Controller. If the
P(Purchasenlq, ~n) is less than the Morph Threshold constant, then the system will
return the old optimal morph from the previous user mouse click.
Calculation for the P(Purchasenlq, en) is given by equation 5.9.
15
P(Purchasenlq, en) = L ~inPirm
i=O
(5.9)
where ein is the Morph Weight for the morph i that user n has observed in his or
her current click history. The subscripts i and m differ only in the fact that i refers
to the morph in the Morph Weights Vector that the user has observed. m is used
generally to refer to any morphs.
The Morph Weights Vector <en)
The Morph Weights Vector, ~n, keeps track of all the morphs that user n has seen in
his or her entire history. Equation 5.10 describes the format of this vector.
~n = [ 6,n , e2,n , e3,n ... ~m,n ] (5.10)
Where the subscript m represents the maximum number of morphs a Web site
handles. For the Suruga Web site, m = 16. Since ~i,n are weights of all morphs seen
by a person, the sum of all ~i,n must equal to 1. For instance, if user 2 has spent 3
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clicks in morph 2, and 4 clicks in morph 10 in an entire visit history of 7 clicks, this
user's morph vector will be represented as the following:
~2 = [ 0 , ¥, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , ~ , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0]
The Prm Table
The Purchase Probabilities for each r-m cell is acquired from the Prm Table is to
calculate the value of P(Purchasenlq, ~n)' The Prm (Purchase Probability) Table can
be visualized in table 5.3.
Prm Morph Number m
1 2 ... M
1 Pl,l Pl,2 ... Pl,M
Style r 2 P2,1 P2,2 ... P2,M3 P3,1 P3,2 ... P3,M
... Pn,l Pn,2 ... Pn,M
R PR,l PR,2 ... PRM,
Table 5.3: Example of a-{3 Table
The Morph Threshold Constant
The Morph Threshold Constant is the value in which the system uses to compare
the current weighted purchase probability,. P(Purchasenlq, ~n), to decide whether to
serve up the new m morph that the Gittins' Index Engine has calculated. To acquire
this constant, a controlled field study must be conducted. For details on how this
constant is calculated, please refer to Professor Guilherme Liberali.
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Chapter 6
Contributions and Future Research
6.1 Results and Contributions
Prior research in Marketing Literature has shown the power of user adaptive recom-
mendation and customization system. Implementation of the user adaptive Morphing
Engine has made it possible to test the effectiveness of Web site Morphing theory in
practice. In this thesis, I have described the steps necessary to build a dynamic,
scalable Mathematical Inference Engine for the experimental user-adaptive Web sites
my research group has built for companies such as British Telecommunications and
Suruga Bank of Tokyo.
The Mathematical Inference Engine incorporates Hauser, Urban, Liberali and
Braun's Morphing Theory [2]. The current implementation of the Mathematical
Inference Engine uses a Bayesian Inference Engine to calculate the probabilities that
each site visitor belongs to each Cognitive/Cultural Style, and it then uses the Gittins'
Index Engine to dynamically serve the optimal Web page morph for that visitor.
Lastly, the Bayesian Inference Engine also takes into account of the time that a user
has spent on each morph by using the Weighted Morphing Algorithm.
In February, 2008, a panel study in Tokyo on the Morphing Web site proto-
type of Suruga Bank's Card Loans has shown that the number of matches of Cog-
nitive/Cultural Styles to Morphs is effective in improving site evaluation. Yoshio
Tokoro, a General Manager at Suruga Bank and MIT Sloan Fellow, demonstrated in
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his Master's thesis three main points about a well designed Advocacy Web site [5]:
1. Great product quality and other preconditions for advocacy must be established
before implementing an Advocacy Web site.
2. Advocacy impacts customer purchase behavior.
3. A well-designed advocacy site improves brand recognition.
Yoshio Tokoro is a contributing team member and has been working with the
group over the last three years.
6.2 Future Research
For future marketing research, it would be interesting to explore the cost of Morphing.
Professor Guilherme Liberali has written a document on preliminary thoughts on
using two indices to model the Switching and Continuation Costs of Morphing, and
this will be included in the Appendix. This is referred to as the "Dual-Indexing
Strategy" in Appendix A. It will be important for future system to take into account
the penalty cost for Morphing so that the system does not morph the Web site too
much, hence confusing the user. Additionally, there are various aspects of the current
system that can be improved to magnify the effect of Morphing. For instance, the
current system define the r n, the Cognitive/Cultural Style dimensions, with binary
values. It would be interesting to explore how Morphing Theory would change if
rn were continuous. Lastly, given the information on how Morphing affects customer
purchase behavior, it would be interesting to apply Game Theory to explore the long-
term competition equilibrium between firms that implement Morphing Web sitesl .
Once customer behavior is better understood in the Morphing Web site setting, then
it is possible to adjust product prices and customized promotions, all on the Web
site.
Ithis idea is from a conversation with Professor Carl Mela, Marketing Professor at the Fuqua
School of Business of Duke University
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On the Computer Science front, it would be interesting to build an intelligent user
simulator that can synthetically generate user behavior on Morphing Web sites using
decision theory. From our research, we have found that it would be immensely useful
to have such a system on hand to test the effectiveness of our Morphing Web site
before launching it to field with human subjects. This system can also be generalized
to test commercial Web sites and can be useful in industry, saving millions of dollars
on market research.
Another front would be to change the method of user-interaction. Currently the
system is limited to inferring user information from click history. However, this can be
extended to other multi-modal methods in which facial recognition, eye-ball tracking,
and voice recognition can be used to gather information about the customer. While
this may not be entirely feasible over a Web study, existing shopping kiosks at Malls
and boutique stores can be retrofitted with this system to improve customer service
and experience, hence leading to improve sales.
Overall, Morphing is an exciting idea that reaps the benefits from advances in
various research disciplines such as Marketing, Artificial Intelligence, and Statistics.
Further theoretical and technological advances in these areas will help make Morphing
technologies to be more commonplace in society.
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Appendix A
Morphing Projects Guide
This chapter gives a brief overview of the three different Morphing Web site Projects.
A.I BT Morphing Web site Project
A.I.I Prototype I
Prototype I was built by RA's Min Zhang and Aman Narang in 2005-2006. This ver-
sion does not use the Bayesian Inference Engine or the Gittins' Index Engine. It was
during this phase that we first identified the need to build a scalable Web Morphing
System like the one described in this thesis in order to handle high number of morphs,
such as the case with Prototype 2. Instead of using the sophisticated Bayesian Infer-
ence Algorithm, this site uses a simple averaging algorithm that calculates the weights
of a user's cognitive style. Due to the simplicity of the algorithm, many of the speed
issues that were discussed in the thesis do not affect this implementation.
The latest working version of this is at the URL: http: / / glurban7 .mit . edu/8_
links3/. The files for this prototype can be found in the htdocsj folder within the
Apache Software Foundation folder. There is a copy on advocacy. mit . edu, but the
MySQL database will need to be modified for this to work.
Figure A-I shows a screenshot of the homepage.
Table A.I gives a summary of the features of this prototype.
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BT Hom.p.9<' i AbOUI BT
Broadband Advice Centre
Compare Plans
Provider Price Speeds Reliability Type
Telewest £ 15 2048 kb Groot Cable
!IT Optl £ 17 8192 kb Great DSL
Demon £ 17 8192 kb Great DSL
NTL £ 18 1024 kb Good Cable
AOL G £ 24 2048 kb Good DSL
Atlas £ 25 1024 kb Great DSL
AOL P £ 29 8192 kb Good DSL
NTL £ 35 10240 kb Good Cable
M!ltt.2.
Broadband Advisor
Broadband Advisor
Get an assistant to help you with
your broadband needs
MAm2...
Choose a range of providers Go • Get Advice on Broadband Go •
Broadband Community LeamlnQ Centre
Share and Consult views Go. Learn about Broadband Go.
Figure A-l: Screen Shot of Prototype l's homepage
Values
Analytic vs. Holistic
Cognitive Styles Deliberative vs. Impulsive
Visual vs. Verbal
Cultural Styles None
Graphical vs. Verbal
Website Characteristics Focused Content vs. General Content
Large Load vs. Small Load of Information
Number of Style Segments (r) 8
Number of Morphs (m) 8
Weighted Morphing Ability No
Dual Indexing Strategy No
Uses Bayesian Inference Engine No
Uses Gittins' Index Engine No
Uses Averaging Algorithm Yes
Uses Content Management Engine No
Field Test Conducted Great Britain
~ Attribute
Table A.I: BT Morphing Web site, Prototype I Summary
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A.l.2 Prototype 2
BT Prototype 2 was the first attempt to build a fully Morphing Web site using
the Mathematical Inference Engine and the Content Management Engine. This was
built for the August 2007 Demo for Gavin Patterson, CMO of BT. This site uses the
CakePHP MVC Framework and resides under the CakePHP directory.
The latest working version of this is at the URL: http://glurban6 .mit. edu/b_
t_web_pages/. The files for this prototype can be found in the htdocs/ folder, under
the CakePHP app folder. There is a copy on advocacy. mit . edu, but Apache will
need to be updated and configured so this site will run smoothly.
Figure A-2 shows a screenshot.
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My Site
I~ I" ".Ih,. 1M eb\.~~Mf-.,." uu ,. r
hl.l<>'r
I ••un 1IftQf'1I a'bot.a.l
""fiQ "," ..b 1"') • A( ",Il
Figure A-2: Screen Shot of Prototype 2's homepage
Table A.2 gives a summary of the features of this prototype.
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~ Attribute Values
Analytic/Visual vs. Holistic/Verbal
Cognitive Styles Deliberative vs. Impulsive
Reader vs. Listener
Emotional vs. Neutral
Cultural Styles Collectivistic vs. Individualistic
Hierarchical vs. Egalitarian
Graphical vs. Verbal
Focused Content vs. General Content
Large Load vs.
Small Load of Information
Website Characteristics Lively Color Scheme vs. Neutral Color SchemeContent Addressed to You vs.
Content Addressed to General Audience
Informal Tone vs. Formal Tone
Audio vs. None
Number of Style Segments (r) 64
Number of Morphs (m) 64
Weighted Morphing Ability No
Dual Indexing Strategy No
Uses Bayesian Inference Engine Yes
Uses Gittins' Index Engine Yes
Uses Averaging Algorithm No
Uses Content Management Engine Yes
Field Test Conducted None
Table A.2: BT Morphing Web site, Prototype 2 Summary
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A.2 Suruga Morphing Web site Project
The Suruga Morphing Web site is the an improvement over BT prototype 2 using the
Mathematical Inference Engine and the Content Management Engine. The Weighted
Morphing Algorithm is also implemented in this version. This site holds the most
current Morphing Web System code. This site uses the CakePHP MVC Framework
and resides under the CakePHP directory.
The latest working version of this is at the URL: http: / / glurban6 .mit . edu/
suruga_web_pages/. The files for this prototype can be found in the htdocs/ folder,
under the CakePHP app folder. There is also a working copy at http: / / advocacy.
mit.edu/cp/suruga_web_pages. Note the CakePHP directory on the advocacy.
mit . edu server resides under the director cp/.
Figure A-3 shows a screenshot.
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Figure A-3: Screen Shot of Suruga's homepage
Table A.3 gives a summary of the features of this prototype.
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Values
Cognitive Styles Analytic/Visual vs. Holistic/VerbalDeliberative vs. Impulsive
Cultural Styles Individualistic vs. CollectivisticHierarchical vs. Egalitarian
Graphical vs. Verbal
Large Load vs.
Website Characteristics Small Load of InformationContent Addressed to You vs.
Content Addressed to General Audience
Informal Tone vs. Formal Tone
Number of Style Segments (r) 16
Number of Morphs (m) 16
Weighted Morphing Ability Yes
Dual Indexing Strategy No
Uses Bayesian Inference Engine Yes
Uses Gittins' Index Engine Yes
Uses Averaging Algorithm No
Uses Content Management Engine Yes
Field Test Conducted Tokyo, Japan
~ Attribute
Table A.3: Suruga Morphing Web site, Prototype 1 Summary
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Appendix B
Bayesian Inference Engine and
Gittins' Index Engine Parameter
Estimation
The following items need to be estimated for the full Morphing Prototype.
1. n Matrix - an example of the estimation and specification of this quanitiy is
attached. Note that this quantity changes as the dimensions of the vectors Ckjn
and Tn changes. The STATA code for MLE estimation and BUGS code for
Bayesian estimation are included as well. For more information, please refer to
Professor Guilherme Liberali.
2. Prm - an example of the calculation of this quantity is given in the attached
excel file. This is an example of the calculation done for the latest Suruga
Prototype. To estimate these quantities, one must conduct Factor Analysis
to finalize the Style and Morph dimensions. Then, use Univariate ANOVA
to pick out the significant variables. Lastly, use Stepwise Regression to find
the coefficients for each of the variables (Styles, Morphs, and Matches.) The
results Prm are calculated using a the binary logit formula. Please refer to
suruga_prm_caIcuIation_256_041508. xIs for more details on the Prm . For
examples of the Factor Analysis, ANOVA and Stepwise Regressions, please refer
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to the SPSS output files in the Appendix Chapter "Suruga Project Documents."
3. a and {3 - these items needs to be calculated from the Prm . Once the Prm's are
calculated, one can using equation 5.5 and the total number of respondents in
each r-m cell (Q: + (3).
4. Grm(a, (3) - the MATLAB code for estimating the Gittins' Indicies as well as
the specification for the Gittins' Table are included. This is prepared by Theta
Aye and Guilherme Liberali.
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By Guilherme Liberati
May 2007
BT Prototype 1
Example ofC, Omega, and R
C=(c1 c2 c3 C4 Cs c6 c7 Cs c9 clO Cll c12 C13 C14 )
C1= Graph vs. Verbal
C2 = Small vs Large Load
C3 = Focused vs. General Content
C4 = Listen link vs no-listen link
Cs="About BT" link (to check exploration behavior)
C6 ="Column heading" link
C7 = Tool link: 1 if it is a link to one ofthe following tools: select & compare,
graph, feedback, or recommendation.
Cs= "Read Post" link: 1 if it is a link to read a post
C9 ="Post a comment" link: 1 if it is a link to post a comment
CIO ="Open history" click: to detect users having a hard time browsing the site
Cll = dummy for compare plans ( CIO =0 after the first click)
C12 = dummy for advisor (Cll =0 after the first click)
Cl3 = dummy for community ( C12 =0 after the first click)
C14 = dummy for learning center ( Cl3 =0 after the first click)
rt = impulsive vs. deliberative
r2 =analytic/visual vs. holistic/verbal
r3 = leader versus follower
1
r4 = (active) reader vs. (passive) listener
2
OMEGA
t'i71,l t'i71,2 t'i7 1,3 t'i71,4
t'i72,1 t'i7 2,2 t'i7 2,3 t'i7 2,4
t'i73,1 t'i73,2 t'i73,3 t'i73,4
t'i7 4,1 t'i74,2 t'i7 4,3 t'i74,4
t'i7S,l t'i7S,2 t'i7S,3 t'i7S,4
t'i76,1 t'i76,2 t'i76,3 t'i76,4
(C1 Cll C12 C1J t'i77 ,1 t'i77 ,2 t'i77,3 t'i77 ,4 ~1 r1JC2 C3 C4 Cs C6 C7 C g C9 CIO C13
t'i7g,l t'i7g,2 t'i7g,3
r2 r3
t'i7g,4
t'i79.l t'i79,2 t'i79,3 t'i79,4
t'i71O,l t'i71O,2 t'i71O ,3 tiJ lO,4
t'i7ll,l t'i7ll,2 t'i71l,3 t'i7 IlA
t'i712,1 t'i712 .2 t'i712 ,3 t'i712 ,4
t'i713 ,l t'i713 ,2 t'i713 ,3 t'i713 ,4
t'i7 l4,l t'i7 l4 ,2 t'i7 l4 ,3 t'i714A
3
CURRENT RESULTS
Omega
(
0.446 0.5413 0.2852 - 0.5066J
Cognitive part (first 3 rows): - 0.3558 - 0.1911 - 0.1447 0.1666
- 0.7653 - 0.1953 0.3432 - 0.2804
0.5672
-0.0925
- 0.131
0.1111
0.2246
Non-Cognitive part (last rows):_ - 0.07299
-0.1089
0.3757
0.08624
- 0.07228
-0.1062
0.6707
-0.2766
-0.08056
0.4181
0.6793
- 0.2581
-0.2853
0.6895
-0.07977
- 0.2841
-0.2337
0.06501
-0.2432
-0.1808
-0.1282
-0.08172
- 0.2541
-0.2451
0.02691
-0.2285
-0.1886
-0.21
0.01533
-0.02212
-0.04611
0.0228
0.05904
- 0.01591
- 0.02813
0.03462
-0.05092
-0.05249
-0.01898
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Bayesian Estimation Code in WinBUGS
MODEL SPEC - COGNITIVE PART OF OMEGA
model{
for (h in 1:M){
for (pa In 1:8) { # loop around pairs
deltaU[h,pa]- dnorm(dU[h,pa] ,precU)
dU[h,pa]<- inprod(deItaCBeta[h, pa,1:4], r[h, 1:4] )
deltaCBeta[h,pa,1]<- inprod(deltaC[h,pa,1:3], BetaMatrix1 [1 :3] )
deltaCBeta[h,pa,2]<- inprod(deltaC[h,pa,1 :31, BetaMatrix2[1 :3] )
deltaCBet8[h,pa,3]<- inprod(deltaC[h,pa,1 :3], BetaMatrix3[1 :3] )
deltaCBeta[h,pa,4]<- inprod(deltaC[h,pa,1 :3], BetaMatrix4[1 :3] )
}# close pa loop
for ( click in 1: numclicks[h]) # loop around clicks per respondent
{y[h,c1lck] - dcat(p[h, c1ick,1: numoptions[h,c1ick D)
for (opt in 1: numoptions[h,click] ) { # cholceset loop (changes with respondent)
p[h,c1ick,opt] <- cbr[h, click, opt] / sum(cbr[h, click, 1: numoptlons[h,c1ick] ])
log(cbr[h,c1lck,opt] ) <- inprod(CBeta[choiceset[h,c1lck], opt, morph[h], 1:4], r[h,1 :4] ) / scale.J)ar
}# close click loop
}# close h loop
# describe all choicesets in site structure
for (page in 1: 15) # loop over all pages
{ for (m in 1:8) # loop over all morphs
{for (option In 1: tot_options(page, m] )
{ CBeta(page, option, m,1] <- inprod(c_kjm [page, option, m,1 :3], BetaMatrix1 [1 :3] )
CBeta[page, option, m,2] <- inprod(c_kjm (page, option, m,1 :3], BetaMatrlx2 [1 :3] )
CBeta[page, option, m,3] <- Inprod(c_kjm [page, option, m,1:3], BetaMatrix3 [1:3] )
CBeta[page, option, mAl <- inprod(c_kjm [page, option, m, 1:3], BetaMatrix4 [1 :3] )
}#close option loop
}# close m loop
}# close page loop
# PRIOR
BetaMatrix1[1 :3]-dmnorm(Beta[1,1:3], T[1, 1:3,1:3])
BetaMatrix2[1 :3]-dmnorm(Beta[2,1:3], T[2, 1:3 ,1:3 ])
BetaMstrix3[1:3]-dmnorm(Beta[3, 1:3], T[3, 1:3,1:3])
BetaMatrix4[1 :3]-dmnorm(Beta[4,1:3 ], T[4, 1:3,1:3 ])
# HYPERPRIOR
for (i in 1:4) {
Beta[i,1:3]- dmnorm(mn[1:3], prec[1:3 ,1:3])
T[i,1:3 ,1:3] - dwish(R[1:3 ,1:3 ], 3) }
PI <- 3.1415926535897932384626433832795
scale.J)ar <-( sqrt(12)*SD)/P1
precU<- 1/pow(SD,2)
5
SD-dnorm(O, 0.25)
}
6
NON-COGNITIVE PART
# Morphing Sites
# PRIMING - Functional and site area parts of beta (beta is 11x4 )
model{
for (h in 1:MX # loop around respondents
for ( click in 1: numclicks[hJ) # loop around clicks per respondent
(
Y[h,click]- dcat(p[h, c1ick,1: numoptions[h,c1ick II )
for (opt in 1: numoptions[h,c1ick]) # choiceset loop (changes with respondent) # instead of numoptions use j in c_kjm
(
p[h,click,opt) <- cbr[h, click, opt] I sum(cbr[h, click, 1: numoptions[h,c1ick) ])
log(cbr[h,c1ick,opt J ) <- inprod(CBeta[choiceset[h,c1ickJ, opt, rnorph[h], 1:4J, r[h,1 :4J )
}
LL[h,c1ickJ<-log(p[h,click,Y[h,clicklJ)
} # close click loop
LL2[h) <-sum(LL[h,1 :numclicks[hlJ) # loglikelihood for household h
}# close h loop
# describe all choicesets in site structure
for (page in 1: 15) # loop over all pages
{for (m in 1:8) # loop over all morphs
{ for (option in 1: tot_options[page, m] )
(
CBeta[page, option, m,1] <- inprod(c_kjm [page, option, m,4:14J, BetaMatrix1 [1:11) )
CBeta[page, option, m,2] <- inprod(c-'<im [page, option, m,4:14], BetaMatrix2 [1:11J)
CBeta[page, option, m,3J <- inprod(c-'<im [page, option, m,4:14], BetaMatrix3 [1:11] )
CBeta[page, option, m,4] <- inprod(c-'<im [page, option, m,4:14), BetaMatrix4 [1:11J )
} } }
# PRIOR
BetaMatrix1[1:11]-dmnonn(Beta[1,1:11], T[1,1:11 ,1:11 J)
BetaMatrix2[1:11J-dmnonn(Beta[2,1:11], T[2,1:11 ,1:11 J)
BetaMatrix3[1:11J-dmnonn(Beta[3,1:11], T[3,1:11 ,1:11 J)
BetaMabix4[1:11]-dmnonn(Beta[4,1:11], T[4,1:11 ,1:11 J)
LL3<-sum(LL2D> # globalloglikelihood
# HYPERPRIOR:
for (i in 1:4) (
Betap,1:11J - dmnorm(mn[1:11 ), prec[1:11 ,1:11 »
Tp,1:11 ,1:11 ) - dwish(R[1:11 ,1:11],11)
}
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MLE (suruga).txt
/* Below is the Code for estimating the Omega for Suruga */
/* By Guilherme Liberali */
/* This runs in the statistical software STATA */
/* For an example of the dataset, refer to example of dataset.csv */
clear
set matsize 150
set logtype text
/* load data created with gamma= 0.2 */
Friday, May 23, 2008
/*insheet using "C:\Documents and Settings\Windows\My Documents\Project_Suruga\omega\suruga ~
no fixed effect.csv" */
insheet using "suruga2.csv"
/* */
/* PARAMETERS
/* */
/* log using "C:\Documents and Settings\Windows\My Documents\Project_Suruga\omega\result.txt" */
log using "omega_result_no_fixed_2.txt"
/* call clogit */
/* no fixed effect */
clogit y r1c10mega11 rlc20mega21 rlc30mega31 r1c40mega41 rlcSomegaSl
rlc60mega61 rlc70mega71 r1c80mega81 r2clomega12 r2c20mega22 ~
r2c30mega32 r2c40mega42 r2cSomegaS2 r2c60mega62 r2c70mega72 ~
r2c80mega82 r3clomega1_3 r3c20mega2_3 r3c30mega3_3 r3c40mega4_3 ~
r3cSomegaS_3 r3c60mega6_3 r3c70mega73 r3c80mega83 r4clomegal_4 ~
r4c20mega2_4 r4c30mega3_4 r4c40mega4_4 r4cSomegaS_4 r4c60mega6_4 ~
r4c70mega7_4 r4c80mega8_4, group (grp)
/* fixed effect */
clogit y rOc10megalO rOc20mega20 rOc30mega30 rOc40mega40 rOc50megaSO rOc60mega60 rOc70mega70 ~
rOc80mega80 r1clomega11 r1c20mega21 r1c30mega31 r1c40mega41 r1cSomegaS1 ~
r1c60mega61 rlc70mega71 rlc80mega81 r2c10mega12 r2c20mega22 ~
r2c30mega32 r2c40mega42 r2cSomegaS2 r2c60mega62 r2c70mega72 ~
r2c80mega82 r3clomega1_3 r3c20mega2_3 r3c30mega3_3 r3c40mega4_3 ~
r3cSomegaS_3 r3c60mega6_3 r3c70mega73 r3c80mega83 r4c10mega1_4 ~
r4c20mega2_4 r4c30mega3_4 r4c40mega4_4 r4cSomegaS_4 r4c60mega6_4 ~
r4c70mega7_4 r4c80mega8_4, group (grp)
log close
clear
-1-
~. Table of Initial alpha (ao) and beta (~o) (8 X 8)
...
I [For each pair of rand m, there will be 64 pairs of (ao' ~o)]
I
Look up index
"Gittins Index Table (1000 X 1000)
"Index table for each rand m pair (8 X 8)
~I---------/_., S
....
.....
Customer purchases product
Update: alpha (i) =ao + 1
Customer doesn't purchase product
Update: beta (i) = ~o + 1
Suruga Prm Estimation
Clarence lee
April 15, 2008
This Calculation is based on ModelS from the file ANOVA and StepW'lse Regression 041508.ap'l. The analysis is conducted in SPSS v16
Special thanks to Prof. Gui Liberal for providing Gittin6_31t_alphas_beta_022607.xls for guidance
Intercept AH Morph 01 Morph HE Morph IC Morph AH Style 01 SlyIe HE Slyle IC Slyle AH_AH AH_OI AH_HE AH_IC OLAH 01_01 HE_HE HE_IC
Si nificant Coefficients -1.421 0 0 0 0 0 0 -4.565 0.51 0 0 0 0 0.391 0 0 0
Cognitive and Cultural Styles " ;~it·o;: ,~.:
Group Morph Number r AH Morph 01 Morph HE Morph IC Morph AH Style 01 Slyle HE Slyle IC Slyle AH_AH AH_OI AH_HE AH_IC OI_AH 01_01 OI_HE OUC HE_AH HE_OI HE_HE HE_IC IC_OI IC_HE IC_IC Estimated Prm
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.031
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .c.975
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 -1.141
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 -1.085
5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 -1.031
6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 .c.975
7 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 -1.141
8 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 -1.085
9 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 -1.422
10 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 -1.366
11 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 -1.532
12 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 -1.476
13 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 -1.422
14 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 -1.366
15 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.532
16 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.476
17 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 .c.576
18 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 .c.52
19 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 -1.596
20 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 -1.54
21 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 .c.576
22 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 .c.52
23 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 -1.596
24 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 -1.54
25 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 .c.967
26 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 .c.911
27 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 ·1.987
28 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 -1.931
29 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 .c.967
30 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 .c.911
31 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 -1.987
32 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 -1.931
33 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 -1.031
34 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 .c.975
35 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 -1.141
36 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 -1.085
37 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 ·1.031
38 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 .c.975
39 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 -1.141
40 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 -1.085
41 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 -1.422
42 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 -1.366
43 2 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 -1.532
44 2 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 -1.476
45 2 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 -1.422
46 2 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 -1.366
47 2 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 -1.532
48 2 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 -1.476
49 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .c.576
50 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .c.52
51 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 -1.596
52 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 -1.54
53 3 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 .c.576
54 3 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 .c.52
55 3 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 -1.596
56 3 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 -1.54
57 3 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 .c.967
58 3 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 .c.911
59 3 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 -1.987
60 3 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 -1.931
61 3 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 .c.967
62 3 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 .c.911
63 3 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.987
64 3 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.931
65 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.876
66 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 .c.912
67 4 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 -1.986
68 4 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 -1.022
69 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 -1.876
70 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 .c.912
71 4 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
, 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 -1.986
72 4 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 -1.022
73 4 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 -1.485
74 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 .c.521
75 4 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 -1.595
76 4 11 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 .c.631
n 4 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 ·1.485
78 4 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 .c.521
79 4 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.595
80 4 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .c.631
81 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 -1.42182 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 -0.45783 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 -2.44184 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 -1.47785 5 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 -1.42188 5 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 -0.45787 5 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 -2.44188 5 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 -1.47788 5 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 -1.0390 5 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 .o.0li8~ 5 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 -2.0582 5 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 -1._83 5 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 -1.0384 5 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 -0._85 5 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 -2.0588 5 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 -1._f11 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 -1.87888 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 -o.~299 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 -1._100 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 -1.022101 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 -1.878102 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 -o.~2103 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 -1._104 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 -1.022105 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 -1._108 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 -0.521107 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 -1.585108 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 -0.831109 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 -1._110 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 -0.521111 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 -1.585112 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 -0.1131113 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.421114 7 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.457115 7 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 -2.441118 7 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 .1.477117 7 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 -1.421118 7 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 -0.457119 7 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 -2.441120 7 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 -1.477121 7 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 -1.03122 7 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4._123 7 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 -2.05124 7 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 -1.088125 7 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 -1.03128 7 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 -0.088127 7 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -2.05128 7 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.088129 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.031130 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4.975131 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 -1.141132 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 -1.085133 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 -1.031134 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 4.975135 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 -1.141138 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 -1.085137 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 -1.422138 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 -1._139 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 ·1.532140 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 -1.478141 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 -1.422142 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 -1._143 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.532144 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.478145 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 4.578148 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 -0.52147 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 -1.598148 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 -1.54149 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 -0.578150 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 4.52151 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 -1.598152 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 ·1.54153 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 4.9117154 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 -o.~1155 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 -1.9971511 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 -1.831157 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 -0.91171511 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 -o.~1159 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 -1.997180 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 -1.831181 10 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 -1.031182 10 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 4.975183 10 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 -1.141184 10 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 -1.085165 10 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 .1.031168 10 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 -0.975187 10 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 -1.141188 10 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 -1.0lI5168 10 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 -1.422170 10 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 -1._171 10 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 -1.532In 10 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 -1.478
173 10 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 I -1.422
174 10 1 0 I 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 -1._
175 10 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 -1.532
176 10 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 -1.476
177 11 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0.576
176 11 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0.52
179 11 1 a 1 1 0 a 1 a a 1 1 1 a a a 1 a a 1 -1.5ll6
180 11 1 0 1 1 0 a 1 a a 1 1 1 a a a 1 a a 1 -1.54
181 11 1 a 1 1 a 1 a a 1 a 1 a 1 a 1 a a 1 a .0.576
182 11 1 a 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 a 1 a 1 a 0 1 0 -0.52
183 11 1 a 1 1 a 1 1 a 1 1 1 a a a 1 1 a 1 1 -1.5ll6
184 11 I 0 I 1 0 I 1 0 1 1 1 a 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 -1.54
185 11 1 a 1 1 1 a 0 1 a a 0 1 1 1 a a 1 0 a -0.967
186 11 1 0 1 1 1 a 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 .0.911
187 11 1 a 1 1 1 a 1 1 0 1 a 1 0 1 0 1 1 a 1 -1.987
186 11 1 0 1 1 1 a , , 0 , 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 ·1.931
189 l' 1 0 1 1 1 1 a 1 1 a 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 .0.967
190 11 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 .0.911
191 11 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.987
192 11 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.931
193 12 1 1 0 0 a a a 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.876
194 12 1 1 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 .0.912
195 12 1 1 0 0 a 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 a -1.996
198 12 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 a -1.022
197 12 1 1 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 -1.878
198 12 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 -0.912
'99 '2 1 , 0 0 1 1 0 , 1 0 , , 1 0 0 , 0 0 -'.996
200 '2 , 1 0 0 1 , 0 1 1 0
, , 1 0 0 1 0 a -1.022
201 '2 1 1 0
, 0 0 1 0 a 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 -1.485
202 12 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 a 1 1 0 1 1 .0.521
203 12 1 1 0 1 a 1 1 a 1 1 0 1 a 1 0 0 1 a -'.1195
204 12 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 a 1 0 0 1 a .0.531
205 12 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 a 1 1 0 0 0 1 a 0 1 -1.485
206 12 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 a 0 1 .0.521
207 12 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 0 0 0 0 a -1.595
208 12 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 0 0 0 0 a .0.531
209 13 1 1 0 1 a 0 a 0 0 a 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 -1.421
210 13 1 , 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 1 I 0 0 0 .0.457
211 13 1 1 0 1 0 a 1 0 a I 0 0 I 1 1 0 0 0 1 -2.441
212 '3 I , 0 1 0 0
, 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 -1.477
213 13 1 1 0 1 0 I 0 0 1 a a 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 -1.421
214 13 1 1 a 1 0 1 0 0 1 a 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 -0.457
215 13 1 1 0 I 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 -2.441
216 13 1 1 0 1 a 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 -1.477
217 13 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 a 1 1 1 0 0 -1.03
218 13 1 1 a 1 1 a a 1 0 a 1 0 a a 1 1 1 0 a .0.066
219 13 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 -2.05
220 13 1 1 0 1 1 a 1 1 0 1 1 a 1 0 1 a 1 a 1 -1.066
221 13 1 1 0 I 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 -1.03
222 13 1 1 a 1 1 1 0 1 1 a 1 1 a 0 0 1 1 1 a -0.066
223 13 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 -2.05
224 13 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 -1.066
225 14 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 -1.876
228 14 1 1 1 0 a 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 1 1 1 -0.912
227 14 1 1 1 a 0 1 0 a 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 -1.996
228 14 1 1 1 a a 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 a 1 1 1 a -1.022
229 14 1 1 1 a 1 0 0 1 0 a 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 -1.876
230 14 1 1 1 a 1 0 0 1 a 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 a 1 -0.912
231 14 1 1 1 a 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 a 0 -1.996
132 14 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 a 0 -1.022
233 14 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 a 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 -1.485
234 14 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 I -0.521
235 14 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 a -1.595
236 14 1 1 1 1 0 , , 0 ,
, 0 , , 0 1 0 1 0 -0.531
237 14 1 , 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 -1.485
238 14 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
,
.0.52'
238 14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 -1.595
240 14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 -0.531
241 15 1 1 1 1 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.421
242 15 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.457
243 15 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 -2.441
244 15 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 a 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 a 1 "'1.477
245 15 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 -1.421
246 15 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 a 1 0 a 1 a 0 1 0 0 1 a -0.457
247 15 1 1 1 1 0 , 1 0 1 , 0
, 1 0 , , 0 1 1 -2.441
246 15 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 a 1 1 -1.477
249 15 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 a 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 -1.03
250 15 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 a 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 -0.066
251 15 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 a 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 -2.05
252 15 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
, 0 1 -1.066
253 15 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 a -1.03
254 15 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 -0.066
255 15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -2.05
256 15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1.066
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% This program calculates Gittins indices for the %%%
%%% Bernoulli reward process. It is based on the %%%
%%% recursion in Gittins (1989), p. 8-9. %%%
1 of 2
%%%
%%%
%%%
%%%
%%%
%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Initialize %%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Set parameters
a = .9999;
N = 300;
step = 0.0001;
for search routine
% discount rate
% number of iterations
% Step-size
% Initialize matrices
R = zeros(N-1,N-1);
Reward = zeros(N-1,N-1);
% Array with intermediate values
% Array with final Gittins Indices
% Initialize endpoints (starting points for backward induction)
for alpha = 1:N-1
R(alpha,N-alpha) = alpha/N ; % initialize endpoints at E[betaprior(alpha,beta)]
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% main loop %%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for p = step/2:step:1
% Continuation value for 'safe' arm
safe = p/(l-a);
for M = N-1:-1:2
for alpha = 1:M-1
% Continuation value for 'risky' arm
risky = alpha/M * (1 + a * R(alpha+1,M-alpha)) + (M-alpha) / M * (a * R(alpha,M-~
alpha+1));
% 'safe' increases faster than 'risky' in p, so
% the first time safe> risky, we got the index
if (Reward (alpha,M-alpha) == 0) && (safe> risky)
Reward (alpha,M-alpha) = p-step/2;
end
% Update recursion
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R(alpha,M-alpha)
end
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%% Output results %%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
max (safe, risky);
% Note, that it outputs the transpose of the matrix to
% be consistent with the tables in Gittens (1989)
% Set output ranges
alpha_out = 1:100;
beta_out = 1:100;
G = [ 0 alpha_out beta out' Reward (alpha_out,beta_out) ,
Appendix C
Weighted Morphing
The following documents are prepared by Professor Guilherme Liberali. They will
describe the theory of the Weighted Morphing Algorithm in depth and should be
referred to for implementation.
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December, 4th , 2007
Morphing Engine - The Suruga Application
This updated note discusses the conceptual and operational aspects of
morphing. The idea is to facilitate the development and deployment of the
Suruga Bank application of the morphing method. The general approach is:
1) The site will learn from every single click
2) The site will morph after a threshold has been reached
3) The site will morph more than once per session
We have been addressing the conceptual and analytical aspects of these
three principles. The first item was solved in our first BT application, and it has
already been implemented in our PHP website. The conceptual and analytical
aspects of item #2 and item #3 have been addressed recently. However, its
implementation has not been fully detailed yet, so it is the focus of the next
section.
Suruga Algorithm
1. Assign the best morph m conditional on not knowing the user style. The best
morph in Suruga will be identified in the SOO-subject fixed morph survey that
will done in the first part of the study.
2. For every click made by respondent n we do the following (subscript n was
omitted in this subsection for clarity purposes)
a. Observe a click
1
Dual-index morphing 03-25-08.doc
Detailing the Dual-index Approach
The dual-index multiple morphing solution is based on the Generalized
Index Heuristics (GIH), proposed by Dusonchet and Hongler (2003) and Asawa
(1996). The GIH uses a continuation index (VCrmn) and a switching index (VSnnn).
In short, the heuristics is: continue engaging morph m while its continuation index
is higher than switching index for all other morphs, that is: VC rmn ~ VS rkn , Vk -:t; m.
When the switching index for any other morph is higher then the continuation
index for the current morph, switch to the morph having the largest switching
index.
1. Computing the Indices
Now we have two Bellman equations. One equation has switching costs,
and gives us VSnnn. The other has no switching costs and gives us VCnnn. Both
are described next.
Computing the Switching Index VSrmn
First, we need a way to incorporate switching costs into the value of the
morph, that is, its Gittins' index. Dusonchet and Hongler (2003) assumed that
costs did not change with morphs (projects) nor with the number of times that the
system changes between projects. We take a step further, by modeling costs as
an exponential function of the number of morph changes1.
In our switching cost index formulation, the arm with known probability is
given by VSnnn and the arm with unknown probability is given by the beta
distribution. The selection between both arms is given by the solution of the
following bellman equation:
1 Dusonchet and Hongler proved that the dual-index solution using fixed costs is still an indexable
bandit problem. We might want to discuss in the paper why we believe the variable cost approach
still yields a quasi-optimal solution,
1
Multiple Morphing Updates to the Math Engine - May 1st, 2008
Updates to the Morphing Engine
A full-morphing implementation has to deal with two important challenges.
First, it must take into account that a person might have been exposed to multiple
morphs while using the site. This means that, at the end of each browsing
session, the system must give the correct credit for successes or failures,
proportionally to all morphs seen (recall that we use past successes and failures
to learn across users). Second, the site must avoid the morph confusion that
might emerge from changing morphs too often. As an extreme example of
excessive morphing, think of a person having to adapt to a different version of
Excel after every click! Additionally, consider that many users have reportedly
not been able or willing to adapt to Excel 2007 even after days or weeks of
continued usage.
A good way to deal with these challenges is to use a weighting function sand
to introduce switching costs into our application of the Gittins' index. The former
takes care of the exposure to multiple morphs. The latter reduces morph
confusion by penalizing morph changes.
Weighting
The intuition for the weighting function is that the system now recognizes the
fact that if a person purchased after being exposed to, say, two different morphs,
then we must credit this success proportionally to each morph he saw. There are
multiple ways of doing this. To keep things simple and yet robust we can use the
number of clicks per morphs as the weighting criterion. Let's take a closer look at
how we can do it. In the current PHP site implementation we learn from success
and failure by adding 1.0 to the alpha (success) or beta (failure) table entry that
corresponds to the only morph a user was exposed to. With the weighting
function we now do it proportionally to all morphs a person saw. This means that,
for example, if a person purchased after being exposed to morph 7 for 20% of
the total number of clicks in his clickstream and was exposed to morph 9 for 80%
of the clickstream, then the system now must credit 0.2 to the alpha table entry
that corresponds to morph 7 and 0.8 to alpha table entry that corresponds to
1
Appendix D
Source Code and Site Testing
Simulation
There are two main files that holds the code for the Bayesian Inference Engine and
the Gittins' Index Engine. They are:
1. bayesian_engine.php
2. gittins_index_engine.php
These two files are stored as CakePHP components in the folder found in CakePHP
directory app\controllers\components \.
The following document is prepared by Professor Guilherme Liberali, and it di-
cusses testing the Morphing Web site using simulation.
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Real site testing 121907.doc
Testing the Multiple Morphing Site
We have already tested the Bayesian engine. Now we need to test the Gittins'
engine and the integration of both. Testing the morphing site means learning how
the actual real site and the morphing implementation behave in a realistic
situation of many users. Recall that our method is based on learning across
clicks and across users. In practice, it is not feasible to manually simulate
hundreds or thousands of customers. On the other hand, testing only with a
couple of customers would not make sense, as the heart of the Gittins' simulation
lays on learning from successes and failures over multiple users.
Clicking the site manually might give us face validity, but I think (and you
might want to confirm this with Glen) we now want to check the algorithm validity
in depth. If so, I believe we need to use or code a simple test environment that
can (1) easily generate clicks for thousands of users in our real site (2) activate
the updating after each click and after each user and (3) track the results such as
the morphs served per cognitive style, the average purchase probability per
cognitive style and the evolution of the Gittins' index.
This note presents the overall algorithm for such testing environment. It
assumes that the site is tracking properly all necessary information and that the
site morphs multiple times as discussed in the Dec.4th note.
1
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Test Procedures and Results
The simulation steps are detailed later. In short, start by assuming we
know the probability of purchase for each morph for each style (this information
will come later from the "pre-post purchase likelihood measurement" measures in
Suruga field study). Next, simulate a customer by randomly choosing one
cognitive style. Then generate data (clicks) and run the Bayesian updater after
each simulated click, and observe what are the morphs that the system serves
up to each synthetic customer during his browsing experience. Finally we
observe each user's purchase behavior, update alpha or beta accordingly and
repeat this process until we have 5000 customers per cognitive style.
We expect that, after a few thousands customers have gone through the
site, the system will have learned the best morph for this each cognitive style and
stabilized. After we reach 5000 customers per style, and plot the morphs chosen
by the system for each sequential customer within one specific cognitive style we
should get something like this.
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Fig. 1 - Morphs chosen by the system for a cognitive style
2
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As Figure 1 shows, after a couple thousand customers one morph clearly
dominates the others.
Finally, the plot of the Gittins' index for all morphs should reflect the fact
that the system learns the optimal morph as the number of customers increases,
so it should look like this:
0.75
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Fig. 2 - Gittins'lndex evolution
Testing Steps
1. Define clickstream length. The efficient length depends on website design,
but we expect that K=10 should be plenty and is a good starting point.
2. Do the following for 1..n customers, where n= 5000 customers x number
of cognitive segments
a. Create a user
b. Choose randomly one cognitive style r. Call this the "current user
true cognitive style".
3
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c. Assign the best morph given that we do not know the user style.
For now assume it is morph 2(the best unconditional morph will be
found when we look at the Suruga field data)
d. For each of the 1..k clicks for this user n do the following
i. Compute click probabilities for current morph, and all J links
within current page. Since we know r, k, j, n, Cjj and m,
[
exp(c. nr) ]the probabilities are given by Pkjmo = L ~ _
exp(Cksmnr)
s
ii. Choose an area to click by drawing each click from all the
probabilities considering all J links available in the current
page. The click probabilities were found in the previous step
I assume the next steps are already coded into the Suruga
Site. They are listed in the Dec.4th note
iii. Observe a click
iv. Run the extant Bayesian updater. It should use the following
Kn Jk
IlIl!(Yk Ickjm 'n,r)qo (r)
equation: q;: =!(rIYn,ckjm 'n) =_K_k_=~....;;.)_=I _
n k 15
IlIl:L!(Yk ICkjm'n,r)qo(ro)k=1 )=1 70 =0
v. Look up Gittins' index, EGm, for all morphs using the
posterior probabilities q as follows:
15
EGm=LqrGrm(arm,Prm)
r=O
vi. Find m=argmaxm EGm{. )
4
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vii. Compute the posterior probability of purchase for user n
conditional on our beliefs about his cognitive style (the vector
q) and conditional on the morphs user n was exposed to until
now (expressed in l;), as follows:
8
p(purchasen Iq'(n) =L(inPirm
i=1
viii. If the purchase probability is above a minimum threshold,
morph the site to m. The threshold will be discovered after
we analyze the Suruga survey results:
Morph if p(purchasen Iq,Sn) > threshold
ix. If the morphing has happened, update l;n .Recall that l;n is
given by the number of clicks a user was exposed to each in
morph divided by the total number of clicks observed so far.
e. After the last click, choose a purchase or no-purchase according to
a binomial draw using that weighted Prm and the true cognitive style
f. Update Gittins' index by updating alpha or beta for all cognitive styles
spreading the weight of the purchase or no-purchase using 'm
g. Compute the mean expected purchase probability per cognitive style
and plot the chosen morphs x visitors for each cognitive style as in
Figure 1, and the evolution of the Gittins' index for each cognitive style
as in Figure 2
Gui Liberali
December 20th , 2007
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Appendix E
British Telecommunication Project
Documents
The following items are included that is relevant to the BT Project.
1. Morph Map of the Web site Characteristic and Morph Dimensions for the first
BT Prototype - This illustrates the idea of Web site Characteristics and Morphs.
2. Professor John Hauser's Substantive Update - this is a followup to the "Website
Morphing" paper by Hauser, Urban, Liberali, and Braun[2]. This document de-
scribes the classical statistical analysis that Professor Hauser conducted to iden-
tify the significant factors that influences Customer Consideration and Purchase
for the first BT prototype and field experiment. The Factor Analysis, ANOVA
and Stepwise Regressions I conducted for Suruga are based on this document
and his SPSS output files (BT SPSS files are not included in the Appendices.
Please refer to Professor Hauser or Liberali for those files.)
3. Cultural Styles Literature Review - this report is compiled by Research As-
sistants Antonio Lorenzon and Harald Solamann. Gives insight on how they
generated the Cultural Styles for BT Prototype 2.
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BT Prototype 1 Website Characteristics
September, 2006
MORPH MAP
Graphical Verbal
MORPH 1 MORPH2
• Graphs & diagrams • Listen button & texts
Large load
• Advisor: publisher • Advisor: publisherof
.....
c information • Learning Center: technical • Learning Center: technicalS topics topicsc
0 Lots of information Lots of information0 • •
"'D
CD MORPH 3 MORPH4U)
::2 Graphs & diagrams Listen button & textsCJ • •0 Small loadLL • Advisor: publisher • Advisor: publisherof
information • Learning Center: technical • Learning Center: technical
topics topics
• Just a bit of information • Just a bit of information
MORPH 5 MORPH6
• Graphs & diagrams • Listen button & texts
Large load
• Advisor: student • Advisor: studentof
..... information Learning Center: general Learning Center: generalc • •
CD topics topics.....
c
0
• Lots of information • Lots of information0
-L! MORPH 7 MORPH 8
CD
c
• Graphs & diagrams • Listen button & textsCD
C) Small load Advisor: student Advisor: student
of • •
information • Learning Center: general • Learning Center: general
topics topics
• Just a bit of information • Just a bit of information
John Hauser
May 12,2007
Substantive Paper on Cognitive States and Morphing
I am excited about the second morphing paper. I think it has the potential to be published
of its substantive contributions. I think reviewers will find it quite interesting that morphing by
cognitive state can indeed change probabilities. In the Gittins'-based morphing paper we do not
emphasize the substantive findings, nor do we spend much time on the measurement. In that pa-
per I am hoping reviewers will cut us some slack and see the aggregate SPSS logit regressions as
a reasonable, but practical, implementation step. However, ifwe have a substantive paper on
morphing/cognitive states, I think we have to bring the analysis to the next level.
There is some precedent. With Ken Wisniewski we first published the "theory" ofsemi-
Markov dYnamic models in Management Science, and then a paper devoted to the details of im-
plementation in Marketing Science. Similarly, Steve Gaskin and I published a defender applica-
tion in Marketing Science a year after Steve Shugan and I published the theory. Even with
Birger, we first published a theory ofresponse models in Joumal ofMarketing Research and
then a year later a justification with consideration sets in the Journal ofConsumer Research.
The latter has been cited much more than the former. I think we can do this paired (or triple) pa-
per strategy with morphing.
Ifwe write a paper with substantive results, the full Bayesian formulation, and·an analy-
sis ofthe optimal time to morph, the second paper should easily be an "A" publication. Because
I am closest to the SPSS analysis, I've written this document to bring everyone else up to speed.
It is fairly straightforward analytically. The real effort is getting a model that fits statistically and
has face validity.
Dependent Measures
In the priming study, we randomly assigned morphs to respondents and we measured
their cognitive states. For each ofsixteen cognitive states and for each ofeight morphs we ob-
serve for each respondent in the cognitive-state-morph combination:
• whether the respondent considers BT (this is a 0-1 variable)
• if they consider BT, the probability that they would purchase a BT plan
• this is a 0-100 purchase probability, which we can scale 0 to 1.0
1
• some respondents give BT 100 points, which we interpret a 1.0 probability of
purchasing
• some respondents only consider BT, in which case the unconditioned probability of
purchasing is 1.0
• if respondents don't consider BT, then the unconditioned probability ofpurchasing
BT is 0.0.
By the rules of conditional probability, we have:
(1) Prmn = Pr{purchase BTlr, m} = Pr{purchase BT Iconsider BT, r, m}*Pr{consider BTlr, m}
With a sufficiently large sample size, we could have used the Prm's that we observed.
However, with only 1,111 respondents for 16 x 8 = 128 cells, these observed probabilities would
be based on very few observations. They seemed to make sense, but it was clear that they were
not precisely estimated. I felt it was necessary to build a model to smooth out the observed
probabilities.
We have two choices: (1) build a composite model where the explanatory variables affect
Pr{purchase BT} directly or (2) build two models - one model ofthe consideration process
[pr{consider BT}] and one model ofthe conditional purchase process [pr{purchase BT Icon-
sider}]. Ifwe choose the latter approach, then we use Equation 1 to get the final predictions.
This is what I did in the SPSS model. Ifwe build the two-stage model, then the sample for
Pr{purchase BT Iconsider} is only those respondents who consider BT. The sample for
Pr{consider BT} is all respondents.
The dependent measures make it difficult to use standard MLE logit packages, because
they do not handle fractional purchases. It was also difficult to use standard logit regression with
individual-respondent level data [In(prm/( 1-Prm)) as the dependent measure] because some ofthe
observations are 0.0 or 1.0. I tried changing 0.0 to a small number and 1.0 to (1- a small num-
ber), but the results were too dependent on what I chose for the small number. Fortunately, the
theory works for fractional purchases. It is just the packages that cannot handle it.
Using the notation of the text, let
pn= probability that respondent n chose BT, this can be 0, 1, or a fraction
pen =probability that respondent n considered BT, this is 0 or 1
2
Pm = probability that respondent n chose BT given that he/she considered BT, this can be
0, 1, or a fraction. I am "s" as a subscript as a mnemonic for "select," because "c"
for is already used "for consideration."
We also have data on these probabilities (events) before the respondent saw the website
(pre). The above are defined for the after the respondent saw the website (post). Ideally, we
would build a pre-website model and then use that to estimate changes. Logically, cognitive
states could affect the pre-probabilities. Morphs and matches (see below) cannot affect pre-
measures. To avoid propagating error, we would then use estimated pre-probabilities as explana-
tory variables in the models. Because ofregression-to-the-mean issues, the pre-measures should
be explanatory variables; we do not want to model the delta probabilities.
I spent a lot oftime trying to estimate these pre-post models. They were a bust with the
aggregate data. Hardly anything was significant in the first stage, hence the variation in esti-
mated pre-probabilities was minimal. The estimated pre-probabilites were not significant in the
second stage. In this note I will ignore the pre-measures. However, we might be able to build
better models ifwe use them.
Independent Measures
There are three types of independent measures: (1) morph characteristics, (2) cognitive
state characteristics, and (3) morph-state matches.
Morph characteristics. The morph characteristics were varied randomly for each re-
spondent. They are 0-1 explanatory variables for each ofthree characteristics:
• graphical vs. verbal (e.g., graphs and pictures vs. text)
• focused vs. general content (e.g., a few recommended plans vs. all plans)
• small-load vs. large-load (e.g., the amount of information presented)
In the paper we index morph by m where m = 1to 7. We can also think of the morph as a binary
vector, mn • For example, mn = {1,O,O} is a verbal, focused, small-load morpho This vector has
an n subscript because each respondents were shown different morphs.
Cognitive states. We did not manipulate respondents' cognitive states. Rather, we
measured their cognitive states with a variety of scales such as the following:
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We then factor analyzed the scales to produce four factors (the factor matrix is at the end
of this note.
• leader vs. follower
• analytic/visual vs. holistic/verbal
• impulsive vs. deliberative
• (active) reader vs. (passive) listener
We could have built a model that used the factors as explanatory variables. However, the Gittins
loop requires that respondents be in discrete states. (This may be relaxed in the future, but I
don't think it is trivial to do so. It is a new paper if we can so do.) With Theta's help, we devel-
oped four binary variables to indicate a respondent's cognitive state. E.g., a respondent is a
"leader" ifhe/she is above the median on the factor corresponding to leader vs. follower. Using
one of our coding schemes (~2), the discrete states are given by the vector ~ for the nth respon-
dent. For example, ~ = {O, 1, 1, O} is a leader who is holistic/verbal, deliberative, and an active
reader.
Matches. The last set of explanatory variables are the matches. These are the variables
in which we are most interested. There are 3 x 4 x 2 possible matches. A respondent will have
seen three morph characteristics, will have had four cognitive states characteristics, and the
match could have occurred in one of two directions. For example, one match might be that the
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respondent saw a graphical morph and was a leader (and verbal with follower) while another
match might be when a respondent saw a verbal morph and was a leader (and graphical with fol-
lower). Call these binary vectors, "in' for the nth respondent. This vector varies by respondent
because each respondent has a different cognitive state and was (randomly) shown different
morphs, hence, each respondent can have different matches. It is easy to build the "in vector
from the ~ and mn vectors, however, "in is not collinear with ~ and mn.
In the aggregate SPSS model, I only had 16 x 8 = 128 observations. It would have been
crazy to include all matches in the model. I used ANOVA to identify the matches most likely to
be significant and then stepwise regression to build the model. ANOVA also told me whether
interactions might be significant - they weren't. In building a logit model, we will have to be
very careful not to over-fit the data. It might be best to start with the specification in the paper.
This is given below (reproduced from the paper).
Morch to Match Cognitive Stvle
Graphic to visuaVanalytic
Verbal to impulsives
Graphic to listeners
Focused to impulsives
Focused to readers
Focused to followers
Small-load to verbal/holistic
Small-load to impulsives
Small-load to readers
Site Design
Focused
Morph to Match
Cognitive Stvle
Focused to listeners
Consider
8T
Data from Priming
Respondents
Site Design
Large load
Choose 8T
(given
consideration)
Choose 8T
(after Wewiog
morphed website)
The explanatory variables that were significant are shown in the boxes. For example, the
cognitive style, "deliberative," was significant in the model ofPr{consider BT}. The morph
"large load" was significant in the model ofPr{choose BT Iconsider BT}, as was the match,
"focused morph to respondents who were listeners."
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The Logit Model
The model is a simple binary logit. Ifwe define weights, Wm' Wr' Wz' for morphs, cog-
nitive states, and matches, respectively, then we want to estimate the following model. Natu-
rally, we will need to test a variety ofmodels to identify the best one - a model that has signifi-
cant coefficients and has face validity. (I think of face validity as an implicit Bayesian criterion
where we override random error with intuition.) In the following equations, I use capital P's for
the logit model probabilities so that the likelihood function is unambiguous. Equation 2a is the
two-step model; Equation 2b is the one-step model.
(2a)
(2b)
or
p = exp«(wm'mn+)w/r" +wz'zn)
n 1+ exp«(wm'mn+)wr 'r" +wz ' Zn)
The Likelihood Function
Whether we use MLE or Bayesian methods, we need a likelihood function. The likeli-
hood function is the standard logit likelihood function. Most statistical packages require the ob-
servations to be 0 or 1. This does not have to be the case, the likelihood function is well-defined
and can be maximized for fractional dependent measures. The concept is as ifwe had 100 ob-
servations for each respondent. Unfortunately, ifwe just change the data so that we pretend to
observe 100*Pn or 100*Pcn and 100*psn we would over-estimate precisions ofthe estimators.
One kluge would be to use standard packages, multiply the dependent measures by 100 to make
the dependent variables integers, estimate the model, and correct the t-statistics. Another way to
do this is to write a simple MLE estimator. I am not sure which is easier and I have not worked
through the equations to correct the standard errors - they should be straightforward.
Basically, the likelihood functions are:
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(3) or
All ofthe usual considerations apply.
Factor Loadings
This is a five-factor solution based on the scree rule. We did not use the innovator scales
to help define cognitive states. There is also a reliability (Cronbach ex) tests and three scales
(plus the innovator scale) are reasonable. The fifth scale is only one item.
Rotated Component Matrix(a)
Component
1 2 3 4 5
Innovator: take a chance .209 .071 .599 -.001 .018
Innovator: like to ex-
.019 -.001 -.655 .012 -.172periment
Innovator: last person to
-.021 .049 -.607 .030 .125try
Innovator: try new things .079 .189 .761 -.003 -.042
Visual: read rather than
.020 .062 .020 .023 .950listen
Visual: decipher graphs .116 .529 .080 -.210 .087
Visual: read explanation
-.093 .569 -.116 .139 .140before graph
Visual: mental pictures .118 .601 .075 .146 -.117
Analytic: detail oriented .126 .714 .054 -.039 .063
Analytic: see in entirety .287 .534 .177 -.154 -.179
Command: comand oth-
.644 .247 .139 -.072 .031ers
Command: speak first .760 .040 .021 .085 -.045
Command: leadership .849 .078 .018 -.034 -.002
Commend: confidence .824 .081 .133 -.031 .033
Impulsive: bat_ball in-
-.022 -.007 .034 .651 .039dictor
ImpUlsive: machine indi-
.024 .056 -.046 .716 -.015cator
Impulsive: lily indicator
-.027 -.069 -.031 .762 .001
Extraction Method: Principal Component AnalySIS. Rotation Method: Vanmax With Kaiser Normalization.
Some Musings on the Optimal Time to Morph
The current simulations use synthetic data. However, the parameters ofthe Bayesian
model are based on the priming data. In a substantive paper we will need to give substantive ad-
vice on the optimal time or the optimal rules to morpho This means we will have to give some
thought about how we represent the ckjn 's so that they represent the situation faced by respon-
dents in the priming study.
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The morphing strategy is based on the Gittins' loop. However, ifwe going to study the
optimal time to morph, we can assume that the Gittins' loop has enough observations so that it
has converged. As the number of respondents goes to infinity, Grmn 7 Prm. With this assump-
tion we are solving the optimal-time-to-morph problem at a time when the exploration-
exploitation (Gittins) problem has converged to exploitation. Later we might solve both optimi-
zation problems simultaneously.
For the paper, we will have to speculate on how a mixed morph will affect respondents.
We not have data on mixed morphs because each priming respondent saw only one morpho
Also, the entire Gittins' analysis assumes that the respondent sees enough ofthe new morph so
that its characteristics dominate the morph the respondent saw before the website changed. (This
is another reason why it is best to start by abstracting from the Gittins' problem.)
Using the notation of the paper, the respondent sees Kn clicks. As a first pass we may
need to assume that Kn does not depend on the morph that the respondent sees. This is also an-
other avenue of future research - it is not unreasonable that a matched morph would be more ef-
ficient for the respondent.
Let Knm be the number of clicks that the respondent sees of morph m. (This is one model-
ing decision: using clicks rather than response time.) By definition, Lm K nm = Kn. We can as-
sume that the effective probability for a respondent in cognitive state r is given by:
(4)
To optimize we need to choose a rule, based on what we can observe, to decide when to change
from the initial morph to a respondent-specific morpho (It is not hard to show that the initial
morph will be the same for all respondents. The initial morph maximizes the expected reward,
argmaxm L,q,oP,m .)
One simple way to explore optimal rules is to simulate them. That is, randomly draw
cognitive states according to the priming-population probabilities. Then, simulate respondents
making click choices and update the qrnk'S. (I have added a k subscript assuming optimization
requires a Bayesian loop after each click.) One rule might be: morph when max,.{qrnk} is above a
threshold. Another might be morph when entropy, :E,qrnkln(qrnk), is below a threshold. Other
rules might depend upon both the qrnk'S and the Prm'S. It is an interesting and challenging prob-
lem. Ifwe can solve it, it will be an interesting contribution. John Hauser, May 12,2007.
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How Hofstede measures cultural dimensions
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Hofstede's initial study [Hofstede 1980; Hofstede 1983a; Hofstede 1983b;
HofstedelBond 1988] used an existing data base from IBM, covering matched populations of
employees in national subsidiaries in 64 countries. The data consisted of answers to
questionnaires about employee values and perception of the work situation that were collected
in the context of two worldwide rounds of employee attitude surveys. The questions in the
IBM surveys had been composed from initial in-depth interviews with employees in ten
countries and from suggestions by frequent travelers in the international headquarters' staffs
who reported on value differences they had noticed among subsidiaries. Table 1Error!
Reference source not found. shows how two indexes have been derived based on the data
available.
Power Distance
POI = -35m(1) +35m(2)
+25m(3) -20m(4) -20
[m(1) is the mean score for
question 1, m(2) is the mean
score for question 2, and so
on]
Individualism
IOV =-50m(1) +30m(2)
+20m(3) -25m(4) +130
In choosing an ideal job, how
important would it be to you to have a
good working relationship with your
direct superior?
In choosing an ideal job, how
important would it be to be consulted
by your direct superior in his/her
decisions?
How frequently, in your experience,
are subordinates afraid to express
disagreement with their superiors?
An organization structure in which
certain subordinates have two bosses
should be avoided at all costs
In choosing an ideal job, how
important would it be to have sufficient
time for your personal or family life?
In choosing an ideal job, how
important would it be to have good
physical working conditions (good
ventilation and lighting, adequate work
space, etc.)?
In choosing an ideal job, how
1 = of utmost importance
2 =very important
3 = of moderate importance
4 =of little importance
5 =of very little or no importance
1 =of utmost importance
2 = very important
3 =of moderate importance
4 = of little importance
5 =of very little or no importance
1 =never
2 =seldom
3 =sometimes
4 = usually
5 =always
1 = strongly agree
2 =agree
3 = undecided
4 = disagree
5 = strongly disagree
1 = of utmost importance
2 =very important
3 = of moderate importance
4 =of little importance
5 = of very little or no importance
1 = of utmost importance
2 = very important
3 =of moderate importance
4 =of little importance
5 =of very little or no importance
1 =of utmost importance
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important would it be to have security 2 =very important
of employment 3 =of moderate importance
4 =of little importance
5 =of very little or no importance
In choosing an ideal job, how 1 =of utmost importance2 =very importantimportant would it be to have an . 3 =of moderate importanceelement of variety and adventure In 4 =of little importancethe job? 5 =of very little or no importance
In choosing an ideal job, how 1 =of utmost importance2 =very importantimportant would it be to work with 3 =of moderate importancepeople who cooperate well with one 4 =of little importanceanother? 5 =of very little or no importance
In choosing an ideal job, how 1 =of utmost importance2 =very importantimportant would it be to have an . 3 =of moderate importanceopportunity for advancement to higher 4 =of little importanceMasculinity level jobs? 5 =of very little or no importance
MAS =+60m(1) -20m(2) 1 =strongly agree
+20m(3) -70m(4) +100 2 =agree
Most people can be trusted 3 =undecided
4 =disagree
5 =strongly disagree
1 =strongly agree
When people have failed in life it is 2 =agree3 =undecidedoften their own fault 4 =disagree
5 =strongly disagree
1 =never
2 =seldomHow often do you feel nervous or 3 =sometimestense at work? 4 =usually
5 =always
One can be a good manager without 1 =strongIy agree2 =agreehaving precise answers to most . 3 =undecided
Uncertainty Avoidance questions that subordinates may raise 4 =disagreeabout their work 5 =strongly disagree
UAI =+25m(1) +20m(2)- 1 =strongly agree50m(3) -15m(4) +120
Competition between employees 2 =agree3 =undecided
usually does more harm than good 4 =disagree
5 =strongly disagree
A company's or organization's rules 1 =strongly agree2 =agree
should not be broken - not even when 3 =undecidedthe employee thinks it is in the 4 =disagree
company's best interest 5 =strongly disagree
1 =of utmost importance
In your private life, how important is 2 =very important3 =of moderate importancethrift to you? 4 =of little importance
Long-Term Orientation 5 =of very little or no importance
LTO =-20m(1) +20m(2) +40 1 =of utmost importance
2 =very importantIn your private life, how important is 3 =of moderate importance
respect for tradition to you? 4 =of little importance
5 =of very little or no importance
Table 1: Hofstede's Values Survey Model 1994 (VSM 1994)
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How Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner measure cultural dimensions
Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner analyzed cultural differences with a particular focus on
how these differences impact on the way businesses are managed. According to their
publications, their work research is based on "15 years of academic and field research"
[Trompenaars/Hampden-Turner 1997].
How Schwartz measures cultural dimensions
Respondents complete the Schwartz value survey anonymously in their native language
[Schwartz 1992]. They rate the importance of 56 single values as "GUIDING PRINCIPLES
IN MY LIFE" (see also Table 2). Each value is followed in parentheses by a short explanatory
phrase.
e e e e e e e e e
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 -1
of supreme very important not opposed to
importrance important important my values
Figure 1: Schwartz's nine-point scale for measuring values
Responses to Schwartz's value survey range from 7 ("of supreme importance") to 3
("important") to 0 ("not important") to -1 ("opposed to my values") (see also Figure 1).
~~.'_~.-~~:;;~=-,."...,....,.....,~~
Equality (equal opportunity for all)
Inner Harmony (at peace with myself)
Social Power (control over others, dominance)
Pleasure (gratification of desires)
Freedom (freedom of action and thought)
A Spiritual Life (emphasis on spiritual not material matters)
Sense of Belonging (feeling that others care about me)
Social Order (stability of society)
An Exciting Life (stimulating experiences)
Meaning in Life (a purpose in life)
Politeness (oourtesy, good manners)
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Wealth (material possessbns, money)
National Security (protection of my nation from enemies)
Self-respect (belief in one's own worth)
Reciprocation ofFavors (avoidance ci indebtemess)
Creativity (uniqueness, imagination)
A World at Peace (free of war and conflict)
Resped for Tradition (preservation of time-honored custans)
Mature Love (deep emotional and spiritual intimacy)
Self-discipline (self-restraint resistance to temptation)
Detachment (from worldly concerns)
Family Security (safety for loved ones)
Social Recognition (respect, approval by others)
Unity with Nature (fitting into nature)
A Varied Life (filled with challenge, novelty, and change)
Wisdom (a mature understanding of life)
Authority (the right to lead or command)
True Friendship (close, supportive friends)
A World of Beauty (beauty of nature and the arts)
Social Justice (correcting injustice, care for the weak)
Independent (self-reliant, self-sufficient)
Moderate (avoiding extremes of feeling and acticn)
Loyal (faithful to my friends, group)
Ambitious (hardworking, aspiring)
Broad-minded (tolerant of different ideas and beliefs)
Humble (modest self-effacing)
Daring (seeking adventure, risk)
Protecting the Environment (preserving nature)
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Influential (having an impact on people and events)
Honoring of Parents and Elders (showing respect)
Choosing Own Goals (selecting own Pll'poses)
Healthy (not being sick physically or mentally)
Capable (competent, effective, efficient)
Accepting my Portion in Life (submitting to life's circumstances)
Honest (genuine, sincere)
PreseNing my Public Image (protecting my ''face'')
Obedient (dutiful, meeting obligations)
Intelligent ~ogical, thinking)
Helpful (working for the welfare of others)
Enjoying Life (enjoying food, sex, leisure, etc.)
Devout (holding to religious faith and belief)
Responsble (dependable, reliable)
Curious (interested in everything, exploring)
Forgiving (willing to pardon ahers)
Successful (achieving goals)
Clean (neat, tidy)
Table 2: Items of Schwartz's value survey
In each sample, the intercorrelation matrix of Person correlations between the importance
ratings of the values was analyzed with the Guttman-Lingoes Smallest Space Analysis (SSA).
This is a nonmetric multidimensional scaling (MDS) technique for structural analysis of
similarity data. This technique represents the values as points in multidimensional space such
that distances between the points reflect the empirical relations among values as measured by
the correlations between their importance ratings. The greater the conceptual similarity
between the two values, the more related they should be empirically, and hence the closer
their locations should be in the multidimensional space.
Implications for our project
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When analyzing cultural dimension, researchers usually apply survey techniques (however,
the research approach of some researchers, e.g. Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner, remains
somewhat unclear). The scales used for measuring the survey items vary. For instance,
Hofstede uses a five-point scale, whereas Schwartz introduces a nine-point scale. The number
of survey items used also varies. For example, Hofstede measures cultural dimension by
asking 18 questions. Schwartz's value survey consists of 56 items.
A way of integrating this research approach into our project is to present a questionnaire to
the users ofthe website ("direct approach"). This would allow us to use some ofthe questions
outlined above in order to analyze the user's cultural preferences. A disadvantage of this
approach is probably that users usually do not like surveys. Another way is to use the
informational choices we already discussed as proxies for the questionnaire items ("indirect
approach"). Examples are different types ofadvisors and language preferences.
Cognitive Variables Measures
Introduction
During the last three decades there has been an increasing interest in cognitive style
among management researchers and practitioners. A major problem, however, has been the
shortage of valid and reliable measures convenient for a wide using and application.
Cognitive style has been defined as 'consistent individual differences in preferred ways of
organizing and processing information and experience' [Messick 1984]. Its relevance to
organizational behaviour is clear [Schweiger 1983].
Allison and Hayes [AllinsonlHayes 1996] cite evidence of the value of cognitive style in
relation to personnel selection, careers guidance, task design, team composition, conflict
management and training and development. Others have demonstrated the appropriateness of
certain styles for particular management tasks. Mintzberg [Mintzberg 1976], for example,
claims that planning and management science, with their emphasis on logic and articulation,
require a rationed cognitive style whereas management at the policy level, which involves
coping with ambiguity and complexity, requires a more intuitive approach.
So it's clear there are a lot of complete different approaches and a lot of different measures for
the cognitive styles dimensions. It's very hard to find the final questions that had been used to
analyse the sample by a questionnaire and the most common ones are under royalties
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restriction but it was still possible to look at the literature to identify the main instruments
used to develop a cognitive style analysis.
Tests and different approaches:
In the main work on cognitive styles, Allison and Hayes [Allinson/Hayes 1996]
explain how the main problem with many established measures of cognitive style is that they
are too cumbersome to be applied in large-scale organizational studies. Looking at the
literature regarding cognitive style Index and measures it has been possible to identify and
summarise four main tests:
- Matching Familiar Figures Test (MFF) [Kagan 1966] the commonest method of
assessing impulsivity-reflection, also entails timing ofresponse, in this case to the
task of matching a standard figure with one of a number of variants. It's a visual test to allow
the registration of the first impression people have about their thoughts.
- The Hermann Brain Dominance Instrument lHDBD: [Hermann 1998] it takes the form
of a survey consisting of 120 Questions to be completed by an individual. They don't have a
real time-limit so they can spend as much time as they want on each question.
There 4 different quadrants:
- A-quadrant (left cerebral mode) means that a person favours activities that involve logical,
analytical and factual information combined with an ability to perceive, verbalise and
express information precisely
- B-quadrant (left limbic mode) implies similarities to an A-quadrant thinking preference. In
both cases a linear approach to activities is taken and ambiguity is rejected.
Individuals with a B-quadrant preference favour organised, sequential, planned and
detailed information. They are conservative in their actions and like to keep things as
they are.
- C-quadrant (right limbic mode) indicates a preference for information that is interpersonal,
involves emotion (based on feelings) and which is kinaesthetic.
- D-quadrant (right cerebral mode) is mainly characterised by a holistic approach.
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Fig. 1 - Hermann's Cognitive Brain scheme [Hermann 1995]
This test is considered one of the most complete because it's regarding both Analytic and
Holistic style (with all their declination) and Verbal and Visual.
- Myers-Briggs type indicator (MBTD: [Myers 1985] it classifies people according to their
preference on scales derived from the psychological Carl Jung's theory.
The primary feature of the theory behind the MBTI is that each person's personality fits into
only one of 16 types. These categories are based on four features of personality, each
consisting of two opposite preferences. According to the theory, all people have an innate
preference that determines how they will behave in all situations.
The four dimensions are:
- Extroversion (E) vs Introversion (I). This dimension reflects the perceptual orientation of
the individual. Extroverts are said to react to immediate and objective conditions in
the environment. Introverts, however, look inward to their internal and subjective
reactions to their environment.
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- Sensing (S) vs Intuition (N). People with a sensing preference rely on that which can be
perceived and are considered to be oriented toward that which is real. People with an
intuitive preference rely more on their non-objective and unconscious perceptual
processes.
- Thinking (T) vs Feeling (F). A preference for thinking indicates the use of logic and rational
processes to make deductions and decide upon action. Feeling represents a preference
to make decisions that are based on subjective processes that include emotional
reactions to events.
- Judgment (J) vs Perception (P). The judgment-perception preferences were invented by
Briggs and Myers to indicate if rational or irrational judgments are dominant when a
person is interacting with the environment. The judgmental person uses a combination
of thinking and feelings when making decision, whereas the perception person uses
the sensing and intuition processes.
- Learning Style Inventory (LSI): [Kolb 1984] learning cycle model represent another
conceptual approach to classifying cognitive processing. He states that "An Orientation
toward abstract conceptualization focuses on using logic, idea and concepts. It emphasizes
thinking as opposed to feeling while an orientation toward concrete experience focuses on
being involved in experiences and dealing with human situations in personal way. It
emphasizes feeling as opposed to thinking".
The second dimension in Kolb's learning theory is regarding "active experimentation" versus
"reflective observation". In one of the several perspectives that Kolb offers on his theory he
defines this bipolar dimension as "grasping information" and ''transforming it".
Kolb's four styles are defined by the intersection of his two dimensions:
Convergers: favour abstract conceptualization and active experimentation
Divergers: emphasize reflective observation and concrete experience
- Accomodators: value active experimentation and concrete experience
- Assimilators: value abstract experimentation and reflective observation.
- Gregorc Style Delineator (GSD) [Gregorc 1982] presents the respondent with 10 sets of 4
words. In each set the individual is asked to rank order the words in terms of how well they
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describe the respondent. Nevertheless the psychometric soundness of the GSD does not
appear to be well-documented.
- Decision Style Inventory (DSI) [RowelMason 1987] involves choosing from a set of four
phrases the best ending sentence. Twenty sentences and word phrases are presented. Rowe
reports significant split-half validity for his measure and reliability correlations between the
DSI and other well known measure as MBTI or MFF.
- Lifescripts Christenesen's test consists of 18 sentences completion item with four choices
each to be ranked in order of how descriptive they are of subject [Riding/Rayner 1998].
- The first six sentences are questions about a hypotetical autobiography;
- the next six refers to movie based on the book;
- and the final six relate to critical responses (from others) to the book and movie.
Test - j"r' f{ey DimeDSions :-o::;:~" .:
"
-' '"-
MDTI Thinking Feeling Sensation Intuition
GSD Abstract - Abstract - Concrete - Concrete -
Sequential Random Sequential Random
DSI Analytic Holistic Directive Conceptual
Tab. 1 - Key DImensIOns Companson Table
Another very significant test has been developed by a British researcher, Riding in
1991. This test is called:
- Cognitive Style Analysis (CSA), [Riding/Cheema 1991] it's a computer-presented test to
measure the two fundamental dimensions of Cognitive Styles: Holistic-Analytic and Verbal-
Imagery.
The last significant approach is the one developed by Allison and Hayes called:
- Cognitive Style Index (CSI): [Allinson/Hayes 1996] the cerebral hemispheres have the
potential to perform many functions, each tends to specialize [Armstrong S. et al. 2004]. The
right hemisphere emphasizes synthesis and the simultaneous integration of many inputs at
once, and is mainly responsible for spatial orientation and the comprehension of iconic visual
images. The left hemisphere emphasizes a primarily linear mode of operation with
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infonnation being processed sequentially, and is mainly responsible for logical thought,
especially in verbal and mathematical functions.
The tenns used to describe right brain and left brain thinking in the present study are
'intuition' and 'analysis', expressions favoured by a number of previous investigators [Agor
1989]; [Hennann 1998]. Intuition, characteristic of the right brain orientation, refers to
immediate judgement based on feeling and the adoption of a global perspective. Analysis,
characteristic of the left brain orientation, refers to judgement based on mental reasoning and
a focus on detail. These right-left pattems are not merely transient; people seem to have a
rather pennanent stylistic orientation to the use of one hemisph~re. Intuitivists (rightbrain
dominant) tend to be relatively nonconfonnist, prefer an open-ended approach to problem
solving, rely on random methods of exploration, remember spatial images most easily, and
work best with ideas requiring overall assessment.
Analysts (left-brain dominant) tend to be more compliant, favour a structured approach to
problem solving, depend on systematic methods of investigation, recall verbal material most
readily and are especially comfortable with ideas requiring step by step analysis. A self-report
fonnat was adopted for the CSI. Four or five statements were written for each of the
dimensions identified by Hayes and Allinson [Allinson/Hayes 1996] resulting in 129 items in
all. A trichotomous true-uncertain-false response mode was adopted throughout.
In the item analysis, a score of
- 2 was assigned for a response oftrue,
- 1 for uncertain and
- 0 for false.
Thirty-eight items, deriving from 18 ofthe dimensions yielded by the literature search,
survived the item analysis to fonn the final version of the CSI.
Examples are:
- 'Formedplans are more ofa hindrance than a help in my work'
- 'I am most effective when my work involves a clear sequence oftasks to be performed'
- 'My philosophy is that it is better to be safe than risk being sorry'
- 'I am inclined to scan through reports rather than read them in detail'
Twenty-one ofthe items were worded in such a way that a response of ,true' indicated
an analysis orientation. The scoring of the remaining 17 was reversed, therefore, so that the
nearer the total CSI score to the theoretical maximum of 76, the more analytical the
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respondent, and the nearer the total score to the theoretical mInImUm of zero, the more
intuitive the respondent. Items were placed in random order on the final form.
From their studies it's possible to summarise this comparison between Analytic (left-brain
dominant) and Holistic (Right-brain dominant):
Analytic (left-brain dominant) Holistic (Ris!ht-brain dominant)
- Solve problems through the use of data. - Solve problems through the understanding
of relationships.
- Perform statistical analysis of data. - Use cause-and effect diagrams.
- Develop solutions using logical analyses - Develop solutions using creativity and
of facts. brainstorming.
- Have work done by individuals who are - Have work done by teams that will raise
assigned to study a system using an many questions and work multiple issues.
orderly approach.
- Defme quality as conformance to definable - Define quality based on a holistic concept,
requirements that can be measured. such as total quality.
- Establish controls in the early stages of a - View quality as a process for continuous
system that will ensure quality is controlled improvement in which controls are only
throughout the system's life cycle. temporary.
- Improve quality by studying specific - Improve quality by starting with a holistic
variation within a system. strategic quality plan.
- Identify root causes of problems by - Identify root causes of problems by using
elaborately categorizing possible causes the five-whys method, barrier analysis
and using strict rules for questioning. and process diagrams.
Tab.2 - Left-RIght Bram [AllmsonlHayes 1996]
As a conclusion it's possible to assure that the two most important and complete approaches
are:
The Hermann Brain Dominance Instrument (HDBI)
Cognitive Style Index (CSI)
Looking at the cognitive style from a personality perspective the most used test is:
Myers-Briggs type indicator (MBTI)
For our project it could be interesting to develop the characteristic of the advisors following
some ideas emerging from these two analysis.
As a reference scheme see Fig.! - Hermann's Cognitive Brain Scheme.
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Introduction
Broadband Usage and Attitude
Thilnk you for agreeing to pOlllicipate In 0111 sUlVey being conducted to helll lIS better understand yOIll broadband
Ilreferences. This sUlVey will take apllroxlmately 20 minutes to complete.
Please read each question carefully before answering It. Even If you ,ue not certain about the exact answer to il
question, mark the answer that is closest to your opinion and go to the next question. YOIII responses will be kept
in the strictest of confidence. Your IHlrticipatlon in this sUlVey is voluntary. Thank you for your time and effort!
When you .lle leady to <jel sMlted. ple,lSe click the "NEXT" button.
Copyright l3> 2000. Applltd Maltceting SOttnee. Inc.
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Broadband Usage and Attitude
Our first few questions are for classification purposes and they enable us to select questions to ask you later in the survey.
Please enter your post code in the sp.,ce below.
(ENTER POST CODE]
I
r Prefer not to answer
-Wi)-
Copyright <il 2006. ApplIed tIA.alketlng Science, Inc
82.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
Do you own broadband services (high-speed Internet) in your home?
[CHOOSE ONE ONLYI
('" Yes
('" No
S3.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
Are you currently considering buying a broadband selVices for your home?
[CHOOSE ONE ONLYI
rYes
r No
COP¥fight@2oo6.Apphtd Md(etmg SCience, Inc
S4.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
Are you currently using high speed Internet to access this slIIvey?
[CHOOSE ONE ONLVI
r Ves
r No
Copyright~2006.Applled MoIik.tinlll S,•• nce,lnc:.
.~i#3i.
Q1.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
In this section, we would like you to answer questions related to broadband service ownership and preferences.
Which service provider do yOIl lise?
[CHOOSE ONE ONLYI
(" AOL
(" BlueYonder
(" BT
(" Bulldog
(" Compuserve
(" Demon
(" EFH Broadband
(" Euronet1
(" Freeserve
(" ntl
(" Plpex
(" TalkTalk
(" Telewest
(" Tiscali
(" Virgin. net
(" Wanadoo
(" Other. Please specify: I
CopYrlght@2006. Applied Mallo.eting SCIence. Inc.
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Q2.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
From the list of broadband suppliers below. which service providers would you consider as a Ilossible service
provider for your home?
[CHECK,ALL THAT APPLYJ
r AOL
r BlueYonder
r BT
r Bulldog
r Compuserve
r Demon
r EFH Broadband
r Euronet1
r Freeserve
r nil
r Pipex
r TalkTalk
r Telewest
r Tiscali
r Virgin. net
r Wanadoo
r Other. Please specify: I
r None of the above
Copyright $ 2000. Applild Md(lting Scienee, Inc.
Q2a.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
You stated that you would consider AOL, BlueYonder, BT. Compuserve, EFH Broadband, Freeserve. Of these
providers. which are the tOil three yOll consider as (loS5ible providers for your broadband internet service?
[CHECK 3 ONLYI
r AOL
r BlueYonder
r BT
r Compuserve
r EFH Broadband
r Freeserve
Copyright ~ 2000, Applied tl/I,ilk.ting Scie:nce. Inc.
Q3.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
Now we would like to understand your opinion of broadband providers that you have indicated you would consider. You will be
presented with the list of broadband providers you have chosen and a statement that mayor may not describe the
companies.
Please relld ellch statement _1nd using the scale below as 11 guide. tell us if you agree or disagree with the
stlltement as it pen"ins to the provider listed.
• 1.Strongly Disagree
• 2"[)isagree
• 3·Neutml (Neither Disagree nor Agree)
• 4-Agree
• 5.Strongly Agree
[CHOOSE ONE ONLY FOR EACH ITEM USTED BELOW]
BT StronglyDisagree
Strongly
Agree
1 7 J 4 ..
Overall, I trust BT (" (" (" (" ("
BT olfers service at a belter price (" (" (" (" ("
BT olfers better quality of service (" (" (" (" ("
8T olfers more flexibility in plans (" (" (" (" ("
BT is open, honest, and transparent (" (" (" (" ("
BT works hard to meet my changing needs (" (" (" (" ("
BT is willing to assist and support me (" (" (" (" ("
I would not recommend BT to a friend (" (" (" (" ("
Q4.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
Please rate the providers you have selected in order of preference. In order to do so, as5l11ne you have been
given 100 chips. Please allocate the chills among the service providers you have chosen in terms of order of
preference. Allocate more Iloints to the providers that you Me more likely to purchase and fewer points to the
providers you dre less likely to purchase. Please be sure to enter values that sum to 100.
[MUST SUM TO 100J
8T I
Euronet1 I
nil I
TalkTalk I
Tiscali I
Total
-
Copyrightt:l2000, Apphad W.Jkebng Science,lnc.
Q5.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
Now we would like to understand how likely you are to purchase a broadband service plan from each service provider in which
you have indicated an interest.
For each selVice provider, what is the likelihood of yo II purch,lSing a broadband selVice IIIan1
100" Certain
90% Almost Sme
80% Very Probable
70% Probable
60% Good Chance
50~1. Fairly Good Chance
40~!. Fillr Chilnce
30% Some Chilnce
20~~ Slight Chance
10% Very Slight Chance
O~. No Chance i1t All
ICHOOSE ONE ONLY PER ROW)
BT
Euronet1
ntl
TalkTalk
Tiscali
100~i 90% 80% 70~. 60~, SO% 40% 3O~. 20~' 10~i 0%
r r r r r r r r r r r
100% 90~. 80% 70~. 6O~, SO~, 40% 30% 20~, 10% 0%
r r r r r r r r r r r
1000/. 90~. 80~. 70~. 60% SO'" 40~~ 3O~~ 20~~ 10~o O~~
r r r r r r r r r r r
100% 90% 80% 70~, 6O~, SO% 40% 30% 20~, 10% 0%
r r r r r r r r r r r
100~~ 90% 8O'k 70~~ 60'4 SO'k 40~, 3O~, 20'10 10~. 0',.
r r r r r r r r r r r
Site Introduction
Broadband Usage and Attitude
Now we would like you to visit a site that has been designed to present a range of broadband suppliers and service plans in
the most transparent way possible in order to help you make the best decision for you. Please act as if you are replacing
your current broadband provider.
This site gives you help in buying a broadband service for your home. it includes information about plans, a virtual advisor, a
community, and a learning center to help you make the best choice of possible provider. TIle content on this site is for
example only "nd not an fe.ltures of the site are active. Figures for prices, ratings, speed, reliability etc. are
hYI)othetic.ll.
Browse the site as you would if you were replacing your existing plan. Infollnation viewed on this site is important to the
<Iuestions that follow it in the survey, so 1)lease spend time carefully examining the following I)ages.
There are fom main sections on the site:
Broadll.1IHI Advisor
LeMing Centre
Compare PI.lns
Broadband Community
Please explore each of these sections before you close the window. To qualify for completion, you should spend
at least 5 minutes at the site and visit all four sections.
You will not actually be able to buy a plan here, but you will be able to get all the information you need to select the best
plan for you if you were actually buying a plan now. Once you finish visiting the site you will be asked in the survey about
your intention to buy broadband services.
Click I:!fBf now to access the site.
When you finish visiting the site. please make sure to close that window and click "Next" button below to continue the
survey.
Copyright@2006.Applled Malketino SCIf!:noe:. Inc.
Q6.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
For each statement below. please indicate the number that best indicates yom level of ilgreement.
[CHOOSE ONE ONLY FOR EACH STATEMENT]
Slronqly Strongly
Il,sdgree I\gree
1 2 3 4 5
The site is not easy to use (" (" (" (" ("
1 2 3 4 5
The site clearly explains how my personal information is used (" (" (" (" ("
The site pro¥ides accurate and relevant information 1 2 3 4 5(" (" (" (" ("
The site does not provide me with sufficient information to make a 1 2 3 4 5
purchase decision on all products being offered (" (" (" (" ("
Products can easily be compared
1 2 3 4 5
(" (" (" (" ("
The site is helpful to me in reaching my buying decisions 1 2 3 4 5(" (" (" (" ("
I did not enjoy the overall experience of the site 1 2 3 4 5(" (" (" (" ("
CopYflght&2006. Applied .....ceting SClenee:, Inc
Q7.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
For eOlch st<ltement helow. plellse indicOlte the number that best indicates your level of a9leement.
[CHOOSE ONE ONLY FOR EACH STATEMENT]
Strongly Strongly
Illsagree Agree
This site appears to be more trustworthy than other srtes I have 1 2 3 4 5
visited ('" r r r r
1 2 3 4 5
I would recommend this site to a friend r r r r r
1 2 3 4 5
I would not book mark this srte r r r r r
Copy'ight<DZOOO, Applied flAoilketlng Setence, Inc
Q8.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
Having visited the Information site, which service providers would you now consider from the list of broadband
suppliers below, as a possible service provider for your home
[CHECK ALL THAT APPLYJ
r AOL
r BlueYonder
r BT
r Bulldog
r Compuserve
r Demon
r EFH Broadband
r Euronet1
r Freeserve
r ntl
r Pipex
r TalkTalk
r Telewest
r Tiscali
r Virgin. net
r Wanadoo
r Other. Please specify: I
Copyrioht&2000. Applied Md(eting Scitnee.lnc.
Q8a.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
You st.lted that you would consider AOL, Bulldog, Demon, EUl"Onet1, ntl, TalkTalk, Virgln.net. Of these providers,
which <lie the tOil three you consider as possible Illoviders for your broadband internet service?
ICHOOSE 3 ONLVI
r AOL
r Bulldog
r Demon
r Euronet1
r ntl
r TalkTalk
r Virgin. net
COf/ynght@2006. Applied ~ ..JketJng Science, Inc
Q9.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
Now we would like to understand your opinion of broadband providers that you have indicated you would consider after visiting
the site. You will be presented with the list of broadband providers you have chosen after visiting the site and a statement
that mayor may not describe the companies.
Please read each Stoltement and using the scale below as a gllide. tell liS if yOIl agree or disagree with the
statement as it pertains to the providers listed.
[CHOOSE ONE ONLY FOR EACH STATEMENT]
AOL StronglyDisagree
Strongly
Agree
1 } 3 4 ~
Overall, I trust AOL r r r r r
AOL offers service at a belter price r r r r r
AOL offers better quality of service r r r r r
AOL offers more fiexibility in plans r r r r r
AOL is open, honest, and transparent r r r r r
AOL works hard to meet my changing needs r r r r r
AOL is willing to assist and support me r r r r r
I would not recommend AOL to a friend r r r r r
Copyright@2OO0.Applied MiJt,(tting Science. Inc.
QI0.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
Please rate the provider yOIl have selected after visiting the site. in order of preference. In order to do so, aSSllllle
yOIl have been given 100 chips. Please .1110cate the chips alllong the service providers yOIl bave chosen in terms
of order of I>reference. Allocate 1II0re points to the !>roviders that yOIl are more likely to pllrchase and fewer
I>ohns to the provldels yOIl are less likely to IHlrchase. Please be sure to enter values th,ll SUIII to 100.
[MUST SUM TO 1ClJ]
AOL I
8T I
Compuserve I
Euronet1 I
Freeserve I
lotal
-
COPYflght~2000. Applied Milk.1m; Sciince, Inc.
Qll.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
We are interested in your chances of purchasing a broadband I)ackage, given the information provided in the
web site you have just viewed.
What Is the likelihood of your purchasing a broadband service plan from each service provider and about which
you have indicated an interest?
100", Certain
9O~~ Almost Sure
80~!, Very Probable
70~!, Probable
60~, Good Chance
50'~ Fairly Good Chance
40'i, Fair Chance
30% Some Chance
2O~~ Slight Chance
10% Very Slight Chance
O~, No Chance at All
[CHOOSE ONE ONLY PER ROW]
AOL
8T
Compuserve
Euronell
Freeserve
100% 9O~, 80% 70% 60% 50'~ 40~, 30% 20'i, 10';', 0%
r r r r r r r r r r r
100% 90% 80% 70% 60% 50% 40,., 30% 20'1', 10% 0%
r r r r r r r r r r r
100% 90% 80% 70!~ 60% 50~~ 40'1', 30% 20% 10% 0';',
r r r r r r r r r r r
100'10 90% 800/, 70'~ 60'4 50'10 40% 30% 20~~ 10'1', 0%
r r r r r r r r r, r r
100'4 90';', 80% 70% 60% 50% 40';', 30% 20% 10% 0%
r r r r r r r r r r r
-nhM
Conjoint Introduction
Broadband Usage and Attitude
Below is the initial page that appears upon entering the site. On the next few screens you will see several pairs of snapshots
of representative pages within the site. These pages differ in how the information is presented. Please look at these pages as
though you were thinking of replacing your existing service.
You will see 8 such paired comparisons. Please indicate your preference between the 2 by allocating more chips to the
image that appeals. Enter values that sum to 100.
Please click 'Next" to continue.
Broadband Advice Centre
ComplIre Pillns
Prollider Price Speeds Reliability
III £ 15 256 kb Great
~ £ 15 512 kb Average
Demon £ 17 256 kb Great
~ £ 22 256 kb Great
~ £ 24 256 kb Good
~ £ 24 256 kb AveraQe
~ £ 25 512 kb Great
AQ.L£ £ 29 512 kb Good
M.He.2.
Choose a range of providers
Brolldbllnd Community
...... -.... . .
Share and Consult views
Broadband Tools Minimize>
Type
DSL
Satellite
DSL
Cable
Cable
DSL
DSL
Cable
Brolldband Advisor
Broadband Advisor
Get an assistant to help you with
your broadband needs
~
Get Advice on Broadband
Learning Centre
...........................................-..- - - -
leam about Broadband
Advisor
Video
Bid your
price
Build your
plan
Information
Centre
Conjoint (See below)
As a leader of one of the Iar<;lest consumer technolo\;ly
magazines in the world, I really have to be on top of whats
going on in this space.
Check out a great repository of expert testimony. Find out why
certain providers stand out and which atbibutes are critical
when choosin\;l broadband access.
Inspired by the priceline model, tell us what you want and how
much you are wiDing to pay. When providers compete, you win!
• A grassroots approach to help build the perfect broadband plan
: tor your needs from the grouds up. You tell us exactly what you
want.
Feel like you need to educate yourself about the different
broadband options and what the different feallJres mean? The
Information Centre is a great place to start.
Terms and CQ ditions I PnvacJ Qoljcy
Broadband U..gP. and Attrtudp.
Col'llDllhon1
_,.__.. ,... ~ "t ~.ot1l""" t )
Q12.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
I=or each statement below. Illease indicate the number that best indicates your level of agreement.
[CHOOSE ONE ONLY FOR EACH STATeMENT]
Stronqly Stronqly
Il,saqrcc Aqrce
I like to take chances
1 2 3 4 5
(" (" (" (" ("
I do not like to experiment with new ways of doing things
1 2 3 4 5
(" (" (" (" ("
1 2 3 4 5
I am often among the last people to try a new product (" (" (" (" ("
1 2 3 4 5
I like to try new and different things (" (" (" (" ("
Q13.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
For each statement below. ple.lS8 Indicate the number that best indicates your level of agreement.
[CHOOSE ONE ONLY FOR EACH STATEMENT]
SlrOn'lly Slron'lly
11Isaqree Aqree
1 2 3 <I 5
I use the internet for e-mail r r r r r
1 2 3 <I 5
I use the internet for shopping r r r r r
1 2 3 4 5I use the internet for entertainment r r r r r
I have purchased products or services at other sites by 1 2 3 4 5
completing the transaction online r r r r r
'~ij:j.
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Q14.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
Now we would like to learn a little bit more about you in orde. to understand your personal decision style when
choosin9 berween options. Please answer to what extent you agree or dlsag.ee with the statements below to
best represents how yon drink o. feel.
For each sMtement below. please indicate the number dlat best indicates yon. level of ag.eement usin9 the S.
point sc.:rle below.
[CHOOSE ONE ONLY FOR EAC"H STATEMENTl
SlIonqly Strongly
lJ,snq' 00 /lgroo
I prefer to read lext ralher lhanlo hslen 10 ,Iectu.e 1 2 3 .. 5r r r r r
I enjoy deciphellng graphs. challs. and diagrams 1 2 3 .$ 5r r r r r
I will read an .xpianahon of a grapt'llchart b.fore Ilry 10 1 2 3 .. 5
understand the grapt'llchart on my own r r r r r
1 2 3 .$ 5I see whal I read in mental pictures r r r r r
I am detail oriented. and stall WIth Ihe details in Older to build a 1 2 3 .. 5
complete picture r r r r r
I tend 10 see problems in their entirety and slart by integrating 1 2 3 .. 5
pieces from different areas r r r r r
I find it is easy 10 make decisions for others and 10 command and 1 2 3 .$ 5
direct olhers 10 lake certain actions r r r r r
In a group conversation. I usually speak Ihe most 1 2 3
.$ 5
r r r r r
1 2 3 .( 5I have held a great deal of leadership positions in my life r r r r r
1 2 3 .( 5My confidence level is higher than mosl other people's r r r r r
CopYrlght@2000.Applied MalkEting SciE!nce. Inc.
Q15.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
Next to each of the three words below, write down the first word that comes to mind.
[ENTER A WORD FOR EACH]
Rain
Family
Technology
Q16.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
A bat and il billl cost $1.10 in total. The bilt costs a dollar Illore thiln the ball. How Illuch does the ball cost?
[ENTER CENTS]
I Cents
Copyllght@20Q6,Applil!d.,.t.tkeLngSetenee,lnc
Q17.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
For each of the words listed below. write down a word that meansthe~. (For eKample, the opposhe of
Rich is Poor).
[ENTER A WORD FOR EACH)
Broad I
Hollow I
Tiny
.¢'j:i.
Copyright@2OO6.Applied Malketing Science. Inc.
Q18.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
If it takes 5 machines 5 minutes to produce 5 widgets. how long would it take 100 machines to produce 100
widgets?
IENTER MINUTES]
I Minutes
Copyright@2oo0, Applied Milk4i:ting Selene., Inc
Q19.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
The letters In the words below can be arranged to make exactly one other word (for example ARC - CAR).
Please rearrange each word to make the other Ilew word.
[ENTER A WORD FOR EACH]
CONE
EAGER
LEFT
.:'#:+.
Copyright@2006.Applied MaLkeling Soience,lnc.
Q20.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
In a lake. there is .1 patch of lily pads. EveI}' day the patch doubles in size. If it takes 48 days for the patch to
cover the lake. how lon9 would it take for the Ilatch to cover half ofthe lake?
[ENTER OAYSJ
I Days
Copy.ight@2oo6.Applled Mark.ting Scienelt. Inc.
Dl.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
What is your gender?
[CHOOSE ONE ONLVI
i Male
i Female
D2.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
What is your age?
[CHOOSE ONE ONLYI
1 16 - 25
126-29
1 30-35
136-40
1 41 -49
1 Over50
Copyright@200e,Applled MoIlketing Science:, Inc.
.¢'fi:i.
D3.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
What is your level of education?
[CHOOSE ONE ONLYJ
(" High school graduate
(" Undergraduate degree
(" Doctorate degree
(" Professional certificate
(" Master's degree
(" Post-doctorate degree
Copyright@2006.Applied Md(eting Sc.iencil. Inc.
.:'#:+.
D4.
Broadband Usage and Attitude
What is your gross annual household income? Combine the total income for all household members living with
you. Be sU/e to include wages or salaries. income from self employment. lent, dividends etc,
[CHOOSE ONE ONLYI
r < £20, 000
r £20,000· £40,000
r £40,000· £60,000
r £60,000 - £80 ,000
r > £80,000
r Prefer not to answer
Copyright ~ 2000. Applied MJl4<eting Science. Inc
Appendix F
Suruga Project Documents
This section include the documents that is invovled to build the Suruga Morphing
Web site:
1. Suruga's Significant Factors - The results of this document is based on the
analysis conducted in the following documents.
2. Suruga's Reliability Analysis - shows the Cronbach's Alphas for the current
Suruga Factor. Some dimensions may need to be reconsidered because of the
low reliability ratings.
3. Exploratory Factor Analysis (SPSS Output) - this gives an example of con-
ducting Factor Analysis in SPSS. The scripts used to generate the charts are
included with the document.
4. Exploratory Factor Analysis Reports 1-5 - a transcript of all the types of Factor
Analysis I conducted in the first phase of the Suruga Study.
5. Suruga 16x16 ANOVA and Stepwise Regression - the transcript of ANOVA and
Stepwise Regressions I've conducted to identify which factors are significant as
well as obtaining the coefficients of these factors. This information is used to
obtain the Prm for the new Suruga Web site. 16x16 stands for the fact that the
entire population is divided into 256 groups (16 morphs x 16 styles).
157
6. Acorn 16x16 ANOVA and Stepwise Regression - Same as the file above, except
the Analyss is for the competitor bank Acorn.
7. Orix 16x16 ANOVA and Stepwise Regression - Same as the file above, except
the Analyss is for the competitor bank Orix.
8. The Suruga Questionnaire compiled by Yoshio Tokoro. This is in both Japanese
and English
9. The Suruga Questionnaire actually used in the field. This is in Japanese and
the experiment itself is held in Tokyo.
158
Clarence Lee
April 22, 2008
Significant Factors for Suruga Analysis
Analysis 1: 16x16 Grouping using Q6*Q9 for Suruga
Cognitive & Cultural
Styles
Hierarchical
CollectivisticlVerbal
Morph to Match Cognitive Style
Less Texual/Less Options to Holistic (DI_AH)
Less Texual/Less Options to Collectivistic (DI_IC)
Less content addressed to you to Hierarchical
(IC_HE)
Choose Suruga
(after viewing morphed
website)
Analysis 2: 16x32 Grouping using Q6*Q9 for Suruga
Cognitive & Cultural r
Styles Choose Suruga
Hierarchical .. (after viewing morphed..
website)
\..
Analysis 3: 16x32 Grouping using Q6*Q9 for Suruga with Average Age and
Average Number of Loans as covariates
Cognitive & Cultural
Styles
Hierarchical
Covariates
Average Number of
Loans
Morph to Match Cognitive Style
Less Texual/Less Options to Non-Planner (DI_Dl)
Less content addressed to you to Hierarchical
(IC_HE)
Choose Suruga
(after viewing morphed
website)
Analysis 4: Acom 16x16 Grouping using Q6*Q9
Morph to Match Cognitive Style
Less Texual/Less Options to Holistic (DI_AH)
Choose Acom
(after viewing morphed
website)
Analysis 5: Orix 16x16 Grouping using Q6*Q9
Morph Characteristics
MoreContent Addressed
to You (IOCI_morph)
Cognitive & Cultural
Styles
Hierarchical
Choose Orix
(after viewing morphed
website)
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=qlO_7 qlO_10 qlO_ll
/SCALE('Analytic vs. Holistic') ALL
/MODEL=ALPHA
/STATISTICS=ANOVA
/SUMMARY=TOTAL.
Reliability
Notes
Data
Output Created
Comments
Input
2008-04-28T15:34:53.781
C:\Documents and
Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data\Suruga
Completed Subjects Ascending
041408_1.sav
Active Dataset DataSet1
Filter <none>
Weight <none>
Split File <none>
N of Rows in Working Data File 501
Matrix Input C:\Documents and
Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data\Suruga
Completed Subjects Ascending
041408_1.sav
Missing Value Handling
Syntax
Resources
Definition of Missing
Cases Used
Processor Time
Elapsed Time
User-defined missing values are treated as
missing.
Statistics are based on all cases with valid
data for all variables in the procedure.
RELIABILITY
NARIABLES=q10_7 q10_10 q10_11
ISCALECAnalytic vs. Holistic') ALL
IMODEL=ALPHA
ISTATISTICS=ANOVA
ISUMMARY=TOTAL.
0:00:00.047
0:00:00.125
[DataSetl] C:\Documents and Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data\Suruga Completed Subjects Ascending 041408_1.sav
Scale: Analytic vs. Holistic - High Reliability
Case Processing Summary
N %
Cases Valid 501 100.0
ExcludedB 0 .0
Total 501 100.0
a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the
procedure.
Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha N of Items
.693 3
Item-Total Statistics
Scale Mean if Item Scale Variance jf Corrected Item- Cronbach's Alpha
Deleted Item Deleted Total Correlation if Item Deleted
q10_7 - Detailed oriented (AH) 6.04 2.218 .552 .546
q1 0_1 0 - Like detailed
6.24 2.220 .420 .726
explanation (AH)
q10_11 - Interested in parts
6.13 2.286 .569 .532(AH)
ANOVA
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig
Between People 728.608 500 1.457
Within People Between Items 9.878 2 4.939 11.037 .000
Residual 447.456 1000 .447
Total 457.333 1002 .456
Total 1185.941 1502 .790
Grand Mean =3.07
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=qlO_3 qlO_4 qlO_5
/SCALE('Individualistic/Visual vs. Collectivistic/Verbal') ALL
/MODEL=ALPHA
/STATISTICS=ANOVA
/SUMMARY=TOTAL.
Reliability
Notes
Data
Output Created
Comments
Input
2008-Q4-28T15:36:32.015
C:\Documents and
Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data\Suruga
Completed Subjects Ascending
041408_1.sav
Active Dataset DataSet1
Filter <none>
Weight <none>
Split File <none>
N of Rows in Working Data File 501
Matrix Input Matrix Input
Missing Value Handling
Syntax
Resources
Definition of Missing
Cases Used
Processor Time
Elapsed Time
User-defined missing values are treated as
missing.
Statistics are based on all cases with valid
data for all variables in the procedure.
RELIABILITY
NARIABLES=q10_3 q10_4 q10_5
ISCALE('lndividualisticNisual vs.
CollectivisticNerbal') ALL
IMODEL=ALPHA
ISTATISTICS=ANOVA
ISUMMARY=TOTAL.
0:00:00.016
0:00:00.047
[DataSetl] C:\Documents and Settings\RAl\Desktop\Suruga Data\Suruga Completed Subjects Ascending 041408_1.sav
Scale: IndividualisticNisual vs. ColiectivisticNerbal • Low Reliability
Case Processing Summary
N %
Cases Valid 501 100.0
Excludeda 0 .0
Total 501 100.0
a. Listwise deletion based on all variab"les in the
procedure.
Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha N of Items
.461 3
Item-Total Statistics
Scale Mean if Item Scale Variance if Corrected Item- Cronbach's Alpha
Deleted Item Deleted Total Correlation if Item Deleted
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life
4.96 1.912 .289 .356
(IC)
q1 0_4 - I see what I read (AH) 4.87 1.793 .322 .297
q10 5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) 4.17 1.758 .246 .438
ANOVA
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig
Between People 538.000 500 1.076
Within People Between Items 186.076 2 93.038 160.431 .000
Residual 579.924 1000 .580
Total 766.000 1002 .764
Total 1304.000 1502 .868
Grand Mean =2.33
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=q10 2 q10 13 inv
/SCALE('Planni~gVS.-No~-planning') ALL
/MODEL=ALPHA
/STATISTICS=ANOVA
/SUMMARY=TOTAL.
Reliability
Notes
Data
Output Created
Comments
Input
200B-04-2BT15:3B:25.062
C:\Documents and
Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data\Suruga
Completed Subjects Ascending
04140B_1.sav
Active Dataset DataSet1
Filter <none>
Weight <none>
Split File <none>
N of Rows in Working Data File 501
Matrix Input Matrix Input
Missing Value Handling
Syntax
Resources
Definition of Missing
Cases Used
Processor Time
Elapsed Time
User-defined missing values are treated as
missing.
Statistics are based on all cases with valid
data for all variables in the procedure.
RELIABILITY
NARIABLES=q10_2 q10_13jnv
ISCALE('Planning vs. Non-planning') ALL
IMODEL=ALPHA
ISTATISTICS=ANOVA
ISUMMARY=TOTAL.
0:00:00.031
0:00:00.031
[DataSet1] C:\Documents and Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data\Suruga Completed Subjects Ascending 041408_1.sav
Scale: Planning vs. Non-planning - Low Reliability
Case Processing Summary
N %
Cases Valid 501 100.0
Excluded8 0 .0
Total 501 100.0
a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the
procedure.
Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha N of Items
.386 2
Item-Total Statistics
Scale Mean if Item Scale Variance if Corrected Item- Cronbach's Alpha
Deleted Item Deleted Total Correlation if Item Deleted
q10_2 - Prefer planning (01) 2.4750 .958 .240 8
q10_13jnv - Purchases without
2.3852 .837 .240 8
consequences (01)
a. The value is negative due to a negative average covariance among items. This violates reliability model
assumptions. You may want to check item codings.
ANOVA
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig
Between People 556.110 500 1.112
Within People Between Items 2.021 1 2.021 2.959 .086
Residual 341.479 500 .683
Total 343.500 501 .686
Total 899.610 1001 .899
Grand Mean =2.4301
RELIABILITY
/VARIABLES=qlO_l qlO_8
/SCALE('Hierarchical vs. Egalitarian') ALL
/MODEL=ALPHA
/STATISTICS=ANOVA
/SUMMARY=TOTAL.
Reliability
Notes
Output Created
Comments
Input Data
Active Dataset
2008-Q4-28T15:39:13.250
C:\Documents and
Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data\Suruga
Completed Subjects Ascending
041408_1.sav
DataSet1
Filter <none>
Weight <none>
Split File <none>
N of Rows in Working Data File 501
Matrix Input Matrix Input
Missing Value Handling
Syntax
Resources
Definition of Missing
Cases Used
Processor Time
Elapsed Time
User-defined missing values are treated as
missing.
Statistics are based on all cases with valid
data for all variables in the procedure.
RELIABILITY
NARIABLES=q10_1 q10_8
ISCALE('Hierarchical vs. Egalitarian') ALL
IMODEL=ALPHA
ISTATISTICS=ANOVA
ISUMMARY=TOTAL.
0:00:00.047
0:00:00.031
[DataSetl] C:\Documents and Settings\RAl\Desktop\Suruga Data\Suruga Completed Subjects Ascending 04l408_l.sav
Scale: Hierarchical vs. Egalitarian - Low Reliability
Case Processing Summary
N %
Cases Valid 501 100.0
Excluded8 0 .0
Total 501 100.0
a. Listwise deletion based on all variables in the
procedure.
Reliability Statistics
Cronbach's Alpha N of Items
.287 2
Item-Total Statistics
Scale Mean if Item Scale Variance if Corrected Item- Cronbach's Alpha
Deleted Item Deleted Total Correlation if Item Deleted
q10_1 - Afraid to Disagree(HE) 2.94 .851 .168 8
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion
3.02 .954 .168 8(HE)
a. The value is negative due to a negative average covariance among items. This violates reliability model
assumptions. You may want to check item codings.
ANOVA
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig
Between People 526.601 500 1.053
Within People Between Items 1.441 1 1.441 1.919 .167
Residual 375.559 500 .751
Total 377.000 501 .752
Total 903.601 1001 .903
Grand Mean =2.98
RECODE q10_6 (1=5) (2=4) (4=2) (5=1) (3=3) INTO q10_6_inv.
VARIABLE LABELS q10_6_inv 'q10_6_inv - Buy for my family (IC)'.
EXECUTE.
SAVE OUTFILE='C:\Documents and Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data Edited 032608.sav' /COMPRESSED.
>Warning # 5334. Command name: SAVE
>The SAVE command has succeeded. However, due to contention for the specified
>file, the data have been saved to a file with a different name.
>Saved to C:\Documents and Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data Edited 032608_1.sav.
RECODE q10_13 (CONVERT) ('1'=5) ('2'=4) ('3'=3) ('4'=2) ('5'=1) INTO q10_13_inv.
VARIABLE LABELS q10_13_inv 'q10_13 - Purchases without consequences (DI)'.
EXECUTE.
SAVE OUTFILE='C:\Documents and Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data Edited 032608_1.sav' /COMPRESSED.
FACTOR
/VARIABLES q10_1 q10_2 q10_3 q10_4 q10_5 q10_6_inv q10_13_inv q10_7 q10_8 q10_9 q10_10 q10_11 q10_12 q10_14 qll
q12 q13
/MISSING LISTWISE
/ANALYSIS q10_1 q10_2 q10_3 q10_4 q10_5 q10_6_inv q10_13_inv q10_7 q10_8 q10_9 qlO_10 q10_11 q10_12 q10_14 q11
q12 q13
/PRINT INITIAL ROTATION
/PLOT EIGEN
/CRITERIA MINEIGEN(l) ITERATE (25)
/EXTRACTION PC
/CRITERIA ITERATE(25)
/ROTATION VARIMAX
/METHOD=CORRELATION.
Notes
Data
Output Created
Comments
Input
2008-03-26T12: 17:16.515
C:\Documents and
Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data Edited
032608_1.sav
Active Dataset DataSet1
Filter <none>
Weight <none>
Split File <none>
N of Rows in Working Data File 5454
Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing
Cases Used
MISSING=EXCLUDE: User-defined
missing values are treated as missing.
L1STWISE: Statistics are based on cases
with no missing values for any variable
used.
Syntax
Resources Processor Time
Elapsed Time
Maximum Memory Required
FACTOR
NARIABLES q10_1 q10_2 q10_3 q10_4
q10_5 q10_6_inv q10_13_inv q10_7 q10_8
q10_9 q10_10 q10_11 q10_12 q10_14 q11
q12 q13
IMISSING L1STWlSE
IANALYSIS q10_1 q10_2 q10_3 q10_4
q10_5 q10_6jnv q10_13jnv q10_7 q10_8
q10_9 q10_10 q10_11 q10_12 q10_14 q11
q12 q13
IPRINT INITIAL ROTATION
IPLOT EIGEN
ICRITERIA MINEIGEN(1) ITERATE(25)
IEXTRACTION PC
ICRITERIA ITERATE(25)
IROTATION VARIMAX
IMETHOD=CORRELATION.
0:00:00.640
0:00:00.625
35684 (34.848K) bytes
FACTOR
/VARIABLES qlO_l qlO_2 qlO_3 qlO_4 qlO_5 qlO_6_inv qlO_7 qlO_8 qlO_9 qlO_10 qlO_ll qlO_12 qlO_13_inv qlO_14 qll
q12 q13
/MISSING LISTWISE
/ANALYSIS qlO_l qlO_2 qlO_3 qlO_4 qlO_5 qlo_6_inv qlO_7 qlO_8 qlO_9 qlO_10 qlO_ll qlO_12 qlO_13_inv qlO_14 qll
q12 q13
/PRINT INITIAL ROTATION
/CRITERIA MINEIGEN(l) ITERATE (25)
/EXTRACTION PC
/CRITERIA ITERATE(25)
/ROTATION VARIMAX
/METHOD=CORRELATION.
Factor Analysis
Notes
Output Created
Comments
Input Data
Active Dataset
Filter
2008-03-26T12:23:28.984
C:\Documents and
Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data Edited
032608_1.sav
DataSet1
<none>
Weight <none>
Split File <none>
N of Rows in Working Data File 5454
Missing Value Handling
Syntax
Resources
Definition of Missing
Cases Used
Processor Time
Elapsed Time
Maximum Memory Required
MISSING=EXCLUDE: User-defined
missing values are treated as missing.
L1STWISE: Statistics are based on cases
with no missing values for any variable
used.
FACTOR
NARIABLES q10_1 q10_2 q10_3 q10_4
q10_5 q10_6_inv q10_7 q10_8 q10_9
q10_10 q10_11 q10_12 q10_13Jnv
q10_14 q11 q12 q13
IMISSING L1STWISE
IANALYSIS q10_1 q10_2 q10_3 q10_4
q10_5 q10_6Jnv q10_7 q10_8 q10_9
q10_10 q10_11 q10_12 q10_13_inv
q10_14 q11 q12 q13
IPRINT INITIAL ROTATION
ICRITERIA MINEIGEN(1) ITERATE(25)
IEXTRACTION PC
ICRITERIA ITERATE(25)
IROTATION VARIMAX
IMETHOD=CORRELATION.
0:00:00.078
0:00:00.110
35684 (34.848K) bytes
[DataSetl] C:\Documents and Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data Edited 032608_1.sav
Communalities
Initial
q10_1 - Afraid to Disagree(HE) 1.000
q10_2 - Prefer planning (01) 1.000
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life
1.000(IC)
q10_4 -I see what I read (AH) 1.000
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) 1.000
q10_6_inv - Buy for my family
1.000(IC)
q10_7 - Detailed oriented (AH) 1.000
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion
1.000
(HE)
q10_9 - Enjoy deciphering
1.000
graphs (AH)
q10_10 - Like detailed
1.000
explanation (AH)
q10_11 -Interested in parts
1.000
(AH)
q10_12 -Authority and
1.000
leadership (HE)
q10_13 - Purchases without
1.000
consequences (01)
q10_14 - Read an explanation
1.000
of a graphic (AH)
q11 - Bat and Ball (01) 1.000
q12 - Machine Indicator (01) 1.000
q13 - Lily Indicator (01) 1.000
Extraction Method: Principal Component
Analysis.
Total Variance Explained
Compon Initial Eigenvalues Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings
ent Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative %
1 3.169 18.639 18.639 2.147 12.628 12.628
2 1.580 9.295 27.934 1.823 10.725 23.353
3 1.396 8.211 36.145 1.460 8.586 31.938
4 1.172 6.892 43.037 1.417 8.335 40.273
5 1.045 6.144 49.181 1.414 8.316 48.589
6 1.006 5.917 55.098 1.106 6.509 55.098
7 .972 5.716 60.814
8 .870 5.118 65.932
9 .832 4.894 70.826
10 .778 4.579 75.405
11 .721 4.242 79.647
12 .694 4.081 83.728
13 .683 4.016 87.745
14 .604 3.553 91.297
15 .582 3.426 94.724
97.6031
100.0001
16 .4891 2.8791
17 .408 2.397
----_....._---
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotated Component MatriX-
Component
1 2 3 4 5 6
q10_1 -Afraid to Disagree(HE} .081 .115 -.041 -.002 .754 -.142
q10_2 - Prefer planning (DI) .367 .417 .309 -.329 -.001 -.169
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life
.097 .649 -.061 .059.011 -.113(lC)
q10_4 -I see what I read (AH) -.040 .716 .033 .149 .038 -.042
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .155 .333 -.059 .695 -.125 -.065
q10_6Jnv - Buy for my family
-.039 -.461 -.198 -.065 -.368 -.396(IC)
q10_7 - Detailed oriented (AH) .795 -.035 .010 .101 .208 .088
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion
.171 .193 .577 .077 .142 -.158(HE)
q10_9 - Enjoy deciphering
.287 .411 .464 -.039 -.019 .006
graphs (AH)
q10_10 - like detailed
.648 .236 .203 .079 -.086 -.031
explanation (AH)
q10_11 - Interested in parts
.812 .003 -.058 .049 .171 .021(AH)
q10_12 - Authority and
.200 .065 .453 .572 -.007 .007
leadership (HE)
q10_13 - Purchases without
-.057 -.190 -.132 .617 .485 -.039
consequences (DI)
q10_14 - Read an explanation
.265 .046 .258 -.014 .552 .078
of a graphic (AH)
q11 - Bat and Ball (01) .168 .223 -.649 .066 -.013 -.002
q12 - Machine Indicator (01) -.021 .002 -.093 -.222 -.213 .647
q13 - Lily Indicator (01) .065 -.154 -.055 .106 .063 .649
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 10 iterations.
Component Transfonnation Matrix
Compon
ent 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 .671 .511 .374 .219 .310 -.067
2 .172 -.522 -.324 .554 .517 .140
3 .602 -.387 -.041 -.546 -.143 .409
4 .180 .455 -.730 .208 -.350 .249
5 .270 -.327 .208 .450 -.684 -.326
6 -.228 .057 .421 .319 -.161 .800
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
FACTOR
/VARIABLES qlO_l qlO_2 qlO_3 qlO_4 qlO_S qlO_6_inv qlO_7 qlO_8 qlO_9 qlO_10 qlO_ll qlO_12 qlO_13_inv qlO_14
/MISSING LISTWISE
/ANALYSIS qlO_l qlO_2 qlO_3 qlO_4 qlO_S qlO_6_inv qlO_7 qlO_8 qlO_9 qlO_10 qlO_ll qlO_12 qlO_13_inv qlO_14
/PRINT INITIAL ROTATION
/CRITERIA MINEIGEN{l} ITERATE {2S}
/EXTRACTION PC
/CRITERIA ITERATE{2S}
/ROTATION VARIMAX
/METHOD=CORRELATION.
Factor Analysis - Without Shane's Questions
Notes
Data
Output Created
Comments
Input
2008-03-26T12:29:14.593
C:\Documents and
Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data Edited
032608_1.sav
Active Dataset DataSet1
Filter <none>
Weight <none>
Split File <none>
N of Rows in Working Data File 5454
Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing
Cases Used
MISSING=EXCLUDE: User-defined
missing values are treated as missing.
L1STWISE: Statistics are based on cases
with no missing values for any variable
used.
Syntax
Resources Processor Time
Elapsed Time
Maximum Memory Required
FACTOR
NARIABLES q10_1 q10_2 q10_3 q10_4
q10_5 q10_6jnv q10_7 q10_8 q10_9
q10_10 q10_11 q10_12 q10_13_inv
q10_14
IMISSING L1STWISE
IANALYSIS q10_1 q10_2 q10_3 q10_4
q10_5 q10_6jnv q10_7 q10_8 q10_9
q10_10 q10_11 q10_12 q10_13jnv
q10_14
IPRINT INITIAL ROTATION
ICRITERIA MINEIGEN(1) ITERATE(25)
IEXTRACTION PC
ICRITERIA ITERATE(25)
IROTATION VARIMAX
IMETHOD=CORRELATION.
0:00:00.203
0:00:00.218
24872 (24.289K) bytes
[DataSetl] C:\Docurnents and Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data Edited 032608 l.sav
Communalities
Initial
q10_1 -Afraid to Disagree(HE) 1.000
q10_2 - Prefer planning (DI) 1.000
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life
1.000(IC)
q10_4 - I see what I read (AH) 1.000
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) 1.000
q10_6_inv - Buy for my family
1.000(IC)
q10_7 - Detailed oriented (AH) 1.000
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion
1.000(HE)
q10_9 - Enjoy deciphering
1.000
graphs (AH)
q10_10 - Like detailed
1.000
explanation (AH)
q10_11 - Interested in parts
(AH)
q10_12 -Authority and
leadership (HE)
q1 0_13 - Purchases without
consequences (01)
q10_14 - Read an explanation
of a graphic (AH)
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
Extraction Method: Principal Component
Analysis.
Total Variance Explained
Compon Initial Eigenvalues Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings
ent Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative %
1 3.127 22.335 22.335 1.923 13.737 13.737
2 1.528 10.911 33.246 1.800 12.857 26.594
3 1.321 9.432 42.679 1.542 11.014 37.608
4 1.080 7.717 50.395 1.430 10.217 47.826
5 1.029 7.349 57.744 1.389 9.918 57.744
6 .857 6.123 63.867
7 .841 6.004 69.871
8 .726 5.189 75.060
9 .698 4.982 80.042
10 .688 4.912 84.954
11 .606 4.328 89.282
12 .584 4.171 93.453
13 .509 3.634 97.087
14 .408 2.913 100.000
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotated Component Matrix·
Component
1 2 3 4 5
q10_1 - Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .046 -.007 .110 .751 .024
q10_2 - Prefer planning (01) .241 .548 .303 .039 -.293
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life
.112 .044 .732 .048 -.016(IC)
q10_4 -I see what I read (AH) -.048 .137 .734 .056 .131
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .130 .041 .343 -.112 .712
q10_6Jnv - Buy for my family
-.082 -.173 -.373 -.412 -.039(IC)
q10_7 - Detailed oriented (AH) .821 .065 -.012 .193 .089
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion
-.021 .730 -.044 .228 .169(HE)
q10_9 - Enjoy deciphering
.171 .639 .226 .032 .017
graphs (AH)
q10_10 - Like detailed
.591 .372 .179 -.073 .098
explanation (AH)
q10_11 - Interested in parts
.842 .032 .037 .144 .039(AH)
q10_12 - Authority and
.118 .442 -.050 .049 .599
leadership (HE)
q10_13 - Purchases without
.026 -.317 -.122 .458 .608
consequences (DI)
q10_14 - Read an explanation
.217 .260 -.037 .590 -.009
of a graphic (AH)
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 13 iterations.
Component Transfonnation Matrix
Compon
ent 1 2 3 4 5
1 .596 .560 .398 .344 .235
2 .246 -.468 -.446 .487 .534
3 -.621 -.037 .525 .143 .563
4 .388 -.263 .184 -.750 .429
5 -.221 .630 -.577 -.249 .399
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
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These analyses are done by inverting questions q10_6 and q10_13.
Trial]: Extraction with UEigenvalue over 1" option.
This yields a total of6 factors.
Rotated Component Matrix·
Component
1 2 3 4 5 6
q10_1 - Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .081 .115 -.041 -.002 .754 -.142
q10_2 - Prefer planning (01) .367 .417 .309 -.329 -.001 -.169
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .097 .649 -.061 .011 .059 -.113
q10_4 -I see what I read (AH) -.040 .716 .033 .149 .038 -.042
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .155 .333 -.059 .695 -.125 -.065
q10_6jnv - Buy for my family (IC) -.039 -.461 -.198 -.065 -.368 -.396
q10_13 - Purchases without consequences
-.057 -.190 -.132 .617 .485 -.039
(01)
q10_7 - Detailed oriented (AH) .795 -.035 .010 .101 .208 .088
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .171 .193 .577 .077 .142 -.158
q10_9 - Enjoy deciphering graphs (AH) .287 .411 .464 -.039 -.019 .006
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .648 .236 .203 .079 -.086 -.031
q10_11 -Interested in parts (AH) .812 .003 -.058 .049 .171 .021
q10_12 - Authority and leadership (HE) .200 .065 .453 .572 -.007 .007
q10_14 - Read an explanation ofa graphic
.265 .046 .258 -.014 .552 .078(AH)
q11 - Bat and Ball (01) .168 .223 -.649 .066 -.013 -.002
q12 - Machine Indicator (01) -.021 .002 -.093 -.222 -.213 .647
q13 - Lily Indicator (01) .065 -.154 -.055 .106 .063 .649
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 10 iterations.
Trial 2: Extraction with 4 factors.
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3 4
q10_1 -Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .022 .166 .516 .021
q10_2 - Prefer planning (01) .677 .175 -.069 .123
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .299 .003 .001 .557
q10_4 -I see what I read (AH) .296 -.114 .076 .629
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) -.097 .083 .290 .635
q10_6 - Buy for my family (IC) .242 .182 .204 .264
q10_7 - Detailed oriented (AH) .132 .788 .177 .043
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .539 .027 .377 -.002
q10_9 - Enjoy deciphering graphs (AH) .617 .150 .096 .182
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .409 .502 .050 .221
q1 0_11 - Interested in parts (AH) .141 .776 .113 .084
q10_12 - Authority and leadership (HE) .183 .125 .484 .172
q10_13 - Purchases without consequences (01) -.467 .084 .661 .102
q1 0_14 - Read an explanation of a graphic
.229 .335 .426 -.115
(AH)
q11 - Bat and Ball (01) -.341 .216 -.224 .446
q12 - Machine Indicator (01) -.093 .181 -.489 -.080
q13 - Lily Indicator (01) -.265 .333 -.087 -.102
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 9 iterations.
Trial 3: Extraction with 5 factors.
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3 4 5
q10_1 - Afraid to Disagree(HE) .019 .094 .005 .122 .718
q10_2 - Prefer planning (DI) .327 .391 .439 -.241 .039
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .066 .654 .026 .029 .071
q1 0_4 - I see what I read (AH) -.033 .714 .057 .131 .068
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (It) .194 .368 -.144 .634 -.151
q10_6 - Buy for my family (IC) . .123 .411 .024 -.057 .467
q10_7 - Detailed oriented (AH) .791 -.035 -.047 .080 .213
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .189 .150 .570 .167 .174
q10_9 - Enjoy deciphering graphs (AH) .321 .374 .448 -.032 .050
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .653 .234 .200 .075 -.060
q10_11 -Interested in parts (AH) .786 .012 -.068 .048 .165
q1 0_12 - Authority and leadership (HE) .283 .049 .290 .543 .013
q10_13 - Purchases without consequences (DI) -.044 -.178 -.256 .632 .417
q10_14 - Read an explanation of a graphic (AH) .274 .000 .191 .026 .580
q11 - Bat and Ball (DI) .109 .280 -.577 .016 -.062
q12 - Machine Indicator (DI) .084 -.018 -.286 -.472 -.101
q13 - Lily Indicator (DI) .188 -.177 -.338 -.135 .149
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 21 iterations.
Trial 4: Extraction with 7factors..
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
q10_1 -Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .072 .060 .080 .759 -.029 -.107 .124
q10_2 - Prefer planning (01) .311 .506 .337 .002 -.267 -.038 -.052
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .116 .038 .733 .038 -.019 -.096 .023
q10_4 - I see what 1read (AH) -.040 .125 .736 .042 .150 .018 .025
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .124 .037 .289 -.093 .701 -.040 .208
q10_6 - Buy for my family (lC) .036 .190 .345 .397 .124 .480 -.061
q10_7 - Detailed oriented (AH) .810 .027 -.017 .187 .095 .022 -.004
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .066 .690 -.023 .199 .195 .020 -.093
q10_9 - Enjoy deciphering graphs (AH) .214 .587 .250 .016 .068 .161 -.098
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation
.614 .315 .184 -.083 .125 .009 -.014(AH)
q1 0_11 - Interested in parts (AH) .816 .037 .013 .150 .038 -.023 .084
q1 0_12 - Authority and leadership
.169 .308 .000 .029 .637 .011 -.226(HE)
q10_13 - Purchases without
-.032 -.255 -.157 .498 .563 -.132 .078
consequences (01)
q10_14 - Read an explanation of a
.274 .171 .023 .552 .004 .069 -.188
graphic (AH)
q11 - Bat and Ball (01) .100 -.130 .051 .019 .046 .148 .810
q12 - Machine Indicator (01) -.049 .015 -.212 -.175 -.139 .766 .199
q13 - Lily Indicator (01) .216 -.535 .058 .011 .055 .397 -.433
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 10 iterations.
Trial 5: Extraction with "Eigenvalue over 1 " option. This trial is done by excluding Shane's questions.
Yields 5 factors.
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3 4 5
q10_1 -Afraid to Disagree(HE) .046 -.007 .110 .751 .024
q10_2 - Prefer planning (DI) .241 .548 .303 .039 -.293
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .112 .044 .732 .048 -.016
q10_4 -I see what I read (AH) -.048 .137 .734 .056 .131
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .130 .041 .343 -.112 .712
q10_6 - Buy for my family (IC) .082 .173 .373 .412 .039
q10_7 - Detailed oriented (AH) .821 .065 -.012 .193 .089
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) -.021 .730 -.044 .228 .169
q10_9 - Enjoy deciphering graphs (AH) .171 .639 .226 .032 .017
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation
.591 .372 .179 -.073 .098
(AH)
q10_11 -Interested in parts (AH) .842 .032 .037 .144 .039
q10_12 -Authority and leadership (HE) .118 .442 -.050 .049 .599
q1 0_13 - Purchases without
.026 -.317 -.122 .458 .608
consequences (DI)
q10_14 - Read an explanation of a
.217 .260 -.037 .590 -.009
graphic (AH)
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 13 iterations.
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These analyses are done by inverting questions q10_6 and q10_13.
Trial 1: Extraction with "Eigenvalue over 1" option.
This yields a total of 6 factors.
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3 4 5 6
q10_1-Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .081 .115 -.041 -.002 .754 -.142
q10_2 - Prefer planning (01) .367 .417 .309 -.329 -.001 -.169
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .097 .649 -.061 .011 .059 -.113
q1 0_4- I see what 1read (AH) -.040 .716 .033 .149 .038 -.042
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .155 .333 -.059 .695 -.125 -.065
q10_6_inv - Buy for my family (IC) -.039 -.461 -.198 -.065 -.368 -.396
q10_7 - Oetailed oriented (AH) .795 -.035 .010 .101 .208 .088
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .171 .193 .577 .077 .142 -.158
q10_9 - Enjoy deciphering graphs (AH) .287 .411 .464 -.039 -.019 .006
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .648 .236 .203 .079 -.086 -.031
q10_11 -Interested in parts (AH) .812 .003 -.058 .049 .171 .021
q1 0_12 - Authority and leadership (HE) .200 .065 .453 .572 -.007 .007
q1 0_13 - Purchases without consequences
-.057 -.190 -.132 .617 -.039.485(01)
q10_14 - Read an explanation ofa graphic
.265 .046 .258 -.014 .552 .078(AH)
q11 - Bat and Ball (01) .168 .223 -.649 .066 -.013 -.002
q12 - Machine Indicator (01) -.021 .002 -.093 -.222 -.213 .647
q13 - Lily Indicator (01) .065 -.154 -.055 .106 .063 .649
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 10 iterations.
Trial 2: Extraction with HEigenvalue over 1" option. This trial is done by excluding Shane's questions.
Yields 5 factors.
Rotated Component Matrix8
Component
1 2 3 4 5
q10_1 - Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .046 -.007 .110 .751 .024
q10_2 - Prefer planning (01) .241 .548 .303 .039 -.293
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .112 .044 .732 .048 -.016
q10_4 -I see what I read (AH) -.048 .137 .734 .056 .131
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .130 .041 .343 -.112 .712
q10_6jnv - Buy for my family (IC) -.082 -.173 -.373 -.412 -.039
q10_7 - Detailed oriented (AH) .821 .065 -.012 .193 .089
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) -.021 .730 -.044 .228 .169
q10_9 - Enjoy deciphering graphs (AH) .171 .639 .226 .032 .017
q1 0_1 0 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .591 .372 .179 -.073 .098
q1 0_11 - Interested in parts (AH) .842 .032 .037 .144 .039
q1 0_12 - Authority and leadership (HE) .118 .442 -.050 .049 .599
q1 0_13 - Purchases without consequences (01) .026 -.317 -.122 .458 .608
q10 14 - Read an explanation of a graphic (AH) .217 .260 -.037 .590 -.009
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 13 iterations.
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These analyses are done by inverting questions q10_6 and q10_13. In addition, q11_b, q12_b, and q 13_bare
all binary versions of qII, qI2, and qI3, with 1 denoting impulsive and 0 denoting deliberative. This is done
with the following rules:
Ifq11 = 10, thenq11_b = 1, elseq11_b=0
Ifq11 = 100, then q11_b = 1, else q11_b=0
Ifq11 = 24, then q11_b = 1, else q11_b=0
Trial]: Extraction with "Eigenvalue over 1 " option.
This yields a total of 6 factors.
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3 4 5 6
q10_1 -Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .008 .067 .063 .741 .032 -.108
q10_2 - Prefer planning (01) .230 .615 .266 .024 -.191 .029
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .080 .104 .707 .030 .019 -.053
q10_4 - I see what I read (AH) -.047 .138 .744 .032 .141 -.064
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .119 -.033 .319 -.096 .729 -.011
q10_6_inv - Buy for my family (IC) -.147 -.072 -.428 -.441 -.003 -.179
q10_7 - Oetailed oriented (AH) .816 .062 -.008 .182 .096 -.073
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) -.009 .695 -.057 .231 .253 -.040
q10_9 - Enjoy deciphering graphs (AH) .185 .599 .234 .067 .088 .133
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .579 .361 .172 -.060 .161 .072
q1 0_11 - Interested in parts (AH) .808 .069 .027 .137 .056 -.090
q10_12 -Authority and leadership (HE) .144 .310 -.035 .078 .637 -.012
q10_13jnv - Purchases without consequences (01) .028 -.418 -.091 .492 .526 .014
q10_14 - Read an explanation of a graphic (AH) .273 .199 .005 .564 -.025 -.044
q11_b - Bat and Ball (01) -.096 .134 -.099 .062 .117 .597
q12_b - Machine Indicator (01) .195 -.219 .035 -.126 -.166 .669
q13 b - Lily Indicator (01) -.127 .088 .012 -.055 -.018 .632
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 10 iterations.
Trial 2: Extraction with "Eigenvalue over 1" option with removal ofextraneous questions.
This yields a total of4 factors.
Rotated Component Matrix·
Component
1 2 3 4
q10_1 - Afraid to Disagree(HE) .093 -.060 -.135 .802
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .059 .422 .058 .215
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .072 .707 -.042 -.060
q10_6jnv - Buy for my family (IC) -.207 -.181 -.182 -.480
q10_7 - Detailed oriented (AH) .825 .082 -.098 .107
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .069 .468 .009 .400
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .618 .327 .122 .038
q1 0_11 - Interested in parts (AH) .825 .038 -.099 .150
q10_12 -Authority and leadership (HE) .147 .673 -.067 -.022
q11_b - Bat and Ball (DI) -.103 .068 .593 .219
q12_b - Machine Indicator (DI) .184 -.165 .625 -.309
q13 b - Lily Indicator (DI) -.085 -.002 .673 -.017
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 5 iterations.
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These analyses are done by inverting questions qIO_6 and qIO_I3. In addition, qII_b, qI2_b, and qI3_b are
all binary versions ofqII, qI2, and qI3, with 1 denoting impulsive and °denoting deliberative. This is done
with the following rules:
Ifqll = 10, then qll_b = 1, else qll_b=O
Ifqll = 100, thenqll_b = 1, elseqll_b=O
Ifqll = 24, then qll_b = 1, else qll_b=O
I've also discovered a coding error for qIO_I3 in version 3. The error is that qIO_I3_inv is NOT the inverse of
qIO_I3, it is the same. Hence, in Analysis 3, qIO_I3_inv yielded the same factor score as qIO_I3
Trial I: Extraction with "Eigenvalue over 1" option.
This yields a total of 6 factors.
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3 4 5 6
q10_1 -Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .008 .067 .063 .741 .032 -.108
q10_2 - Prefer planning (01) .230 .615 .266 .024 -.191 .029
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .080 .104 .707 .030 .019 -.053
q10_4 - I see what I read (AH) -.047 .138 .744 .032 .141 -.064
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .119 -.033 .319 -.096 .729 -.011
q10_6_inv - Buy for my family (IC) -.147 -.072 -.428 -.441 -.003 -.179
q10_7 - Oetailed oriented (AH) .816 .062 -.008 .182 .096 -.073
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) -.009 .695 -.057 .231 .253 -.040
q10_9 - Enjoy deciphering graphs (AH) .185 .599 .234 .067 .088 .133
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .579 .361 .172 -.060 .161 .072
q1 0_11 - Interested in parts (AH) .808 .069 .027 .137 .056 -.090
q1 0_12 - Authority and leadership (HE) .144 .310 -.035 .078 .637 -.012
q10_13_inv - Purchases without consequences (01) -.028 .418 .091 -.492 -.526 -.014
q10_14 - Read an explanation of a graphic (AH) .273 .199 .005 .564 -.025 -.044
q11_b - Bat and Ball (01) -.096 .134 -.099 .062 .117 .597
q12_b - Machine Indicator (01) .195 -.219 .035 -.126 -.166 .669
q13_b - Lily Indicator (01) -.127 .088 .012 -.055 -.018 .632
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 10 iterations.
With 5 Factors:
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
2 3 4 5
q10_1 - Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .033 .634 -.032 -.192 -.144
q10_2 - Prefer planning (01) .233 .297 .234 .584 .051
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .070 .025 .613 .178 -.088
q10_4 - I see what I read (AH) -.049 .072 .712 .125 -.084
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .153 .000 .635 -.404 .038
q10_6_inv - Buy for my family (IC) -.155 -.344 -.297 .011 -.128
q10_7 - Oetailed oriented (AH) .826 .155 .014 -.052 -.082
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .037 .628 .171 .220 .047
q10_9 - Enjoy deciphering graphs (AH) .208 .372 .178
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .594 .135 .106
q1 0_11 - Interested in parts (AH) .814 .114 -.101
q1 0_12 - Authority and leadership (HE) .196 .344 .076
q1 0_13_inv - Purchases without consequences
-.064 -.256 -.030 .790 .002(01)
q10_14 - Read an explanation of a graphic (AH) .294 .545 -.062 -.015 -.064
q11_b - Bat and Ball (01) -.074 .138 -.021 -.034 .618
q12_b - Machine Indicator (01) .179 -.291 -.091 .003 .623
q13_b - Lily Indicator (01) -.120 -.013 .013 .077 .635
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 8 iterations.
With 4 Factors:
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3 4
q10_1 - Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .087 .212 .406 -.227
q10_2 - Prefer planning (01) .582 .320 -.274 .024
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .578 -.017 .079 -.079
q10_4 -I see what I read (AH) .647 -.136 .176 -.087
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .294 -.007 .570 .059
q10_6_inv - Buy for my family (IC) -.349 -.194 -.267 -.093
q10_7 - Oetailed oriented (AH) .023 .811 .124 -.049
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .464 .215 .141 -.037
q10_9 - Enjoy deciphering graphs (AH) .583 .281 -.023 .141
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .375 .561 .005 .126
q10_11 -Interested in parts (AH) .049 .789 .070 -.063
q10_12 -Authority and leadership (HE) .260 .206 .462 .046
q10_13_inv - Purchases without consequences
.293 -.057 -.777 .027(01)
q10_14 - Read an explanation of a graphic (AH) .123 .450 .219 -.120
q11_b - Bat and Ball (01) .039 -.036 .106 .587
q12_b - Machine Indicator (01) -.147 .086 -.124 .665
q13 b - Lily Indicator (01) .073 -.121 -.038 .621
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 7 iterations.
Trial 2: Extraction with "Eigenvalue over 1" option with removal ofextraneous questions (ql0_2, ql0_4,
ql0_9, ql0_13_inv).
This yields a total of 4 factors.
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3 4
q10_1 - Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .093 -.060 -.135 .802
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .059 .422 .058 .215
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .072 .707 -.042 -.060
q10_6jnv - Buy for my family (IC) -.207 -.181 -.182 -.480
q10_7 - Oetailed oriented (AH) .825 .082 -.098 .107
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .069 .468 .009
q1 0_1 0 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .618 .327 .122 .038
q10_11 -Interested in parts (AH) .825 .038 -.099 .150
q1 0_12 - Authority and leadership (HE) .147 .673 -.067 -.022
q11_b - Bat and Ball (01) -.103 .068 .593 .219
q12_b - Machine Indicator (01) .184 -.165 .625 -.309
q13 b - Lily Indicator (01) -.085 -.002 .673 -.017
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 5 iterations.
With 3 Factors
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3
q10_1 - Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .121 .347 -.298
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .057 .476 .033
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .055 .574 .004
q10_6_inv - Buy for my family (IC) -.220 -.411 -.090
q10_7 - Oetailed oriented (AH) .826 .119 -.112
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .072 .606 -.051
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .612 .309 .129
q1 0_11 - Interested in parts (AH) .828 .104 -.124
q1 0_12 - Authority and leadership (HE) .132 .563 -.029
q11_b - Bat and Ball (01) -.094 .208 .539
q12_b - Machine Indicator (01) .180 -.258 .667
q13_b - Lily Indicator (01) -.082 .033 .661
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 4 iterations.
With 5 Factors
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3 4 5
q10_1 -Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .142 -.085 -.007 .799 .156
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .013 .176 -.074 -.058 .785
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .057 .644 -.071 -.112 .291
q10_6_inv - Buy for my family (IC) -.196 .015 -.128 -.238 -.631
q10_7 - Detailed oriented (AH) .828 .072 -.103 .067 .065
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .121 .529 .156 .482 -.045
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .624 .314 .123 -.016 .098
q10_11 - Interested in parts (AH) .830 .026 -.099 .109 .066
q10_12 - Authority and leadership (HE) .164 .719 -.006 .047 -.014
q11_b - Bat and Ball (01) -.078 .029 .622 .114 .126
q12_b - Machine Indicator (01) .162 -.221 .521 ~I .073q13_b - Lily Indicator (01) -.055 .035 .713 -.129
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 7 iterations.
Trial 3: Extraction with "Eigenvalue over 1" option. Get rid ofql0_6_inv.
This produces 5 Factors
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3 4 5
q10_1 - Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .056 -.041 .615 -.213 -.133
q10_2 - Prefer planning (01) .252 .272 .318 .548 .076
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .085 .628 .020 .139 -.085
q10_4 -I see what I read (AH) -.032 .718 .063 .082 -.080
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .144 .616 .009 -.458 .071
q10_7 - Oetailed oriented (AH) .829 .008 .133 -.070 -.087
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .051 .184 .661 .172 .099
q10_9 - Enjoy deciphering graphs (AH) .229 .346 .376 .328 .200
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .598 .303 .144 .163 .129
q1 0_11 - Interested in parts (AH) .815 .028 .094 -.018 -.107
q1 0_12 - Authority and leadership (HE) .196 .314 .357 -.279 .116
q10_13jnv - Purchases without
-.064 .025 -.211 .798 .007
consequences (01)
q10_14 - Read an explanation of a graphic
.318 -.064 .522 -.033 -.061(AH)
q11_b - Bat and Ball (01) -.060 -.038 .114 -.042 .623
q12_b - Machine Indicator (01) .192 -.115 -.356 .028 .574
q13 b - Lily Indicator (01) -.116 .020 -.010 .062 .658
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 10 iterations.
If you get rid of ql0_9:
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3 4 5
q10_1 -Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .040 -.040 .653 -.209 -.096
q10_2 - Prefer planning (01) .280 .338 .340 .521 .119
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .089 .636 .042 .108 -.059
q10_4 - I see what I read (AH) -.023 .729 .068 .041 -.058
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .147 .577 -.045 -.516 .049
q10_7 - Oetailed oriented (AH) .825 -.008 .134 -.090 -.091
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .084 .231 .620 .113 .112
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .617 .311 .116 .105 .123
q1 0_11 - Interested in parts (AH) .811 .014 .100 -.037 -.109
q1 0_12 - Authority and leadership (HE) .213 .308 .293 -.340 .101
q10_13jnv - Purchases without consequences
-.034 .097 -.186 .808 .030(01)
q1 0_14 - Read an explanation of a graphic (AH) .315 -.045 .554 -.030 -.025
q11_b - Bat and Ball (01) -.053 -.030 .103 -.049 .636
q12_b - Machine Indicator (01) .193 -.136 -.374 .023 .556
q13_b - Lily Indicator (01) -.112 .033 .005 .069 .686
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 6 iterations.
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These analyses are done by inverting questions ql0_6 and ql0_13. In addition, qll_b, qI2_b, and ql3_b are
all binary versions of q11, q12, and q13, with 1 denoting impulsive and °denoting deliberative. This is done
with the following rules:
Ifqll = 10, then qll_b = 1, else qll_b=O
Ifqll = 100, then qll_b = 1, else qll_b=O
Ifqll = 24, then qll_b = 1, else qll_b=O
I've also discovered a coding error for ql0_13 in version 3. The error is that ql0_13_inv is NOT the inverse of
ql0_13, it is the same. Hence, in Analysis 3, ql0_13_inv yielded the same factor score as ql0_13
Trial 1: Extraction with "Eigenvalue over 1" option.
This yields a total of 6 factors.
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3 4 5 6
q10_1 - Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .008 .067 .063 .741 .032 -.108
q10_2 - Prefer planning (01) .230 .615 .266 .024 -.191 .029
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .080 .104 .707 .030 .019 -.053
q10_4 -I see what 1read (AH) -.047 .138 .744 .032 .141 -.064
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .119 -.033 .319 -.096 .729 -.011
q10_6jnv - Buy for my family (IC) -.147 -.072 -.428 -.441 -.003 -.179
q10_7 - Oetailed oriented (AH) .816 .062 -.008 .182 .096 -.073
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) -.009 .695 -.057 .231 .253 -.040
q10_9 - Enjoy deciphering graphs (AH) .185 .599 .234 .067 .088 .133
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .579 .361 .172 -.060 .161 .072
q1 0_11 - Interested in parts (AH) .808 .069 .027 .137 .056 -.090
q10_12 - Authority and leadership (HE) .144 .310 -.035 .078 .637 -.012
q10_13_inv - Purchases without consequences (01) -.028 .418 .091 -.492 -.526 -.014
q10_14 - Read an explanation of a graphic (AH) .273 .199 .005 .564 -.025 -.044
q11_b - Bat and Ball (01) -.096 .134 -.099 .062 .117 .597
q12_b - Machine Indicator (01) .195 -.219 .035 -.126 -.166 .669
q13 b - Lily Indicator (01) -.127 .088 .012 -.055 -.018 .632
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 10 iterations.
With 5 Factors:
5
-.144
.051
-.088
-.084
.038
-.128
-.082
.047
.178
.106
-.101
.076
.002
-.064
.618
.623
.635
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
2 3 4
q10_1 - Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .033 .634 -.032 -.192
q10_2 - Prefer planning (01) .233 .297 .234 .584
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .070 .025 .613 .178
q10_4 - I see what I read (AH) -.049 .072 .712 .125
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .153 .000 .635 -.404
q10_6jnv - Buy for my family (IC) -.155 -.344 -.297 .011
q10_7 - Oetailed oriented (AH) .826 .155 .014 -.052
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .037 .628 .171 .220
q10_9 - Enjoy deciphering graphs (AH) .208 .372
q1 0_1 0 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .594 .135
q10_11 -Interested in parts (AH) .814 .114
q1 0_12 - Authority and leadership (HE) .196 .344
q10_13_inv - Purchases without consequences
-.064 -.256 -.030 .790
(01)
q10_14 - Read an explanation of a graphic (AH) .294 .545 -.062 -.015
q11_b - Bat and Ball (01) -.074 .138 -.021 -.034
q12_b - Machine Indicator (01) .179 -.291 -.091 .003
q13_b - Lily Indicator (01) -.120 -.013 .013 .077
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 8 iterations.
With 4 Factors:
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3 4
q10_1 - Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .087 .212 .406 -.227
q10_2 - Prefer planning (01) .582 .320 -.274 .024
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .578 -.017 .079 -.079
q10_4 -I see what I read (AH) .647 -.136 .176 -.087
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .294 -.007 .570 .059
q10_6_inv - Buy for my family (IC) -.349 -.194 -.267 -.093
q10_7 - Oetailed oriented (AH) .023 .811 .124 -.049
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .464 .215 .141 -.037
q10_9 - Enjoy deciphering graphs (AH) .583 .281 -.023 .141
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .375 .561 .005 .126
q10_11 -Interested in parts (AH) .049 .789 .070 -.063
q10_12 -Authority and leadership (HE) .260 .206 .462 .046
q10_13_inv - Purchases without consequences
.293 -.057 -.777 .027(01)
q10_14 - Read an explanation of a graphic (AH) .123 .450 .219 -.120
q11_b - Bat and Ball (01) .039 -.036 .106 .587
q12_b - Machine Indicator (01) -.147 .086 -.124 .665
q13_b - Lily Indicator (01) .073 -.121 -.038 .621
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 7 iterations.
Trial 2: Extraction with "Eigenvalue over 1" option with removal ofextraneous questions (ql0_2, qlO_4,
qlO_9, qlO_13_inv).
This yields a total of 4 factors.
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3 4
q10_1 - Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .093 -.060 -.135 .802
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .059 .422 .058 .215
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .072 .707 -.042 -.060
q1 0_6jnv - Buy for my family (IC) -.207 -.181 -.182 -.480
q10_7 - Oetailed oriented (AH) .825 .082 -.098 .107
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .069 .468 .009
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .618 .327 .122 .038
q1 0_11 - Interested in parts (AH) .825 .038 -.099 .150
q1 0_12 - Authority and leadership (HE) .147 .673 -.067 -.022
q11_b - Bat and Ball (01) -.103 .068 .593 .219
q12_b - Machine Indicator (01) .184 -.165 .625 -.309
q13_b - Lily Indicator (01) -.085 -.002 .673 -.017
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 5 iterations.
With 3 Factors
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3
q10_1 -Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .121 .347 -.298
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .057 .476 .033
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .055 .574 .004
q1 0_6_inv - Buy for my family (IC) -.220 -.411 -.090
q10_7 - Oetailed oriented (AH) .826 .119 -.112
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .072 .606 -.051
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .612 .309 .129
q1 0_11 - Interested in parts (AH) .828 .104 -.124
q10_12 -Authority and leadership (HE) .132 .563 -.029
q11_b - Bat and Ball (01) -.094 .208 .539
q12_b - Machine Indicator (01) .180 -.258 .667
q13_b - Lily Indicator (01) -.082 .033 .661
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 4 iterations.
With 5 Factors
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3 4 5
q10_1 -Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .142 -.085 -.007 .799 .156
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .013 .176 -.074 -.058 .785
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .057 .644 -.071 -.112 .291
q10_6_inv - Buy for my family (IC) -.196 .015 -.128 -.238 -.631
q10_7 - Oetailed oriented (AH) .828 .072 -.103 .067 .065
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .121 .529 .156 .482 -.045
q1 0_1 0 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .624 .314 .123 -.016 .098
q1 0_11 - Interested in parts (AH) .830 .026 -.099 .109 .066
q10_12 -Authority and leadership (HE) .164 .719 -.006 .047 -.014
q11_b - Bat and Ball (01) -.078 .029 .622 .114 .126
q12_b - Machine Indicator (01) .162 -.221 .521 ~I .073q13_b - Lily Indicator (01) -.055 .035 .713 -.129
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 7 iterations.
Trial 3: Extraction with "Eigenvalue over 1 "option. Get rid ofq10_6_inv.
This produces 5 Factors
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3 4 5
q10_1 -Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .056 -.041 .615 -.213 -.133
q10_2 - Prefer planning (01) .252 .272 .318 .548 .076
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .085 .628 .020 .139 -.085
q10_4 -I see what I read (AH) -.032 .718 .063 .082 -.080
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .144 .616 .009 -.458 .071
q10_7 - Oetailed oriented (AH) .829 .008 .133 -.070 -.087
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .051 .184 .661 .172 .099
q10_9 - Enjoy deciphering graphs (AH) .229 .346 .376 .328 .200
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .598 .303 .144 .163 .129
q1 0_11 - Interested in parts (AH) .815 .028 .094 -.018 -.107
q1 0_12 - Authority and leadership (HE) .196 .314 .357 -.279 .116
q10_13_inv - Purchases without
-.064 .025 -.211 .798 .007
consequences (01)
q10_14 - Read an explanation of a graphic
.318 -.064 .522 -.033 -.061(AH)
q11_b - Bat and Ball (01) -.060 -.038 .114 -.042 .623
q12_b - Machine Indicator (01) .192 -.115 -.356 .028 .574
q13 b - Lily Indicator (01) -.116 .020 -.010 .062 .658
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 10 iterations.
Trial 4: Ifyou get rid ofq10_6_inv and q10_9:
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3 4 5
q10_1 - Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .040 -.040 .653 -.209 -.096
q10_2 - Prefer planning (01) .280 .338 .340 .521 .119
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .089 .636 .042 .108 -.059
q10_4 -I see what I read (AH) -.023 .729 .068 .041 -.058
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .147 .577 -.045 -.516 .049
q10_7 - Oetailed oriented (AH) .825 -.008 .134 -.090 -.091
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .084 .231 .620 .113 .112
q1 0_1 0 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .617 .311 .116 .105 .123
q10_11 -Interested in parts (AH) .811 .014 .100 -.037 -.109
q10_12 -Authority and leadership (HE) .213 .308 .293 -.340 .101
q1 0_13Jnv - Purchases without consequences
-.034 .097 -.186 .808 .030(01)
q10_14 - Read an explanation of a graphic (AH) .315 -.045 .554 -.030 -.025
q11_b - Bat and Ball (01) -.053 -.030 .103 -.049 .636
q12_b - Machine Indicator (01) .193 -.136 -.374 .023 .556
q13_b - Lily Indicator (01) -.112 .033 .005 .069 .686
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 6 iterations.
This is the most important slide. Page 9.
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3 4 5
q10_1 - Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .051 .024 .691 -.274 -.036
q10_2 - Prefer planning (01) .264 .268 .322 .586 .092
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .086 .650 .064 .129 -.032
q1 0_4 - I see what I read (AH) -.019 .739 .086 .087 -.046
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .177 .624 -.030 -.440 .052
q10_7 - Oetailed oriented (AH) .828 -.005 .132 -.066 -.085
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .092 .189 .605 .195 .075
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .617 .288 .109 .171 .111
q10_11 - Interested in parts (AH) .813 .028 .107 -.034 -.091
q10_13jnv - Purchases without consequences
-.069 .009 -.209 .818 -.004
(01)
q10_14 - Read an explanation of a graphic (AH) .321 -.053 .551 -.008 -.026
q11_b - Bat and Ball (01) -.047 -.020 .105 -.034 .639
q12_b - Machine Indicator (01) .188 -.129 -.375 .019 .560
q13 b - Lily Indicator (01) -.114 .046 .015 .063 .704
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 6 iterations.
Trial 5: Ifyou get rid ofq10_6_inv, q10_9, and q10_12, andfix to 4 Factors
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3 4
q10_1 -Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .247 .165 -.461 -.182
q10_2 - Prefer planning (01) .380 .482 .416 .026
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .063 .639 -9.013E-5 -.006
q10_4 -I see what I read (AH) -.038 .722 -.060 -.027
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .072 .442 -.507 .132
q10_7 - Detailed oriented (AH) .816 -.030 -.097 -.028
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .284 .409 -.022 -.063
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .607 .310 .083 .151
q10_11 - Interested in parts (AH) .794 .001 -.065 -.029
q1 0_13jnv - Purchases without consequences
-.063 .831.152 .002(01)
q1 0_14 - Read an explanation of a graphic (AH) .483 .103 -.157 -.129
q11_b - Bat and Ball (01) -.017 .035 -.070 .585
q12_b - Machine Indicator (01) .063 -.219 .138 .640
q13 b - Lily Indicator (01) -.106 .098 .035 .662
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 6 iterations.
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1 2 3 4
q10_1 - Afraid to Oisagree(HE) .060 -2.359E-5 .719 -.065
q10_3 - Time for Personal Life (IC) .076 .669 .058 -.008
q10_4 - I see what I read (AH) -.030 .752 .061 -.034
q10_5 - Buy to differentiate (IC) .141 .586 .039 -.015
q10_7 - Oetailed oriented (AH) .830 .017 .134 -.094
q10_8 - Value expert's opinion (HE) .105 .208 .624 .140
q10_10 - Like detailed explanation (AH) .619 .327 .081 .143
q10_11 -Interested in parts (AH) .810 .044 .111 -.102
q1 0_14 - Read an explanation of a graphic (AH) .346 -.024 .508 -.012
q11_b - Bat and Ball (01) -.051 -.051 .134 .622
q12_b - Machine Indicator (01) .193 -.119 -.411 .540
q13_b - Lily Indicator (01) -.100 .064 -.017 .722
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 5 iterations.
DATASET ACTIVATE Suruga 16x16.
UNIANOVA LPrmsuruga BY AOH1_morph DOI1_morph HOE1_morph IOC1_morph holistic_new
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new AH_AH AH_DI AH_HE AH_IC DI_AH DI_DI DI_HE DI_IC HE_AH HE_DI HE_HE HE_IC IC_AH IC_DI
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7METHOD=SSTYPE(3}
/INTERCEPT=INCLUDE
/PRINT=PARAMETER
/CRITERIA=ALPHA(.05}
/DESIGN=AOH1_morph DOI1_morph HOE1_morph IOC1_morph holistic_new cOllectivistic_verbal_new
egalitarian_new impulsive_new AH_AH AH_
DI AH_HE AH_IC DI_AH DI_DI DI_HE DI_IC HE_AH HE_DI HE_HE HE_IC IC_AH IC_DI IC_HE IC_IC.
Univariate Analysis of Variance - Prm calculated from Q6Su * Q9Su
Notes
Data
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2008-04-15T01 :09:49.968
C:\Documents and
Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data\Suruga
CS As 256 reduced 040708.sav
Active Dataset Suruga_16x16
File Label ggregated File
~~ ~o~>
Weight <none>
Split File <none>
N of Rows in Working Data File 206
Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing
Cases Used
User-defined missing values are treated as
missing.
Statistics are based on all cases with valid
data for all variables in the model.
Syntax
Resources Processor Time
Elapsed Time
UNIANOVA LPrmSuruga BY AOH1_morph
00l1_morph HOE1_morph IOC1_morph
holistic_new collectivistic_verbaLnew
egalitarian_new impulsive_new AH_AH
H_OI AH_HE AH_IC OI_AH 01_01 OLHE
0LIC HE~H HE_OI HE_HE HE_IC
IC_AH IC_OIIC_HE IC_IC
IMETHOO=SSTYPE(3)
IINTERCEPT=INCLUOE
IPRINT=PARAMETER
ICRITERIA=ALPHA(.05)
10ESIGN=AOH1_morph 0011_morph
HOE1_morph IOC1_morph holistic_new
collectivistic_verbaLnew egalitarian_new
impulsive_new AH_AH AH_OI AH_HE
H_IC OI_AH 0LOI OI_HE 0LIC HE_AH
HE_OI HE_HE HE-'C IC_AH IC_OI IC_HE
le_IC.
0:00:00.078
0:00:00.078
[Suruga_16x16] C:\Documents and Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data\Suruga CS As 256 reduced
040708.sav
Between-8ubjects Factors
N
~OH1_morph 0 56
44
0011_morph 0 55
45
HOE1_morph 0 51
49
IOC1_morph 0 50
50
holistic_new 0 64
36
collectivistic_verbaLnew 0 58
42
egalitarian_new 0 45
55
impulsive_new 0 45
55
Morph to Style Match 0 48
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,O) 52
Morph to Style Match 0 41
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,O) 59
Morph to Style Match 0 49
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0) 51
Morph to Style Match 0 56
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,O) 44
Morph to Style Match 0 55
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,O) 45
Morph to Style Match 0 44
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,O) 56
Morph to Style Match 0 60
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0) 40
Morph to Style Match 0 55
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,O) 45
Morph to Style Match 0 53
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0) 47
Morph to Style Match 0 52
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,O) 48
Morph to Style Match 0 48
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0) 52
Morph to Style Match 0 49
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0) 51
Morph to Style Match 0 56
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0) 44
Morph to Style Match 0 55
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0) 45
Morph to Style Match 0 49
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,O) 51
Morph to Style Match 0 52
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0) 48
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Oependent Variable: Logit of (Q6Su * Q9Su)
Type III Sum of
Source Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Corrected Model 35.831 a 24 1.493 1.583 .069
Intercept 97.832 1 97.832 103.766 .000
AOH1_morph 1.012 1 1.012 1.073 .304
0011_morph .523 1 .523 .555 .459
HOE1_morph .233 1 .233 .247 .620
IOC1_morph .563 1 .563 .597 .442
holistic_new 2.434 1 2.434 2.582 .112
collectivistic_verbaLnew 7.140 1 7.140 7.573 .007
egalitarian_new 6.259 1 6.259 6.638 .012
impulsive_new .678 1 .678 .719 .399
AH_AH .096 1 .096 .101 .751
AH_OI .052 1 .052 .056 .814
AH_HE .015 1 .015 .015 .902
AH_IC .475 1 .475 .504 .480
OLAH 3.463 1 3.463 3.673 .059
01_01 .335 1 .335 .355 .553
OLHE .304 1 .304 .322 .572
OUC 4.063 1 4.063 4.310 .041
HE_AH .687 1 .687 .728 .396
HE_OI 1.061 1 1.061 1.125 .292
HE_HE .269 1 .269 .285 .595
HE_IC .094 1 .094 .100 .753
IC_AH .244 1 .244 .259 .613
IC_OI .259 1 .259 .274 .602
IC_HE 2.637 1 2.637 2.797 .099
IC_IC 1.644 1 1.644 1.744 .191
Error 70.711 75 .943
Total 294.089 100
Corrected Total 106.542 99
a. R Squared = .336 (Adjusted R Squared = .124)
SAVE OUTFILE='C:\Documents and Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data\Suruga CS As 256 reduced '+
'040708.sav' /COMPRESSED.
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Active Dataset Suruga_16x16
File Label Aggregated File
Filter <none>
Weight <none>
Split File <none>
N of Rows in Working Data File 206
Missing Value Handling
Syntax
Resources
Definition of Missing
Cases Used
Processor Time
Elapsed Time
Memory Required
Additional Memory Required for
Residual Plots
User-defined missing values are treated as
missing.
Statistics are based on cases with no
missing values for any variable used.
REGRESSION
/MISSING L1STWlSE
ISTATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA
ICRITERIA=PIN{.05) POUT{.1 0)
INOORIGIN
IDEPENDENT LPrmSuruga
IMETHOD=STEPWISE
collectivistic_verbaLnew egalitarian_new
~OH1_morph DOl1_morph DI_AH DIJC
IC_HE IC_IC 01_01 AH-AH HE_HE.
0:00:00.047
0:00:00.046
6588 bytes
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[Suruga_16x16] C:\Documents and Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data\Suruga CS As 256 reduced
040708.sav
Variables Entered/Removeda
Variables
Model Variables Entered Removed Method
1 Stepwise (Criteria:
Probability-of-F-to-
egalitarian_new · enter <= .050,
Probability-of-F-to-
remove >= .100).
2 Stepwise (Criteria:
collectivistic_verba
Probability-of-F-to-
· enter <= .050,
Lnew
Probability-of-F-to-
remove >= .100).
3 Stepwise (Criteria:
01 to AH Probability-of-F-to-
(IF(ANO(Morph=St · enter <= .050,
yle),1,0) Probability-of-F-to-
remove >= .100).
4 Stepwise (Criteria:
IC to HE Probability-of-F-to-
(IF(ANO(Morph=St · enter <= .050,
yle),1,0) Probability-of-F-to-
remove >= .100).
5 Stepwise (Criteria:
01 to IC Probability-of-F-to-
(IF(ANO(Morph=St · enter <= .050,
yle),1,0) Probability-of-F-to-
remove >= .100).
a. Dependent Variable: Logit of (Q6Su * Q9Su)
Model Summary
Std. Error of the
Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Estimate
1 .2538 .064 .054 1.00874
2 .338b .115 .096 .98617
3 .390c .152 .125 .97025
4 .432d .186 .152 .95523
5 .4826 .232 .192 .93271
a. Predictors: (Constant), egalitarian_new
b. Predictors: (Constant), egalitarian_new, collectivistic_verbaLnew
c. Predictors: (Constant), egalitarian_new, collectivistic_verbaLnew, 01 to AH
(IF{ANO(Morph=Style), 1,0)
d. Predictors: (Constant), egalitarian_new, collectivistic_verbaLnew, 01 to
AH (IF{ANO{Morph=Style),1 ,0), IC to HE (IF{ANO{Morph=Style),1,O)
e. Predictors: (Constant), egalitarian_new, colJectivistic_verbaLnew, 01 to
AH (IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1 ,0), IC to HE (IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O), 01 to IC
(IF{ANO{Morph=Style),1,0)
ANOVA'
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Regression 6.822 1 6.822 6.705 .011 8
Residual 99.720 98 1.018
Total 106.542 99
2 Regression 12.206 2 6.103 6.275 .003b
Residual 94.336 97 .973
Total 106.542 99
3 Regression 16.169 3 5.390 5.725 .001 c
Residual 90.373 96 .941
Total 106.542 99
4 Regression 19.858 4 4.965 5.441 .001d
Residual 86.684 95 .912
Total 106.542 99
5 Regression 24.768 5 4.954 5.694 .000e
Residual 81.774 94 .870
Total 106.542 99
a. Predictors: (Constant), egalitarian_new
b. Predictors: (Constant), egalitarian_new, collectivistic_verbaLnew
c. Predictors: (Constant), egalitarian_new, collectivistic_verbaLnew, 01 to AH (IF(ANO{Morph=Style),1,O)
d. Predictors: (Constant), egalitarian_new, collectivistic_verbaLnew, 01 to AH (IF(ANO{Morph=Style),1,O),
IC to HE (IF{ANO(Morph=Style),1,O)
e. Predictors: (Constant), egalitarian_new, collectivistic_verbaLnew, 01 to AH (IF{ANO(Morph=Style),1,O),
IC to HE (IF{AND{Morph=Style), 1,0), 01 to IC (IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0)
f. Dependent Variable: Logit of (Q6Su * Q9Su)
Coefficientsa
Standardized
Unstandardized Coefficients Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 (Constant) -1.081 .150 -7.187 .000
egalitarian new -.525 .203 -.253 -2.589 .011
2 (Constant) -1.239 .162 -7.663 .000
egalitarian_new -.600 .201 -.289 -2.989 .004
collectivistic verbal new .476 .202 .228 2.353 .021
3 (Constant) -1.445 .188 -7.683 .000
egalitarian_new -.576 .198 -.278 -2.911 .004
collectivistic_verbaLnew .504 .200 .241 2.524 .013
DI to AH
.402 .196 .194 2.052 .043
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,O)
4 (Constant) -1.234 .213 -5.794 .000
egalitarian_new -.571 .195 -.275 -2.929 .004
collectivistic_verbaLnew .464 .197 .222 2.352 .021
DI to AH
.400 .193 .193 2.075 .041(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,O)
IC to HE
-.386 .192 -.187 -2.011 .047
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,O)
5 (Constant) -1.421 .222 -6.391 .000
egalitarian_new -.565 .190 -.272 -2.969 .004
collectivistic_verbaLnew .510 .194 .244 2.631 .010
DI to AH
.391 .188 .188 2.073 .041(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,O)
IC to HE
-.455 .190 -.220 -2.399 .018
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,O)
DI to IC
.454 .191 .219 2.376 .020(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,O)
a. Dependent Variable: Logit of (Q6Su * Q9Su)
Excluded Variables'
Collinearity
Statistics
Model Beta In t Sig. Partial Correlation Tolerance
1 collectivistic_verbaLnew .228a 2.353 .021 .232 .975
AOH1_morph .068a .694 .490 .070 .999
0011_morph -.010a -.103 .918 -.010 .963
01 toAH
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0)
.178a 1.837 .069 .183 .995
01 to IC
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O)
.161 a 1.657 .101 .166 .999
IC to HE
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O)
-.208a -2.172 .032 -.215 1.000
ICto IC
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0)
-.099a -1.005 .318 -.101 .991
01 to 01
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O)
.127a 1.297 .198 .131 .995
AH toAH
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0)
-.018a -.187 .852 -.019 .997
HE to HE
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0)
-.092a -.944 .347 -.095 .999
2 AOH1_morph .093b .970 .334 .099 .987
0011_morph .010b .106 .915 .011 .955
01 to AH
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0)
.194b 2.052 .043 .205 .991
01 to IC
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O)
.189b 1.993 .049 .199 .986
IC to HE
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0)
-.188b -1.987 .050 -.199 .990
ICto IC
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0)
-.101 b -1.049 .297 -.106 .991
01 to 01
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0)
.129b 1.351 .180 .137 .995
AH toAH
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O)
-.046b -.478 .634 -.049 .982
HE to HE
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0) -.077
b
-.798 .427 -.081 .994
3 AOH1_morph .093c .980 .330 .100 .987
0011_morph .082c .809 .420 .083 .857
DI to IC
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O) .185
c 1.983 .050 .199 .985
IC to HE
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O) -.187
c
-2.011 .047 -.202 .990
ICto IC
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0)
-.111 c -1.174 .243 -.120 .988
01 to 01
.140c 1.491 .139 .151 .992(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O)
AH toAH
-.053c -.562 .576 -.058 .981(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O)
HE to HE
-.088c -.934 .353 -.095 .991(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O)
4 AOH1_morph .087d .938 .351 .096 .987
0011_morph .063d .630 .530 .065 .849
01 to IC
.219d 2.376 .020 .238 .962(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O)
ICto IC
-.086d -.910 .365 -.093 .968(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O)
01 to 01
.135d 1.466 .146 .149 .991(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O)
AH toAH
-.055d -.588 .558 -.061 .981(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O)
HE to HE
-.079d -.843 .402 -.087 .988(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O)
5 AOH1_morph .087e .958 .340 .099 .987
0011_morph .111 e 1.108 .271 .114 .820
ICto IC
-.093e -1.011 .314 -.104 .967(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O)
01 to 01
.120e 1.320 .190 .136 .985(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O)
AH toAH
-.037e -.407 .685 -.042 .974(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O)
HE to HE
-.054e -.587 .559 -.061 .974(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O)
a. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), egalitarian_new
b. Predictors in the Model: (Constant). egalitarian_new, collectivistic_verbaLnew
c. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), egalitarian_new, collectivistic_verbaLnew, 01 to AH (IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O)
d. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), egalitarian_new, collectivistic_verbaLnew, 01 to AH (IF(ANO(Morph=Style), 1,0), IC
to HE (IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O)
e. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), egalitarian_new. collectivistic_verbaLnew, 01 to AH (IF(ANO(Morph=Style).1,O). IC
to HE (IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O), 01 to IC (IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,O)
f. Dependent Variable: Logit of (Q6Su * Q9Su)
Acom Analysis (Prm Calculated from Q6 * Q9)
This analysis divides the data by 16 morphs x
16 cognitive/cultural styles: 4 morph
dimensions and 4 cognitive/cultural
dimensions. This does not include Shane's
Questions to test for Impulsive vs.
Deliberative dimension. For consistency, we
will call impulsive_new in this file Planner
vs. Non-Planner.
Univariate Analysis of Variance
Notes
Output Created
Comments
2008-04-21T22:39:29.140
C:\Documents and
Data Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data\Acom
CS As 16x16 reduced 042108.sav
Active Dataset acom_age_numloans
Input File Label Aggregated File
Filter <none>
Weight <none>
Split File <none>
N of Rows in Working Data File 206
Missing Value Handling
User-defined missing values are treated as
Definition of Missing . .
missing.
Statistics are based on all cases with valid
Cases Used
data for all variables in the model.
Resources
Syntax
Processor Time
Elapsed Time
UNIANOVA LPrmAcom_mean BY
AOH1_morph DOl1_morph HOE1_morph
IOC1_morph impulsive_new holistic_new
collectivistic_verbal_new egalitarian_new
AH_AH AH_DI AH_HE AH_IC DI_AH
DLDI DLHE DUC HE_AH HE_DI HE_HE
HE_IC IC_AH IC_DIIC_HE IC_IC
IMETHOD=SSTYPE(3)
II NTERCEPT=INCLUDE
ICRITERIA=ALPHA(0.05)
IDESIGN=AOH1_morph DOl1_morph
HOE1_morph IOC1_morph impulsive_new
holistic_new collectivistic_verbaLnew
egalitarian_new AH_AH AH_DI AH_HE
AH_IC DLAH DLDI DI_HE DUC HE_AH
HE_DI HE_HE HEJC IC_AH IC_DI IC_HE
IC_IC.
0:00:00.031
0:00:00.048
[acom_age_numloansJ C:\Documents and Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data\Acom CS As 16x16
reduced 042108.sav
Between-5ubjects Factors
N
AOH1_morph 0 32
26
DOl1_morph 0 33
25
HOE1_morph 0 36
22
IOC1_morph 0 37
21
impulsive_new 0 25
33
holistic_new 0 36
22
collectivistic_verbaLnew 0 35
23
egalitarian_new 0 21
37
AH toAH 0 30
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0) 28
AH to DI 0 27
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0) 31
AH to HE 0 29
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0) 29
AH to IC 0 29
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0) 29
DI toAH 0 33
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0) 25
DI to DI 0 32
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,O) 26
DI to HE 0 34
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0) 24
DI to IC 0 32
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0) 26
HE toAH 0 34
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0) 24
HE to DI 0 31
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,O) 27
HE to HE 0 29
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0) 29
HE to IC 0 27
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0) 31
IC to AH 0 33
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,O) 25
ICto DI 0 30
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0) 28
IC to HE 0 32
(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0) 26
ICto IC 0 28
(IF(AND(Morph=Style), 1,0) 30
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: LPrmAcom_mean
Type III Sum of
Source Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Corrected Model 25.733a 24 1.072 1.169 .334
Intercept 27.606 1 27.606 30.085 .000
AOH1_morph 1.927 1 1.927 2.100 .157
0011_morph 3.166 1 3.166 3.451 .072
HOE1_morph .890 1 .890 .970 .332
IOC1_morph .016 1 .016 .017 .897
impulsive_new 3.966 1 3.966 4.322 .045
holistic_new 1.840 1 1.840 2.006 .166
collectivistic_verbaLnew 2.478 1 2.478 2.700 .110
egalitarian_new 5.104 1 5.104 5.562 .024
AH_AH .069 1 .069 .075 .786
AH_OI .947 1 .947 1.032 .317
AH_HE .933 1 .933 1.017 .321
AH IC .480 1 .480 .524 .474
OLAH 2.724 1 2.724 2.969 .094
01_01 .880 1 .880 .959 .334
OLHE .249 1 .249 .271 .606
OUC .489 1 .489 .533 .470
HE_AH 2.578 1 2.578 2.810 .103
HE_OI .064 1 .064 .069 .794
HE_HE .473 1 .473 .515 .478
HE_IC 1.321 1 1.321 1.440 .239
IC_AH .320 1 .320 .349 .559
IC_OI 1.931 1 1.931 2.104 .156
IC_HE .441 1 .441 .481 .493
IC_IC .005 1 .005 .005 .944
Error 30.280 33 .918
Total 216.523 58
Corrected Total 56.013 57
a. R Squared =.459 (Adjusted R Squared =.066)
REGRESSION
/MISSING LISTWISE
/STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA
/CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.lO)
/NOORIGIN
/DEPENDENT LPrmAcom mean
/METHOD=STEPWISE DOIl_morph impulsive_new collectivistic_verbal_new egalitarian_new DI_AH
HE_AH AH_AH DI_DI HE_HE IC_IC.
Stepwise Regression
Notes
Output Created
Comments
Input Data
200S-04-21T22:43:06.1S7
C:\Documents and
Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data\Acom
CS As 16x16 reduced 04210S.sav
Active Dataset acom_age_numloans
File Label Aggregated File
Filter <none>
Weight <none>
Split File <none>
N of Rows in Working Data File 206
Missing Value Handling
Syntax
Resources
Definition of Missing
Cases Used
Processor Time
Elapsed Time
Memory Required
Additional Memory Required for
Residual Plots
User-defined missing values are treated as
missing.
Statistics are based on cases with no
missing values for any variable used.
REGRESSION
IMISSING L1STWlSE
ISTATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA
ICRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.1 0)
INOORIGIN
IDEPENDENT LPrmAcom_mean
IMETHOD=STEPWISE DOl1_morph
impulsive_new collectivistic_verbaLnew
egalitarian_new DLAH HE_AH AH_AH
DLDI HE_HE ICJC.
0:00:00.031
0:00:00.094
6020 bytes
obytes
[acom_age_numloansJ C:\Documents and Settings\RAl\Desktop\Suruga Data\Acom CS As 16x16
reduced 042108.sav
Variables Entered/Removed-
Variables
Model Variables Entered Removed Method
1 Stepwise (Criteria:
01 to AH Probability-of-F-to-
(IF(AND(Morph=St . enter <= .050,
yle),1,0) Probability-of-F-to-
remove >= .100).
a. Dependent Variable: LPrmAcom_mean
Model Summary
Std. Error of the
Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Estimate
1 .270a .073 .057 .96283
a. Predictors: (Constant), 01 to AH (IF(AND(Morph=Style),1 ,0)
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Regression 4.098 1 4.098 4.421 .040a
Residual 51.915 56 .927
Total 56.013 57
a. Predictors: (Constant), 01 to AH (IF(AND(Morph=Style),1 ,0)
b. Dependent Variable: LPrmAcom_mean
Coefficientsa
Standardized
Unstandardized Coefficients Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 (Constant) -1.895 .168 -11.306 .000
01 to AH
.537 .255 .270 2.103 .040(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,O)
a. Dependent Variable: LPrmAcom_mean
Excluded Variablesb
Collinearity
Statistics
Model Beta In t Sig. Partial Correlation Tolerance
1 DOl1_morph .2498 1.912 .061 .250 .930
impulsive_new .2328 1.841 .071 .241 .997
collectivistic_verbaLnew .1468 1.127 .265 .150 .981
egalitarian_new -.2468 -1.962 .055 -.256 1.000
HE toAH
.0058 .038 .970 .005 .998(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,O)
AH toAH
-.0878 -.673 .504 -.090 1.000(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,O)
01 to 01
.1148 .881 .382 .118 1.000(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,O)
HE to HE
.0438 .334 .740 .045 .999(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0)
ICto IC
-.0138 -.099 .922 -.013 .979(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1 ,0)
a. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), 01 to AH (IF(AND(Morph=Style),1 ,0)
b. Dependent Variable: LPrmAcom_mean
Orix Analysis (Prm Calculated from Q6 * Q9)
This analysis divides the data by 16 morphs x
16 cognitive/cultural styles: 4 morph
dimensions and 4 cognitive/cultural
dimensions. This does not include Shane's
Questions to test for Impulsive vs.
Deliberative dimension. For consistency, we
will call impulsive_new in this file Planner
vs. Non-Planner.
DATASET ACTIVATE orix_age_numloans.
UNIANOVA LPrmOrix_mean BY AOH1_morph DOI1_morph HOE1_morph IOC1_morph impulsive_new
holistic_new cOllectivistic_verbal_new egalitari
an_new AH_AH AH_DI AH_HE AH_IC DI_AH DI_DI DI_HE DI_IC HE_AH HE_DI HE_HE HE_IC IC_AH IC_DI
IC HE IC IC
7METHOD=SSTYPE(3)
/INTERCEPT=INCLUDE
/CRITERIA=ALPHA(O.OS)
/DESIGN=AOH1_morph DOI1_morph HOE1_morph IOC1_morph impulsive_new holistic_new
collectivistic_verbal_new egalitarian_new AH_AH AH_
DI AH_HE AH_IC DI_AH DI_DI DI_HE DI_IC HE_AH HE_DI HE_HE HE_IC IC_AH IC_DI IC_HE IC_IC.
Univariate Analysis of Variance
Notes
Output Created
Comments
Input Data
2008-04-21T22:45:02.218
C:\Documents and
Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data\Orix
CS As 16x16 reduced 042108.sav
Active Dataset orix_age_numloans
File Label ggregated File
Filter <none>
Weight <none>
Split File <none>
N of Rows in Working Data File 206
Missing Value Handling Definition of Missing User-defined missing values are treated as
missing.
Syntax
Resources
Cases Used
Processor Time
Elapsed Time
Statistics are based on all cases with valid
data for all variables in the model.
UNIANOVA LPrmOrix_mean BY
OH1_morph O0l1_morph HOE1_morph
IOC1_morph impUlsive_new holistic_new
collectivistic_verbal_new egalitarian_new
H_AH AH_OI AH_HE AH_IC OI_AH
0LOI OLHE 0LIC HE_AH HE_DI HE_HE
HE_IC IC_AH IC_DI IC_HE IC_IC
IMETHOD=SSTYPE(3)
IINTERCEPT=INCLUDE
ICRITERIA=ALPHA(0.05)
IDESIGN=AOH1_morph DOl1_morph
HOE1_morph IOC1_morph impulsive_new
holistic_new collectivistic_verbaLnew
egalitarian_new AH_AH AH_OI AH_HE
H_IC OLAH 0LDI OLHE DUC HE-AH
HE_OI HE_HE HE-'C IC_AH IC_OI IC_HE
IC-'C.
0:00:00.015
0:00:00.063
[orix_age_nurnloans] C:\Docurnents and Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data\Orix CS As 16x16
reduced 042108.sav
Between-8ubjects Factors
N
AOH1_morph 0 73
60
OOl1_morph 0 72
61
HOE1_morph 0 64
69
IOC1_morph 0 79
54
impulsive_new 0 62
71
holistic_new 0 70
63
collectivistic_verbaLnew
°
84
49
egalitarian_new
°
59
74
AH toAH
°
61
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0) 72
AH to 01
°
63
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0) 70
AH to HE
°
70
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0) 63
AH to IC
°
70
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0) 63
01 to AH
°
68
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0) 65
01 to 01
°
68
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0) 65
01 to HE
°
73
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0) 60
01 to IC
°
68
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0) 65
HE to AH
°
68
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0) 65
HE to 01
°
68
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0) 65
HE to HE
°
65
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0) 68
HE to IC
°
66
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0) 67
IC toAH
°
71
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0) 62
IC to 01
°
65
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0) 68
IC to HE
°
64
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0) 69
ICto IC
°
65
(IF(ANO(Morph=Style),1,0) 68
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Oependent Variable'LPrmOrix mean
Type III Sum of
Source Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Corrected Model 27.8348 24 1.160 .990 .485
Intercept 218.304 1 218.304 186.347 .000
AOH1_morph .241 1 .241 .206 .651
0011_morph .398 1 .398 .340 .561
HOE1_morph 2.008 1 2.008 1.714 .193
IOC1_morph 4.335 1 4.335 3.701 .057
impulsive_new .330 1 .330 .282 .596
holistic_new .143 1 .143 .122 .727
collectivistic_verbaLnew .115 1 .115 .099 .754
egalitarian_new 7.888 1 7.888 6.733 .011
AH_AH .021 1 .021 .018 .893
AH_OI .094 1 .094 .080 .777
AH_HE .072 1 .072 .062 .804
~H_IC .000 1 .000 .000 .989
OLAH 4.657 1 4.657 3.976 .049
01_01 .320 1 .320 .273 .602
OLHE .051 1 .051 .043 .835
OUC .414 1 .414 .353 .554
HE_AH .413 1 .413 .352 .554
HE_OI 1.442 1 1.442 1.231 .270
HE_HE .011 1 .011 .010 .923
HEJC .682 1 .682 .582 .447
IC_AH .108 1 .108 .092 .762
IC_OI 1.828 1 1.828 1.560 .214
IC_HE 2.314 1 2.314 1.976 .163
IC_IC .209 1 .209 .179 .673
Error 126.521 108 1.171
Total 419.621 133
Corrected Total 154.355 132
a. R Squared = .180 (Adjusted R Squared = -.002)
REGRESSION
/MISSING LISTWISE
/STATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA
/CRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.10)
/NOORIGIN
/DEPENDENT LPrmOrix_mean
/METHOD=STEPWISE IOC1_morph egalitarian_new DI_AH AH_AH DI DI HE HE IC IC.
Regression
Notes
Output Created
Comments
Input Data
2008-04-21T22:47:42.546
C:\Documents and
Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data\Orix
CS As 16x16 reduced 042108.sav
Active Dataset orix_age_numloans
File Label Aggregated File
Filter <none>
Weight <none>
Split File <none>
N of Rows in Working Data File 206
Missing Value Handling
Syntax
Resources
Definition of Missing
Cases Used
Processor Time
Elapsed Time
Memory Required
Additional Memory Required for
Residual Plots
User-defined missing values are treated as
missing.
Statistics are based on cases with no
missing values for any variable used.
REGRESSION
IMISSING L1STWISE
ISTATISTICS COEFF OUTS R ANOVA
ICRITERIA=PIN(.05) POUT(.1 0)
INOORIGIN
IDEPENDENT LPrmOrix_mean
IMETHOD=STEPWISE IOC1_morph
egalitarian_new DI_AH AH_AH DLDI
HE_HE IC_IC.
0:00:00.078
0:00:00.062
4388 bytes
obytes
[orix_age_numloansJ C:\Documents and Settings\RA1\Desktop\Suruga Data\Orix CS As 16x16
reduced 042108.sav
Variables Entered/Removed-
Variables
Model Variables Entered Removed Method
1 Stepwise (Criteria:
Probability-of-F-to-
IOC1_morph . enter <= .050,
Probability-of-F-to-
remove >= .100).
2 Stepwise (Criteria:
Probability-of-F-to-
egalitarian_new . enter <= .050,
Probability-of-F-to-
remove >= .100).
a. Dependent Variable: LPrmOrix_mean
Model Summary
Std. Error of the
Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Estimate
1 .2188 .048 .040 1.05927
2 .296b .088 .074 1.04068
a. Predictors: (Constant), IOC1_morph
b. Predictors: (Constant), IOC1_morph, egalitarian_new
Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
1 Regression 7.366 1 7.366 6.565 .0128
Residual 146.988 131 1.122
Total 154.355 132
2 Regression 13.563 2 6.781 6.262 .003b
Residual 140.792 130 1.083
Total 154.355 132
a. Predictors: (Constant), IOC1_morph
b. Predictors: (Constant), IOC1_morph, egalitarian_new
c. Dependent Variable: LPrmOrix_mean
Coefficients-
Standardized
Unstandardized Coefficients Coefficients
Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig.
1 (Constant) -1.218 .119 -10.217 .000
IOC1 morph -.479 .187 -.218 -2.562 .012
2 (Constant) -.986 .152 -6.494 .000
IOC1_morph -.453 .184 -.206 -2.459 .015
egalitarian new -.435 .182 -.201 -2.392 .018
a. Dependent Variable: LPrmOrix_mean
Excluded Variablesc
Collinearity
Statistics
Model Beta In t Sig. Partial Correlation Tolerance
1 egalitarian_new -.201 a -2.392 .018 -.205 .996
DI to AH
.144a 1.701 .091 .148 .998(IF(AND(Morph:=Style),1,0)
AH toAH
.014a .168 .867 .015 .995(IF(AND(Morph:=Style),1,0)
DI to DI
.033a .385 .701 .034 .998(IF(AND(Morph:=Style),1,0)
HE to HE
-.027a -.310 .757 -.027 .998(IF(AND(Morph:=Style),1,0)
ICto IC
.056a .627 .532 .055 .930(IF(AND(Morph:=Style),1,0)
2 DI to AH
.149b 1.788 .076 .156 .997(IF(AND(Morph:=Style),1,0)
AH toAH
.027b .322 .748 .028 .991(IF(AND(Morph:=Style),1,0)
DI to DI
.039b .459 .647 .040 .997(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0)
HE to HE
-.020b -.238 .813 -.021 .997(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0)
ICto IC
.034b .391 .696 .034 .920(IF(AND(Morph=Style),1,0)
a. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), IOC1_morph
b. Predictors in the Model: (Constant), IOC1_morph, egalitarian_new
c. Dependent Variable: LPrmOrix_mean

Jun 25, 2008 prelim inary survey design -- c MIT
SURUGA SURVEY 2
Draft v9 Jun 25, 2008
Sections:
Section 1 =Screening Survey
Section 2 =Pre-Survey
Section 3 =Experienci ng the Website
Section 4 =Site Evaluation
Section 5 =Post-Survey
Section 6 =Consumer Characteristics (morphing questionnaire) and Demographics
Section 7 =Suruga Advocacy Survey
SECTION 1: Screening Questions
The first part of the survey is to screen out individuals who don't fit Suruga's target profile.
If answer of SQ1 was 20 or more, and anyone of the answers for SQ2 or SQ6 was "Yes", then
participant continues with the pre- and post-survey. If SQ1 was less than 20, or both answers for
SQ2 and SQ6 were "No", terminate survey.
IQuestion I EJ EJ I 5Q3,4,5 I
12~e;:::"~ldl----------------1~ Tennin. I
Answer
1,2,3 Any
f---t: f---t: Continue I(Yes) answers
More than
20 years old
J 1 Continue I
4 I (Yes)~ (No) I 2 Terminate II (No)
Instructions:
Our first several questions are for qualification! screening purposes and they enable us to select
individuals who meet our target profile to participant in the survey.
SQ1. What is your age?
( ) years old
a;~~0)~.~?
)ii
(If the answer for SQ1 was less than 20, terminate this sUNey.)
SQ2. Have you ever had card loan account?
1. Yes, I had card loan account more than 5 years ago, but I closed it already.
2. Yes, I had card loan account less than 5 years ago, but I closed it already.
3. Yes, I have card loan account now.
4. No, I have never had.
~~~~n-~D-/~ag~~~~~~T~? (~~~~~~c?~~R.~<,~~~~
~ I.J' c? I.J'~ t3~;e. ~~ ~\ )
1 .~~~~~~~ff,+~~~~~~~(5~~k~)
2.~~~~~~~ff,+~~~~~~~(5~~~)
3 . JAe~~ ~ ~\~
4 . ~~ ~c:.t.ff~~\
(If the answer for SQ2 was "1", "2", and "3", then ask this question.)
SQ3. Have you ever used card loan?
1. Yes, I had used it more than 5 years ago.
2. Yes, I had used it less than 5 years ago.
3. Yes, I am using it now.
4. No, I have never used it.
~~~~c:.h~~~n-~D-/~~m~~c:.t.ff~ij~.~?
1 .~~~m~~~~ffJAe~~m~~~~~(5.~k~)
2.~~~m~~~~ffJAe~~m~~~~~(5~~~)
3 . JA1£~Jm ~ ~ ~\~
4 . ~ljm ~ ~ c:. t.ff~ ~\
(If the answer for SQ2 was "1", "2", or "3", then ask this question.)
SQ4. What kind of card loan did you have (do you have)? Check all that apply.
1. Card loan offered by bank
2. Card loan offered by bank and consu mer finance
3. Card loan offered by credit finance
4. Card loan offered by consumer finance
5. Others ( )
C~~?~••~n-~D-/~~~~~~~~~? ~~~~~~~~.h?~~~~~~~
.~~t3~;e.~~ ~\o
1 .•ff~D-/
2 .•fft.m.«~D~••D-/(~~~~,~~~Y~?/,7~~D-/~c)
3.mli~D-/
4.5Jlj.«~Ii~D-/
5.~~-ftk (
2
(If the answer for 802 was "1", "2", or "3", then ask this question.)
805. How many card loans do you have now?
( )
~.~ft*~(ft~~}~-~D-~~~~~~~~~?
( )
(If the answer for 802 was "4", then ask this question.)
80a. Are you considerin g a card loan in the near future?
1. Yes
2. No
~~~~~~~~~, ~-~D-~~~m~*~~~~~.~?
1 . ~ \,\
2 . \,\\,\;t
(If the answer for 80a was "2.No", terminate this survey.)
SECTION 2: Pre-Survey
CARD LOAN CONSIDERATION, OPINION, PREFERENCE AND ACQUISITION INTENTIONS
Thank you for agreeing to participate in our survey being conducted to help us better understand
your card loan preferences. This survey will take approximately 25 - 30 minutes to complete.
7~~-~~~.h~~~~~~ff~~~~~~.o ~~7~~-~~~-~D-~~R~~W
.~~.A~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.o~~~~6~~~~~~~~~~~~~.ff,
ft2j&c:J;.~ ~< ~.\,\\,\~ ~~. 0
Please read each question caref ully before answering it. Even if you are not certain a bout the
exact answer to a question, mark the answer that is closest to your opinion and go to the next
question. Your responses will be kept in the strictest of confidence.
~~~~., ~~~~~.~~a<~~~~~~o~~••~a~;tffAJ~6~~.*~-.
~~~5~h~~~~~~~~~~o~~~~~~~~~••~.~~h, ••~~~~~~m
~~~~~~~~tt~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*~~~o
Thank you for your time and effort!
~.hc:J;.~ ~<all\,\\,\ft L,~. 0
First, we would like to know your consideration, opinions, preferences and acquisition intentions for
card loan services. This section will take you approximately 5 minutes to complete. Next, you will
be asked to click on a link that will take you to another Website. It takes about 10 minutes to review
the site. After reviewing this site we will ask you to indicate your reactions to the site. This will take
3
about 7 minutes. Finally we will ask you a few demographic questions that will take less than 5
minutes.
~-~D-~~OO~~,.~~~ffl,.~~~~
'I¢. ~.~.. fifth. illm.rC1l:JL\To)~t9'~c~
~ 10 5j
Caution!
Please browse the site enough and carefully in order to have a meaningful answer for the survey.
Otherwise (if we make a judgment that you don't have enough experience) , you may not be eligi ble
for the survey. We are taking a record of your visit history. We will ask some questions about the
site after the site experie nee.
51.!
7~~-~~••~~~~~ff~~~~5,+~~,51.~<~~~~A~~~~o~.~.8
~~.~h~~~.o ~~.~~~~~OO.~~<~h~.~ff~ij~.o~~~~+~~~.
~~~~~~~~~h~~~~7~~-~~~~~.~~~~~~ff~ij~~~~,~51.<~
~ t,\o
For the people who is using card loan now
Please browse the site and answer the question as if you refinanced the loan.
~-~D-~~,~~~~ffl~~~~
m~, ~.ijAh~~-~D-~~.ijm~~~~ij~~~~~~.~, 7~~-~~~~.<
te:..~ t,\o
{Note to AMS - Use red bold font for "7~~- ~ 0)~.~.~'1
4
{Note to AMS - Please present this "Caution!" and "For the people who is using car loan now" as a
king of agreement require the subject to check a box for "I agree" before they can proceed to the
next question.}
Cons ideration
~~(1)~tm~
01. From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for
a card loan?
1. Rakuten
1 . ~JZ? 1,,::; '.') ~
2.0rix
2 . ;f I) \:J ? A
3.0rico
3 . ;f I)::J
4. JCB
4. JCB
5. Mitsubishi Tokyo UFJ Bank
5 . =jf]f{~ UFJ fifi
6. Mitsui Sumitomo Bank
6.=#11~.fi
7. Mizuho Bank
7.~.,~mfi
8. Resona Bank
8 . ~) ~~.fi
9. Suruga Bank
9 . A)~:;fjmfi
10. Japan net Bank
1 0 . ::; -V J~/* '.') "mfi
11. Cyuo Mitsui Trust Bank
11 .~~=#~~.fi
12. Sumitomo Trust Bank
1 2 . 1!~~~mfi
13. Lake
13.1,,1'?
14. Promise
14.7"D~A
15. Acorn
5
15.7-::::Jh.
16. Aiful
1 6 .7-1 7)~
17. Dic
17.T-{':I':1
18. Shinki
18.Y/~
19. Takefuji
19.1Et.±
20. Mobit
20.=Et:::'':I''
21,@Loan
2 1 .7':1 "D-/
22. Cash One
22.~1'':IY3.· ?/
23. Other
2 3 . ~O)-tm _
[If they choose more than 5 providers in 01]
01a. You stated that you would consider . Of these providers, which are the top five
you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
~~~~n-~D-/~~~T~~.~O)~~~~c~~, ~~~~~~ff, ~O)
? 5J:i~ 5 ~~~'1~< ~~ ~\o
CHOOSE FIVE
5 J O)~*±~iI;" "'t-""F~ ~\ 0
1. Rakuten
1 .•~ ':1 f..,~ ':I "
2.0rix
2 . /.t I) ':I ':1 A
3.0rico
3 . /.t I)-::::J
4. JCB
4. JCB
5. Mitsubishi Tokyo UFJ Bank
5 . =Jf.~ UFJ Ilff
6. Mitsui Sumitomo Bank
6.=#'f±~.ff
6
7. Mizuho Bank
7.ch"f~.fi
8. Resona Bank
8 . ~J ~~.fi
9. Suruga Bank
9 . A)I,:t.7l1fi
10. Japan net Bank
1 0 . ~ i' J~:/* '.:I "fifi
11. Cyuo Mitsui Trust Bank
11 .1fI~=#~n;.fi
12. Sumitomo Trust Bank
12.1.±~~n;.fi
13. Lake
13.(..,1'?
14. Promise
14.7"D~A
15. Acorn
15.7:J.b.
16. Aiful
1 6 . 71' 7)1,
17. Dic
17.To{'.:I?
18. Shinki
18.~:/::r
19. Takefuji
19.it'8±
20. Mobit
20.=E1::::'.:I"
21, @Loan
21.7'.:1"D-:/
22. Cash One
22.::ri''.:I~.J.· ?:/
23. Other
2 3 . ~ (1) -ftk _
Opinion
t::.~
02. Now we would like to understand your opinion of providers that you have indicated you would
consider.
~.~~~ffr~".~m.ttff~~J~~~~.~~~.~t::.~~~~~~~~~.o
7
You will be presented with the list of providers you have chosen and a statement that mayor may
not describe these providers. Please read each statement and using the scale below as a guide,
tell us if you agree or disagree with the statement as it pertains to the providers listed.
~~~~.~~~?~.~~, ~~.~~A.~~~ff~ij~.o~h~h~~~~~~,.~
~.~ff~~fi.~~~~~~~~~~5~M~ft~~~~~~~o
1- Strongly Disagree
1 . ~< ~?,,!~~\,'
2- Disagree
2 . ~?,,!~~\,\
3- Neutral (Neither Disagree nor Agree)
3 . ~56 ~t,~~~t,'
4- Agree
4.~?,'!?
5- Strongly Agree
5.~~t,~?,'!?
{Note to AMS: This section includes each of the providers that the respo ndent has chosen in the
consideration question. If the respondent chose more than 5 providers in consi deration question 1
above, we may need to prompt them to give the top 5 providers they would consider. List the
provider selected and th en the 5-point agree- disagree scale. Repeat for each of the providers
selected}
1. Overall, I trust the provider
1 .~~~~, ~~.~~~.~~~~
(~.. )
2. The providere offers service at a better
values
2.~~.~~~ij~~~~~~-~~~
.-m~~\"~ (~~)
3. The provider offers more flexibility in loan
screening
3.~~.~~~ij~.~~~~~<h~
D-~~.m~~~~( ••~~.~)
Strongly
Disagre
e
~<~
?,,!~
~\"
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
Strongly
Agree
~~t,
~?,'!
?
5
5
5
8
4. The provider offers speedier in loa n 1 2 3 4 5
screening.
4.~0.~~~ij~~-~~-~D-~
~tl-Dt L,"t" \,\~ ( ~~- ~ )
5. The provider offers better interest rate. 1 2 3 4 5
5.~0.~~.h~~t~~.~L,"t"~
~ (t~U )
6. The provider is open, honest, and 1 2 3 4 5
transpare nt
6.~0.~~~-/~hJ~tt~,m~
ttUil\,\ ( 7 I7 )
7. The provider is willing to assist and 1 2 3 4 5
support me.
7.~0.~~••~~.~~~-~~.
-DtL,"t"\'\~ ( :t.J~$l'(-~-~~)
8. I would recommend this provider to a 1 2 3 4 5
friend.
8.&~~0.~~~A~S~L,~~
Preference Rating of Providers Considered
[]- /.tl:t:~T:I».jJ.~\,\
03. Please rank the providers you have selected in order of your preference for your card loan.
Assume you have been given 100 chips. PI ease allocate the chips among the providers you have
chosen in terms of order of preference. Allocate more points to the providers that y ou are more
likely to obtain a card loan from and fewer points to the providers less likely to obtain a card loan.
Please be sure to enter values that sum to 100.
~~~ff~~~~-~D-~.~~,&~0m~5~~#~L,"t"~~~0~~4Ioo~~~"t"~
~cL,"t", ~0~~4~~~~ff~~~.~~&~~~~"t"~~L,"t"<~~~0~~~ffD-~
~~m.~~~~ff.~.~~~,~~~ff~~.~~ij~_<0~~4~E~L,"t"~~~0~
~L,~~~,~0*it~, ~.., 100 ~~~~? ~ L,"t"~~ \'\0
{Note to AM S -- Site should be able to show the providers provided here and a space next to the
plans for entering chip amount. Survey should also be able to tell respondent how many chips are
left each time an amount is input. This is a typical constant sum preference task}
Purchase Intentions/Likelihood of Purchase
~1IJJ(1)~Jm~~.~~~~.•(C]
9
04. Now we would like to understand how likely you are to acquire a card loan from each provider
in which you have indicated an inter est.
~.~~~ff~A~~~~~~~~~, ~-~D-~~.~~~m~~~~tt~~~~~~ij*
~ n'o
For each provider, please rate on a scale of 0-10 your likelihood of acquiring a card loan in the next
5 years.
10
1 0
9
9
8
8
7
7
6
6
5
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
o
o
Certain, Practically certain (99 chances out of 100)
~~ 100%~~tl~~~tt
Almost sure (9 chances out of 10)
90%~~tl~~1mtt
Very probable (8 chance s out of 10)
80%~~tlm~~tt
Probable (7 chances out of 10)
70% ~~um ~1mtt
Good Possi bility (6 chances out of 10)
60 %~~um ~~~tt
Fairly good possibility (5 chances out of 10)
50%~~tlm~~tt
Fair possibility (4 chances out of 10)
40%~~Jm~1mtt
Some possibility (3 chances' out of 10)
30%~~tlm~1m11
Slight possibility (2 chances out of 10)
20% ~~um ~1mtt
Very slight possibility (1 chance out of 10)
10%~~Jm~1mtt
No chance, a Imost no chance (0 out of 100)
~1m11-lZD
{Note to AMS: List providers that respondent selected and the 11 point scale for each plan}
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SECTION 3: Experiencing the Website
i!?~ :I / 3 oft l' I'-- O)~JJIH*.
Now we would like you to experience a Website, which has information about loans in order to help
you make the best decision for you. Please act as if you are looking to acquire a provider loan. If
you already have a card loan, go to the site and browse the site as you would if you were switching
to another card loan provider.
~~~~~~ff.~~~-~D-/~~~~.~~~~~~"'~A~~~~@~~o ~~~ff~
-~D-/~~~~~~~~~~ij~~~~~~~~~, ~~~~"'~~.<~~~o ~~~~
~ff~~~-~D-/~~~~~h~~~~~~, ~-~D-/~.ijm~~~~~h~~~ij
~~~~~ "'~~Ji<~~l.,\o
Click on the below URL to access the Website.
PJ.~~ URL~? I) '.'I? ~~~~ l.,\o
Caution!
Please browse the site enough and carefully in order to have a meaningful answer for the survey.
Otherwise (if we make a judgment that you don't have enough experience), you may not be eligible
for the survey. We are taking a record of your visit history. We will ask some questions about the
site after the site experie nee.
5t.!
7/~-"'~••~~~~.ff~@~~5,+~~,5t••<~~"'~A~~~~o ~.~.8
~~a~h~~~~o ~~.~~~"'~~~~~<~ff~.~ff~ij~~o~~"'~+~~~.
~~~~~~~~~h~~~~7/~-1'--0)~.~.~~~~~~ff~ij~~~~,~5t.<~
~ l.,\o
{Note to AMS - Use red bold font for "7/~- "'~~.~.~'1
SECTION 4: Site Evaluation (Navigation, Ease of Use, Advice, Etc)
i!?~:1 /3 oft1' 1'--0)"" ( Tt:~-:/3/, i!l.,\~~~, 7 ~J\~ A~C )
as. For each statement below, please indicate the number that best indicates your level of
agreement.
PJ.~~~~ ... ~~~~~filliJi~ ~ ~l.,\~, c~~M-=t5,~ph~tJ\~" 1 : ~< -=t5,~p~l.,\"-
"5: ~~~-=t5,~5"~5~~~fiIIi~~~~~~~~~~.~~a~~<~~l.,\o
Site Characteristics: Navigation/Ease of Use etc
Strongly
Disagree
Strongly
Agree
11
~<~? c."t't,
,I.~~~\ ~?,I.
?
1The site is easy to use. 1 2 3 4 5
1 . ;:0)-tt-1 "~~Jm L,~1"~\
2. The site provides accurate and relevant 1 2 3 4 5
information.
2.;:0)-tt-1,,~~.~m~~~.~.~~
"t ~\.g
3. The site provides me with sufficient 1 2 3 4 5
information to make a decision on all card
loans being offered.
3.;:0)-tt-1"~T~"tO)n-~O-/0)~
~6~~T.g?X~+~~••~.~L,"t'~
.Q
4. The site has useful support tools (such as a 1 2 3 4 5
calculator Or planner).
4 . ;:0)-tt-1 "t:~~ it.'Y-J~~:17/j-
-~cfit:JLJ\.:.'-J~tfa>.Qo
5. Card loan offerings can easily be 1 2 3 4 5
compared.
5.~.~OOt:~~~n~~n-~o-/~
••t:tt~~~.g
6. The site is helpful to me in reaching my 1 2 3 4 5
acquisition decisions.
6.;:0)-tt-1,,~n-~O-/~~~~~~
1".gJ::.1:fit:~J
7. Ienjoyed the overall experience of the site. 1 2 3 4 5
7.~~c.~"t;:0)-tt-1"~.~~"t~m~
@~
8. This site appears to be more trustworthy 1 2 3 4 5
than other sites Ihave visited.
8.;:0)-tt-1"~~ ;:n~~~~g~O)-tt-1
"~~J t,~••t.fa>.Q
9. Iwould acqui re a card loan at this site. 1 2 3 4 5
9.;:0)-tt-{"~~-~O-/~~L,~~~
~\
10. Iwould recommend this site to a friend. 1 2 3 4 5
12
10.~~~~~~~A~~~~~~
11. I would book mark this site. 1 2 3 4 5
11 .~~~~~~r~.~AijJ~~M~
~\,\
12. The advisor on this site asked me too 1 2 3 4 5
many questions.
~~7 ~J~~-tf-~~ ~~.r~lt~
f,..,~~
13. To recommend more suitable loan 1 2 3 4 5
packages, I would be willing to answer more
questions.
~ij.~~D-~~.~~~65~~~,.
rCl'It~~ J cf,< ~~~l,\
14. The content was written in a way that I 1 2 3 4 5
found very appealing.
~~~~7~~~~~~~fixh~~~5~
+1=6 n ~ l,\~o
15. The information and content was 1 2 3 4 5
presented in a way that I am most
comfortable with.
~~m.~~~7~~~,~~cJ~~~T
<+1=6 n ~ \'\~o
SECTION 5: Post-Survey
Post Site Visit: Consideration, Opinion and Acquisition Intentions
Post Visit Consid eration
-tt-1t-.•••0.tt0'iiJ.1l
Q6. Assuming that Orix brought you this website, which providers would you now consider from the
list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Q6.~~~~ ~t!/jl) ':J ?A~~J~tI-at~n~\'\~c1&jE~~"'o "jJ- ~D-~~~i'.t"'~RJ.
11ffa>~em J ~*ti:'8:~U) I) A~ ~~) \,\ <J~t. ~.rJ< ~-e l,\o (.ItIE1~AJ)
1. Rakuten
1 .•~? (..,5/ ':J ~
2.0rix
13
2 . 7j1) 'Y?A
3.0rico
3 . 7j I)::J
4. JCB
4. JCB
5. Mitsubishi Tokyo UFJ Bank
5 . =:JfJll* UFJ Ilfi
6. Mitsui Sumitomo Bank
6 . =:#1:±~llfi
7. Mizuho Bank
7 . ~9~m~T
8. Resona Bank
8 . ~) ~~m~T
9. Suruga Bank
9 . A)~:nm~T
10. Japan net Bank
1 0 . :;; -V J~'/* 'Y i'llfi
11. Cyuo Mitsui Trust Bank
1 1 . q:r~=:#1~~llfi
12. Sumitomo Trust Bank
1 2 . 1:±~ffi~m~T
13. Lake
1 3 . L-1'?
14. Promise
14.7"D~A
15. Acorn
15.7::J.b.
16. Aiful
1 6 . 71' 7)~
17. Dic
17.T"f'Y?
18. Shinki
18.5/'/=t-
19. Takefuji
19.iti'±
20. Mobit
20.t~'Yi'
21, @Loan
2 1 . 7'Y i'D-'/
22. Cash One
14
2 2 . ~ l' ';I ~.::z.. 'J:/
23. Other
2 3 . ~ (1) -ftk _
[If they choose more than 5 providers in Q6]
Q6a. You stated that you would consider . Of these providers, which are the top five
you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
~~~~~-~D-:/~.H~~~.tt(1)~~~~~~~, ~*~6~~~~ff,
~(1)5~~~5~~~~~<~~~0
CHOOSE FIVE
5 '":)(1)~~~lKft, ~r:-~ \"'0
1. Rakuten
1 . ~;R? L--)i ';I ~
2.0rix
2 .71"1) ';I?'A
3.0rico
3 . 71" I) ::J
4. JCB
4. JCB
5. Mitsubishi Tokyo UFJ Bank
5 . =:JfJfiJR UFJ Ilff
6. Mitsui Sumitomo Bank
6 . =:#11~Il~T
7. Mizuho Bank
7 . eft.9~Il~T
8. Resona Bank
8 . ~) ~~Il~T
9. Suruga Bank
9 . 'A)~1.jm~T
10. Japan net Bank
1 0 . )i l' J\:/*- ';I ~1l~T
11. Cyuo Mitsui Trust Bank
11 .~~=:#ffi~mfi
12. Sumitomo Trust Bank
1 2 . 11~ffi~m~T
13. Lake
1 3 . L---1'?
15
14. Promise
14.:10~A
15. Acom
15.7-::Jh.
16. Aiful
1 6 . 71' 7)1,
17. Dic
17.T-f':l?
18. Shinki
18.~:/~
19. Takefuji
19.ita±
20. Mobit
20.=E1::::':I"
21, @Loan
21.7':1"0-:/
22. Cash One
22.~"\'':I~.J.· ?:/
23. Other
2 3 . ~ 0)-ftB _
Post Visit Opin ion
..,..("....0>...
Q7. Now we would like to understand your opinion of Orix after visiting the website.
W.~O)~1'''ff~V':l?A~~~~••~h~~~~~~~~~ ~V':l?A~~~~~.A~
;s'fijJ\,\ \,\ 1t ~ ~ 1" 0
You will be presented with a statement that mayor may not describe Orix. Please read each
statement and using the scale below as a guide, tell us if you agree or disagree with the statement
as it pertains to Orix.
~~~~V':l?A~~~~O)~~~~ff~~~~1"o~h~hO)~~~;sa~~~~~~ ~V':l
?Aff~O)••~~~~~tl\t:~\,\~"1 : ~< ~?!l*,~\'\"-"5 : ~-CtJ~?!l?"O) 5¥.2:Miifl
~~~tJ~ctJ~~~~~.~~;S.x<~~~o
1.Strongly Disagree
1 . ~< ~?J!*,~\'\
2.Disagree
16
2 . :e-?}~tp~l.,\
3.Neutral (Neither Disagree nor Agree)
3 . t:''56C=b~jt~l.,\
4.Agree
4 . :e-?~~?
5.Strongly Agree
5 . C "t"=b:e-?~~?
Strongly Strongly
Disagre Agree
e c"t"tJ
~<:e-
:e-? ~~
?~~p
?
~l.,\
1. Overall, I trust Orix 1 2 3 4 5
1 .~~~~, ~~~~~~~~~"t"~~
(~~.)
2. Orix offers service at a better values 2 3 4 5
2 . ~I) ~ ~~J:. ~)1IlIiii<1)a>~-ij"-t:'~~
m:1~~"t"l.,\~ (1IlIiii)
3. Orix offers more flexibility in loan 1 2 3 4 5
screening
3 . ~ I) 'y ~ ~~J:.~) ~,*~X'.tpt\ ~"t"<tt
~D-/~m:~~"t"~~(.~<1)¥.~)
4. Orix offers speedier in loan screening. 1 2 3 4 5
4 . ~I) ~ ~~~J:.~) ~~-T.f -~D-
/~m:1~ ~"t" l.,\~ ( ~~-I' )
5. Orix offers better interest rate. 1 2 3 4 5
5.~~~~~~~*~~m:~~"t"~~o
6. Orix is open, honest, and transparent 1 2 3 4 5
6.~~~~~~~-7/ff~~~~,~
B~tt.t.f~ l.,\ ( •• )
7. Orix is willing to assist and support me. 1 2 3 4 5
7.~~~~~~~~~~••-ij"*-~~
m:1~ ~"t" l.,\~
8. I would recommend Orix to a friend. 1 2 3 4 5
8 . ~k~~I) 'y ~~~~A~~1l'-~t:l.,\
17
Post Visit Rating of Providers Considered
08. Please rank the providers you have selected in 06 in order of your preference for your card
loan. Assume you have been given 100 chips. Please allocate the chips among the providers you
have chosen in terms of order of preference. Allocate more points to the providers that you are
more likely to obtain a card loan from and fewer points to the providers less likely to obtain a card
loan. Please be sure to enter values that sum to 100.
'6JfJ.~tfJJi~~tJ- I' D-/~*-I:~ .. H~(1)JIm:~5/?1'.t~t!J -r~~ \"'0 ~5,~ 100 ~~.., -r \."
~~!J-r .. ~(1)~5~~'6J~~tfJJi~~~*-I:~H~~~~-r~~!J-r<~~~0 '6JfJ.~tfD-/
~~m.~~~tttf~~~*-I:~~ .. ~~tttf~~~*-I:~ij~.<(1)~5~~~~!J-r~~~0~
~!J ~~5,~(1).g.[t~ .. ~9 100 ~fJ.~ ~? ~!J -r~~ \"'0
{Note to AM S -- Site should be able to show the providers provided here and a space next to the
plans for entering chip amount. Survey should also be able to tell respondent how many chips are
left each time an amount is input. This is a typical constant sum preference task}
Post Visit Intentions/Likelihood of Purchase from Providers that Brought you the Website
~~~...~..~~m~~.~·.~
09. We are interested in your chances of acquiring a card loan from Orix given the information
provided in the Website you have just viewed. On the following scale, how probable is it that you
would acquire a card loan package that you have learned ab out on the site?
09 .•~~~~~?~~tJ-I'D-/~~m.~~~tt~~(1)~M~~~~.ffo
Please rate on a scale of 0-10 your likelihood of acquiring a card loan from Orix.
~~~?~~.~~tJ-I'D-/~~m.~~~tt~~~(1)10~M~~D~~~~0
1 0
1 0
9
9
8
8
7
7
6
6
5
Certain, Practically certain (99 chances out of 100)
~~ 100%(1)~~m~~tt
Almost sure (9 chances out of 10)
90% (1)~~m ~~tt
Very probable (8 chances out of 10)
80%(1)~~m ~~tt
Probable (7 chances out of 10)
70% (1)~~m ~~tt
Good Possibility (6 chances out of 10)
60%(1) ~~ffl ~~~tt
Fairly good possibility (5 chances out of 10)
18
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
o
o
50% (J)~UJf.l1U~11
Fair possibility (4 chances out of 10)
40% (J)~UJf.l1U~11
Some possibility (3 chances out of 10)
30% (J)~UJf.l1U~11
Slight possibility (2 chances out of 10)
20 % (J) ~UJf.l1U~11
Very slight possibility (1 chance out of 10)
10% (J)~UJf.l1U~11
No chance, almost no chance (0 out of 100)
1U~~ttiiD
(Now for Suruga)
Q6. Assuming that Suruga ban k brought you this website, which providers would you now consider
from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
06. ~ (J) -Ij" l' "tfA)~1.JiNJr,:~ J -Cm1~~ n -c t.,\ tc. t.1&~ G*"9 0 1] - t.:: D-:/ ~~~'.t"9~ 1Ufj~
1'1 fJ'"~ ~ t. ,~, J tc.~ t±~ IX (J) I) A " ~ ~) t.,\ <'") c =b GS~ tf< tc::~ t.,\ 0 (f~]& ~~1U )
1. Rakuten
1 . ~~? L,:;':J "
2.0rix
2 .71"1) ':J?A
3.0rico
3 . 71" I) ::J
4. JCB
4. JCB
5. Mitsubishi Tokyo UFJ Bank
5 . =~** UFJ iR~T
6. Mitsui Sumitomo Bank
6 . = #11~iR~T
7. Mizuho Bank
7 . ~9~i~~T
8. Resona Bank
8 . ~J ~t~iR1T
9. Suruga Bank
9 . A)~1.Ji~~T
10. Japan net Bank
1 0 . :; -v J\:/* ':J "iR~T
19
11. Cyuo Mitsui Trust Bank
11 .~*=#~fE.ff
12. Sumitomo Trust Bank
12.11~~fEtiff
13. Lake
1 3 . L,,1'?
14. Promise
14.7'D~A
15. Acorn
15.7:Jb.
16. Aiful
1 6 .71' 7 J~
17. Dic
17.T-{':J?
18. Shinki
18.5/:/=r
19. Takefuji
19.Jita±
20. Mobit
2 0 . =Et::'.'1 1'.
21,@Loan
21.7':JI'D-:/
22. Cash One
2 2 . =r'\' '.'15/,],. ?:/
23. Other
2 3 . ~ O)-fm _
[If they choose more than 5 providers in Q6]
Q6a. You stated that you would consider . Of these providers, which are the top five
you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
~~~~n-~D-:/~~~T~~~tto)~~~~c~~, ~*~6n~~~ff,
~0)~~~~5~~~W~<~~~0
CHOOSE FIVE
5 JO)~~~illt,~~~ \"0
1. Rakuten
1 . ~~? L,,9 ':J I'
2.0rix
20
2 . 7.t I) 'Y 7 A
3.0rico
3 . 7.t I) ::J
4. JCB
4. JCB
5. Mitsubishi Tokyo UFJ Bank
5 . =~*~ UFJ ~~T
6. Mitsui Sumitomo Bank
6 . =#1t~~&~T
7. Mizuho Bank
7 . <h9~~iT
8. Resona Bank
8 . ~).:e- t~~~T
9. Suruga Bank
9 . A)~1.J~iT
10. Japan net Bank
1 0 . :;; -t' J\/*- 'Y "miT
11. Cyuo Mitsui Trust Bank
1 1 . ~!k=#1~ft~&iT
12. Sumitomo Trust Bank
1 2 . 1t~1~ft~iT
13. Lake
13.l,;17
14. Promise
1 4 . 7°0~A
15. Acom
15.7::J1>.
16. Aiful
1 6 .717)~
17. Dic
17.71':/7
18. Shinki
18.y/::r
19. Takefuji
19.E'i'±
20. Mobit
20.Tl::::''Y''
21, @Loan
2 1 . 7'Y "0-/
22. Cash One
21
22 . =t--v '.Y).t.J.' ?~
23. Other
2 3 . ~ (1) flB _
Post Visit Opin ion
it';(i'-f*••(f).Ji
Q7. Now we would like to understand your opinion of Suruga bank after visiting the website.
Q 7 . z:. (1) i;t -{ "I.1':A) ~ :tJ~ iT ,: eF. J "t" m:1~ ~ n "t" \,LQ C1.&tE ~ "t".. .A.)~ :tJ~ iT~ "':) \" "t" c::::~J!~
~1iU \" \" t~ ~*~ 0
You will be presented with a statement that mayor may not describe Suruga bank. Please read
each statement and using the scale below as a guide, tell us if you agree or disagre e with the
statement as it pertains to Suruga ban k.
J,.~ r:-~ :A)~:tJ~iT': "':) \""t" (1)~SjIfiIIj~ § If';::~' \" *~ 0 ~n:e n(1)~ § ~ dS~dt. ~ t;I. J "t".. :A)~:tJ
~fitJ' c' (1)l¥McP>"t"~ *.Q tJ' ~"':) \""t"" 1 : ~<~? }~lt>t;I. \,'" - "5 : c"t" =b ~? }~t? "(1) 5 ~1li~SjI
fiIIj~ .. =bJC=b~"t"~*.Q.~~dS.~<~~~o
1.Strongly Disagree
1 . ~< ~?J~.. t>t;I.\"
2.Disagree
2 . ~? ~'! t> t;I. \"
3.Neutral (Neither Disagr ee nor Agree)
3 . c'56c=b~~t~\"
4.Agree
4 . ~?/'!?
5.Strongly Agree
5 . C "t"=b~?/'!?
Strongly
Disagre
e
~<~
1. Overall, I trust S uruga bank 2 3 4
Strongly
Agree
c"t"=b
5
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1 . ~~~t:, A)~:f.j.fJ~~9L,-cl.,\~
(~~.)
2. Suruga bank offers service at a better 1 2 3 4 5
values
2 . A)~:f.j.ff~J:. ~)1IIfiiilO)&~ij"-t:A
~ :tIi~ L, -c l.,\~ ( 1IIfiiii )
3. Suruga bank offers more flexibility in loan 1 2 3 4 5
screening
3 . A)/':f.j.~j~J:. ~)~.t:X'f.£bL, -c< tt
~D-~~:tImL,-c~~(••O)~.~)
4. Suruga bank offers speedier in loan 2 3 4 5
screening.
4 . A)~:;jj.fi~J:.~) Al:::'-T -1' -~D-
~ ~:tIi~ L, -c l.,\~ ( Al:::'- t' )
5. Suruga bank offers better interest rate. 1 2 3 4 5
5 . A)~:f.j.fi~itt~~U~:tIi~L, -c l.,\~o
6. Suruga bank is open, honest, and 1 2 3 4 5
transparent
6 . A)~:;jj.~j~::t-7"~ IJ' -:Ji}tt:c:, JS
BJHtt.{~ l.,\ ( •• )
7. Suruga bank is willing to assist and 1 2 3 4 5
support me.
7 . A)~:f.jmfi~"ti~td:.~ij"~-" ~
mi~L, -c l.,\~
8. I would recom mend Suruga bank to a 1 2 3 4 5
friend.
8 . ~~AJ~:;jjm~j~&:At:&B:1fL,t,:l.,\
Post Visit Rating of Providers Considered
Q8. Please rank the providers you have selected in Q6 in order of your preference for your card
loan. Assume you have been given 100 chips. PI ease allocate the chips am ong the providers you
have chosen in term s of order of preference. Allocate more points to the providers that you are
more likely to obtain a card loan from and fewer points to the providers less likely to obtain a card
loan. Please be sure to enter values that sum to 100.
&~~ff~~~~-t'D-~~~~,~~0).C:5~~#HL,-c~~~o~~~lOO~~?-c~
~~L,-c, ~O)~~~~&~~ff~~~~~t:~~t:.£b~-c~~L,-c<~~~o &~~ffD-~
23
~~m.~~~ttff.~.~~~,~~ttfffi~.~~ij~~<~~~4~~~~~~~~0~
$:t~~~~,s~*;t~, ~'"t lOO~~~~?~~~~~\"o
{Note to AM S -- Site should be able to show the providers provided here and a space next to the
plans for entering chip amount. Survey should also be able to tell respondent how many chips are
left each time an amount is input. This is a typical constant sum preference task}
Post Visit Intentions/Likelihood of Purchase from Providers that Brought you the Website
~~~•••0••0~m0~.~·.~
09. We are interested in your chances of acquiring a card loan from Suruga bank given the
information provided in the Website you have just viewed. On the following scale, how probable is
it that you would acquire a card loan package that you have learned about on the site?
09 . ~1tI~A)I,:tJfifiC::t.J- t' D-/~~Um1"~~~tt~c~~L(~~\,' ~1" J'J'0
Please rate on a scale of 0-10 your likelihood of acquiring a card loan from Suruga bank.
A)I,:tJ.fic:~Ml~:t.J- t' D-/ ~~U.m1"~~~11~J~~ 10 $9:RfC:~~1JIIi~~ \"0
1 0
1 0
9
9
8
8
7
7
6
6
5
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
1
Certain, Practically certain (99 chances out of 100)
~t: 100% (1)~U.m~ft~11
Almost sure (9 chances out of 10)
90% ~~um~ft~tt
Very probable (8 chances out of 10)
80%~~Jm~.tt
Probable (7 chances out of 10)
70%~~U.m~tt~tt
Good Possibility (6 chances out of 10)
60%~~Um~.tt
Fairly good possibility (5 chances out of 10)
50% (1)~Um~ft~11
Fair possibility (4 chances out of 10)
40%(1)~U.m~.tt
Some possibility (3 chances out of 10)
30% (1)~Um~ft~11
Slight possibility (2 chances out of 10)
20%(1)~U.m~.tt
Very slight possibility (1 chance out of 10)
24
1o
o
10% 0) ~U}fP:iJ~~11
No chance, almost no chance (0 out of 100)
-ar~~111i0
(Now for Acorn)
QG. Assuming that Acom brought you this website, which providers would you now consider from
the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
06. ~ 0)17 l' "t.f?::J Ld: et. J "t m:1~c! tl"t \,\ t~ t.1.&JE L, *90 11 - "0-:/ ~*i:~g9 ~ -ar~~11t.f
a;) -Q t. J!t J t~ ~tl~ IX (J) I) :A " et. ~) \,\ < -:> C tJ ~ iIa: <t.: c! \,\ 0 (~~ §l~OJ )
1. Rakuten
1 . ~~? L-::J 'y "
2.0rix
2 . 7t I) 'y ? :A
3.0rico
3 . 7t I):J
4. JCB
4. JCB
5. Mitsubishi Tokyo UFJ Bank
5 . =~** UFJ m1T
6. Mitsui Sumitomo Bank
6 . = #11~~N~T
7. Mizuho Bank
7 . JJ.9'~m1T
8. Resona Bank
8 . ~) .:ct~m~T
9. Suruga Bank
9 . :A)~:tJ~N1T
10. Japan net Bank
1 0 . ::J"t' J'\ :/* 'Y "m1T
11. Cyuo Mitsui Trust Bank
1 1 . rp* =#1~~m1T
12. Sumitomo Trust Bank
1 2 . 11~1~~m1T
13. Lake
13.L-1':/
14. Promise
14.7"02..:A
15. Acom
25
15.7-::Jb.
16. Aiful
1 6 . 7 -1' 7)~
17. Dic
17.T.-f':J?
18. Shinki
18.~/::f
19. Takefuji
19.it'l±
20. Mobit
20.=Et:'Y"
21, @Loan
2 1 . 7':J "D-/
22. Cash One
22.::f"'':J~.J.· 'J/
23. Other
2 3 . ~ 0) -fth _
[If they choose more than 5 providers in 06]
Q6a. You stated that you would consider . Of these providers, which are the top five
you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
~~~~n-~D-/~~flT~~~tto)~~~~c~~, ~*~6n*~~ff,
~0)~~k~5~~~W~<~~~o
CHOOSE FIVE
5 JO)~~~ilft,c""F~ ~'o
1. Rakuten
1 . ~~? L,::; ':J "
2.0rix
2 .7[1) ':J?"A
3.0rico
3 . 7[ I):J
4. JCB
4. JCB
5. Mitsubishi Tokyo UFJ Bank
5 . :=1fJllJjt UFJ mn
6. Mitsui Sumitomo Bank
6 . =#11~mn
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7. Mizuho Bank
7 . ~""(alt~T
8. Resona Bank
8 . ~).:e- ~ It~T
9. Suruga Bank
9 . A)~:f.j~~T
10. Japan net Bank
1 a . .:;; -t' 1\'./:;" ':J I' m~T
11. Cyuo Mitsui Trust Bank
1 1 . ~~=#~HIt~T
12. Sumitomo Trust Bank
1 2 . 1!~1~HIi~T
13. Lake
13.[..,1'?
14. Promise
14./0~A
15. Acorn
15.7-:::JA
16. Aiful
1 6 . 71' 7)~
17. Dic
17. =r~'y?
18. Shinki
18.~'./=f
19. Takefuji
19.~'i±
20. Mobit
20.=Et:::'':JI'
21, @Loan
2 1 . 7'Y 1'0-'./
22. Cash One
22 . =f"\"\Y~.J> ?'./
23. Other
2 3 . .:e- (J) im _
Post Visit Opinion
if~i'•••(J).Ji
Q7. Now we would like to understand your opinion of Acorn after visiting the website.
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m.~~~{~ff7~~~~~~••~h~~~~~~~~,7~~~~~~~.A~a~~~
~~~1"o
You will be presented with a statement that mayor may not describe Acorn. Please read each
statement and using the scale below as a guide, tell us if you agree or disagree with the statement
as it pertains to Acom.
~~~7~~~~~~~~~~~ff~~~~1"o~h~h~~~~a~~~~~~, 7~~ff~
0)8J.1~~~~~fJ't:~~\~" 1 : :i:<~?J!P~~\"-"5: ~~~~?,E!?"O) 5~Rf~~~, ~
~~~~~~~~.~~a~~<~~~o
1.Strongly Disagree
1 . ~< ~?,1!p~~\
2.Disagree
2 . ~?,F!p~~\
3.Neutral (Neither Disagree nor Agree)
3 . ~~6~~i~~~\
4.Agree
4 . ~?,E!?
5.Strongly Agree
5 . ~~~~?,,!?
Strongly Strongly
Disagre Agree
e ~~~
:i:<~ ~?,,!
? ,'!t>
?
~~\
. 1. Overall, I trust Acorn 1 2 3 4 5
.1 .~B~t:, 7~~~~.~~~~(~
.. )
2. Acorn offers service at a better values 1 2 3 4 5
2.7~~~~ij~~0)~~~-~~~m
1~~~~\~ (f1IfHii )
3. Acorn offers more flexibility in loan 1 2 3 4 5
screening
3.7~~~~ij~.t:~~~~<h~D
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-~~m~~~~~( ••~~.~)
4. Acom offers speedier in loan sere ening. 2 3 4 5
4 . 7:Jb.~J:,.~)At::-T-1-tJ:D-~~
mitt ~ ~ ~,~ ( At::- I' )
5. Acom offers better interest rate. 2 3 4 5
5.7:Jb.~~~~~m~~~~~o
6. Acom is open, honest, and transparent 2 3 4 5
6.7:Jb.~~-7~~~~~~,m~11
If~~' ( JiJt )
7. Acom is willing to assist and support me. 2 3 4 5
7.7:Jb.~~~~~~$~~-~~m~
~'"t~,~
8. I would recommend this Acom to a friend. 2 3 4 5
8 . ~k~7:Jb.~~.AJ:&Bfl'~tc:~'
Post Visit Rating of Providers Considered
08. Please rank the providers you have selected in 06 in order of your preference for your card
loan. Assume you have been given 100 chips. Please allocate the chips among the providers you
have chosen in term s of order of preference. Allocate more points to the providers that you are
more likely to obtain a card loan f rom and fewer points to the providers less Ii kely to obtain a card
loan. Please be sure to enter values that sum to 100.
d') tJ: tc: tf'~ It, t{'1J - I' 0 - ~~ t±~, P3- (h. ~ Jllft~ :7 ~ ? 1'l" tt ~ ~ ~~ ~'o f~"5 I~ 100 ~~ J ~ ~,
~~~~, ~~~"5~~d')~~ff~A~~tl~P3-(h.~~~~~~~~<~~~o d')~~ffD-~
~ ~Ij ffl9 ~ iij" Fm11If~ ~, ~ t±,: ~, iij" ~~11tf'1tt ",~ t± J:,. ~) ~ ~<~~ "5 ,~ ~ ~~\. ~ ~ ~~ ~'o ~
~\. ~ tc: N "5 I~ ~ .g.~t ta:, ~'"9 100 t: fJ. ~ J:,. -5 ,: ~ ~~~ ", 0
{Note to AM S -- Site should be able to show the providers provided here and a space next to the
plans for entering chip amount. Survey should also be able to tell respondent how many chips are
left each time an amount is input. This is a typical constant sum preference task}
Post Visit Intentions/Likelihood of Purchase from Providers that Brought you the Website
~~~~••~••~~m~~~~·.~
09. We are interested in your chances of acquiring a card loan from Acom given the information
provided in the Website you have just viewed. On the following scale, how probable is it that you
would acquire a card loan package that you have learned ab out on the site?
09.~~~7:Jb.~1J-I'D-~~~ffl9~iij".11ta:~~fi.=~~~9~o
Please rate on a scale of 0-10 your likelihood of acquiring a card loan from Acorn.
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1 0
1 0
9
9
8
8
7
7
6
6
5
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
o
o
Certain, Practically certain (99 chances out of 100)
~ ti 100%(1)~U" iiItm1'1
Almost sure (9 chances out of 10)
90 %(1)~U" iiIfj~1'1
Very probable (8 chances out of 10)
80 %(1)~U" iiI fj~1'1
Probable (7 chances out of 10)
70% (1)~U" iiI~1'1
Good Possibility (6 chances out of 10)
60% (1)~U" iiI~1'1
Fairly good possibility (5 chances out of 10)
50% (1)~U" iiI~1'1
Fair possibility (4 chances out of 10)
40% (1)~U" iiI~1'1
Some possibility (3 chances out of 10)
30% (1)~U" iiI111'1
Slight possibility (2 chances out of 10)
20 %(1)~U" iiI111'1
Very slight possibility (1 chance out of 10)
10% (1)~U"iiI~1'1
No chance, almost no chance (0 out of 100)
iiI fi~11itD
SECTION 6: Consumer Characteristics and Demographics
We are interested in learning more about your cognitive and cultural style. You will be presented
with a list of statements that mayor may not describe you. Please read each statement and using
the scale below as a guide, tell us if you agree or disagree with the statements as it pertains to
you.
30
~.L:~? 'It.1J- ~ [J-/(1)-Ij""( i'~" ••••A(1).;oA~..()~c:Jtit~iI.C:\,\'3 2 "J(1)IJ
iIi'l j&L:Rit.,.g~ '3 L: -f1=6 tl '"C \,\ ~., ff" a>~ 'It. (1) c: tl6 (1)tI!IiIi 'l;o.g 'It.1b L:" ~l'(1).~L:
tstf;t < t:e: \'\0
a>~'lt.(1)A~"()1,~~;t15L:IIJ ~ '"C tsll@".g lC~ff~.)~T(1)~" "!'tl:ttl(1)IC~'l.1a,~"
~tl<6~~'"C~~.gh'ltf;t'"C1'e:~
I'm usually afraid to express disagreement with my superiors or with
important persons (H = Hierarchical, E = Egalitarian)
I prefer planning before acting
(0 = Deliberative, I = Impulsive)
In choosing my ideal job it would be very important to have sufficient
time for my personal life (I = Individualism, C = Collectivism)
~.~~ft$~~~~~, ~~~.~ff+~~~h~~~~~~~#
~~.J!t:o
I see what I read in mental pictures
(A= AnalyticNisual, H= HolisticNerbal)
o Strongly agree (+2 H)
o Agree (+1 H)
o Undecided (0)
o Disagree (+1 E)
o Strongly disagree (+2 E)
o t.-ct.-=t?,~?
O~?~?
o c55t.t.~7t~It\
o ~?,~p~lt\
O:i:< -=t?~p~lt\
o Strongly agree (+2 D)
o Agree (+1 D)
o Undecided (0)
o Disagree (+1 I)
o Strongly disagree (+2 I)
o t.-ct.-=t?,~?
o -=t?~?
o c55t.t.~7t~It\
o -=t?,~p~lt\
O:i:< -=t?~p~lt\
o Strongly agree (+2 I)
o Agree (+1 I)
o Undecided (0)
o Disagree (+1 C)
o Strongly disagree (+2 C)
o t.-ct.-=t?~?
o -=t?,~?
o c·55t.t.~7t~It\
o -=t?~p~lt\
O:i:< -=t?~p~lt\
o Strongly agree (+2 A)
o Agree (+1 A)
o Undecided (0)
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I buy products in orde r to differentiate myself from other people
(I = Individualism, C = Collectivism)
Buying products for my family and friends is more important to me
than buying things for myself (I = Individualism, C = Collectivism)
~••aA0~~~.~.~~~~,e~e.0~~~.~~~~ij
fJ*'W~o
I am detailed oriented, a nd start with the details in orde r to build a
complete picture
(A= AnalyticNisual, H= HolisticNerbal)
I value mostly experts' opinions when I buy a product
(H = Hierarchical, E = Egalitarian)
o Disagree (+1 H)
o Strongly disagree (+2 H)
o c"'t'~~?"'?
o ~?"'?
o c56c~.:ii~\'\
o ~?"'t.>~\,\
o ~< ~?"'t.>~\,\
o Strongly agree (+2 I)
o Agree (+1 I)
o Undecided (0)
o Disagree (+1 C)
o Strongly disagree (+2 C)
o c"'t'~~?J!?
o ~?,r!?
o c56c~fi:ii~\'\
o ~?"'t.>~\,\
o ~< ~?"'t.>~\,\
o Strongly agree (+2 C)
o Agree (+1 C)
o Undecided (0)
o Disagree (+1 I)
o Strongly disagree (+2 I)
o c"'t':&~?"'?
o ~?"'?
o c56c~.:ii~\'\
o ~?"'t.>~\,\
o ~< ~?"'t.>~\,\
o Strongly agree (+2 A)
o Agree (+1 A)
o Undecided (0)
o Disagree (+1 H)
o Strongly disagree (+2 H)
o c"'t'~~?"'?
o ~?"'?
o C56c~g:iit,r.\,\
o ~?"'t.>~\,\
o ~< ~?"'t.>~\,\
o Strongly agree (+2 H)
o Agree (+1 H)
o Undecided (0)
o Disagree (+1 E)
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I enjoy deciphering graphs, charts and diagrams about products and
services
(A = Analytic, H = Holistic)
o
I like detailed explanations (A = Analytic, H= Holistic)
I'm usually more interested in parts and details than in the whole
(A = Analytic, H = Holistic)
I think authority and leadership are very important in my life
(H = Hierarchical, E = Egalitarian)
o Strongly disagree (+2 E)
o t.-Ct.~?~?
O~?~?
o c55t.t.~~~\,\
o ~?~t.>~l,\
O:i:< ~?~t.>~\,\
o Strongly agree (+2 A)
o Agree (+ 1 A)
o Undecided (0)
o Disagree (+1 H)
o Strongly disagree (+2 H)
o t."t't.~?~?
o -t-?~?
o t:'55t.t.~~~\,\
o -t-?~t.>~l,\
o :i:< -t-? ~t.>~ \,\
o Strongly agree (+2 A)
o Agree (+1 A)
o Undecided (0)
o Disagree (+1 H)
o Strongly disagree (+2 H)
o t.-ct.-t-?~?
o -t-?~?
o t:'55t.t.~~~\,\
o -t-?J~,t.>~l,\
O:i:< -t-?~t.>~l,\
o Strongly agree (+2 A)
o Agree (+1 A)
o Undecided (0)
o Disagree (+1 H)
o Strongly disagree (+2 H)
o t.-ct.-t-?~?
o -t-?~?
o t:'55t.t.~~~1,\
o -t-?~t.>~\,\
o ~< -t-?~t.>~l,\
o Strongly agree (+2 H)
o Agree (+1 H)
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o Undecided (0)
o Disagree (+1 E)
o Strongly disagree (+2 E)
I like to make purchases without thinking too much about the
consequences
(D =Deliberative, I =Impulsive)
I will read an explanation of a graphic/chart before I try to understand
the graph/chart on my own
~57~a~~~~~, ~n6ff~~.~TQ~ff~e~~~~Q~
~, iJtBn~~Uo
(Shane's Questions - Measures Deliberative vs. Impulsive)
o c -c:t~?J!?
o ~?}!?
o c!::56c:t.x~\'\
o ~?J!t>~\,\
o ~< ~?J!t>~\,\
o Strongly agree (+2 I)
o Agree (+1 I)
o Undecided (0)
o Disagree (+1 D)
o Strongly disagree (+2 D)
o c-c:t~??
o ~?J!?
o c!::56c:tfix~\'\
o ~?J!t>~\,\
o ~< ~?J!t>~\,\
o Strongly agree (+2 A)
o Agree (+1 A)
o Undecided (0)
o Disagree (+1 H)
o Strongly disagree (+2 H)
o c -c:t~?J!?
o ~?J!?
o c!::56c:tBx~\'\
o ~?J!t>~\,\
o ~<~?J!t>~\,\
1.· A bat and a ball cost $1.10 in total. The bat costs $1.00 more than the ball. How much does the ball
cost? [ENTER CENTS]
Cents
2. If it takes 5 machines 5 minutes to produce 5 widgets, how long would it take 100 machines to
produce 100 widgets? [ENTER MINUTES]
___ minutes
34
3. In a lake, there is a patch of lily pads. Every day the patch doubles in size. If it takes 48 days for the
patch to cover the lake, how long would it take for the patch to cover half of the lake? [ENTER
DAYS]
___ days
)5:t
DEMOGRAPHICS
~~tl:O)j(rc'
OQ1: What is your gender?
1. Male
2. Female
a>~itO)tt.8U~ ?
1 . ~tt
2 . ~tt
OQ2: What is your level of education?
1. High school graduate or less
2. Carrier College, Juni or College graduate
3. Undergraduate degree
4. Advanced degree
Cf>~ t.: (1)~eta: ?
1 . j1j~~~ ~ t.: ta: r:-~CPA9)
2 . wr~~~~ ~*~~
3. *~~
) E3
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Suruga Coded Variables
id
amsid
qs1 SQ1
qs2 SQ2
qs3 SQ3
qs4_1 SQ4
qS4_2 SQ4
qs4_3 SQ4
qs4_4 SQ4
qs4_S SQ4
qs4x SQ4
qsS SQS
qs6 SQ6
qintro1
qintro2
q1_1 Q1
q1_2 Q1
q1_3 Q1
q1_4 Q1
q1_S Q1
q1_6 Q1
q1_7 Q1
q1_8 Q1
q1_9 Q1
q1_10 Q1
q1_11 Q1
q1_12 Q1
q1_13 Q1
q1_14 Q1
q1_15 Q1
q1_16 Q1
q1_17 Q1
q1_18 Q1
q1_19 Q1
q1_20 Q1
q1_21 Q1
q1_22 Q1
q1_23 Q1
q1x Q1
q1a_1 Q1a
q1a_2 Q1a
q1a_3 Q1a
q1a_4 Q1a
q1a_S Q1a
q1a_6 Q1a
q1a_7 Q1a
q1a_8 Q1a
q1a_9 Q1a
q1a_10 Q1a
q1a_ll Q1a
Age
Have you ever had card loan account?
Have you ever used card loan?
What kind of card loan did you have (do you have)? Card loan offered by bank
What kind of card loan did you have (do you have)? Card loan offered by bank and consumer finance
What kind of card loan did you have (do you have)? Card loan offered by credit finance
What kind of card loan did you have (do you have)? Card loan offered by consumer finance
What kind of card loan did you have (do you have)? Others,
What kind of card loan did you have (do you have)? Others, specified
How many card loans do you have now?
Are you considering a card loan in the near future?
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? Rakuten
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? Orix
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? Orico
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? JCB
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? Mitsubishi Tokyo UFJ Bank
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? Mitsui Sumitomo Bank
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? Mizuho Bank
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? Resona Bank
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? Suruga Bank
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? Japan net Bank
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? Cyuo Mitsui Trust Bank
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? Sumitomo Trust Bank
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? Lake
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? Promise
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? Acom
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? Aiful
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? Dic
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? Shinki
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? Takefuji
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? Mobit
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? @Loan
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? Cash One
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? Other
From the list of providers below, which provider would you consider as a possible provider for a card loan? Other, specified
You stated that you would consider __' Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __' Of these providers. which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __' Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __' Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __' Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __' Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __' Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __' Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __' Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __' Ofthese providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __' Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
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qla_1S
qla_16
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qla_18
qla_19
qla_20
qla_21
qla_22
qla_23
q2a_l
q2a_2
q2a_3
q2a3
q2a_S
q2a_6
q2a_7
qia_8
q2b_l
q2b_2
q2b_3
q2b_4
q2b_S
q2b_6
q2b_7
q2b_8
q2c_l
q2c_2
q2c_3
q2c_4
q2c_S
q2c_6
q2c_7
q2c_8
q2d_l
q2d_2
q2d_3
q2d_4
q2d_S
q2d_6
q2d_7
q2d_8
q2e_l
q2e_2
q2e_3
q2e_4
q2e_S
q2e_6
q2e_7
q2e_8
q3_1
Qla
Qla
Qla
Qla
Qla
Qla
Qla
Qla
Qla
Qla
Qla
Qla
Q2 - first of top 5
Q2 - first of top 5
Q2 - first of top 5
Q2 - first of top 5
Q2 - first of top 5
Q2 - first of top 5
Q2 - first of top 5
Q2 - first of top 5
Q2 - second of top 5
Q2 - second of top 5
Q2 - second of top 5
Q2 - second of top 5
Q2 - second of top 5
Q2 - second of top 5
Q2 - second of top 5
Q2 - second of top 5
Q2 - third of top 5
Q2 - third of top 5
Q2 - third oftop 5
Q2 - third of top 5
Q2 - third of top 5
Q2 - third of top 5
Q2 - third of top 5
Q2 - third of top 5
Q2 - fourth of top 5
Q2 - fourth of top 5
Q2 - fourth of top 5
Q2 - fourth oftop 5
Q2 - fourth of top 5
Q2 - fourth of top 5
Q2 - fourth oftop 5
Q2 - fourth of top 5
Q2 - fifth of top 5
Q2 - fifth of top 5
Q2 - fifth of top 5
Q2 - fifth of top 5
Q2 - fifth of top 5
Q2 - fifth of top 5
Q2 - fifth oftop 5
Q2 - fifth of top 5
Q3 - first of top 5
You stated that you would consider __" Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __" Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __" Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __" Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __" Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __" Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __" Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __" Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __" Ofthese providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __" Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __" Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __" Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
Overall, I trust the provider
The provider offers service at a better value
The provider offers more flexibility in loan screening
The provider offers speedier in loan screening
The provider offers better interest rate
The provider is open, honest, and transparent
The provider is willing to assist and support me
I would recommend this provider to a friend
Overall, I trust the provider
The provider offers service at a better value
The provider offers more flexibility in loan screening
The provider offers speedier in loan screening
The provider offers better interest rate
The provider is open, honest, and transparent
The provider is willing to assist and support me
I would recommend this provider to a friend
Overall, I trust the provider
The provider offers service at a better value
The provider offers more flexibility in loan screening
The provider offers speedier in loan screening
The provider offers better interest rate
The provider is open, honest, and transparent
The provider is willing to assist and support me
I would recommend this provider to a friend
Overall, I trust the provider
The provider offers service at a better value
The provider offers more flexibility in loan screening
The provider offers speedier in loan screening
The provider offers better interest rate
The provider is open, honest, and transparent
The provider is willing to assist and support me
I would recommend this provider to a friend
Overall, I trust the provider
The provider offers service at a better value
The provider offers more flexibility in loan screening
The provider offers speedier in loan screening
The provider offers better interest rate
The provider is open, honest, and transparent
The provider is willing to assist and support me
I would recommend this provider to a friend
Purchase Intentions/Likelihood of Purchase
q3_2
q3_3
q34
q3_S
q4_1
q4_2
q4 3
q4_4
q4_S
q5_1
qS_2
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qS 5
q5 6
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qS_9
qS_l0
qS_ll
qS_12
qS_13
qS_14
qS_1S
qor6_1
qor6_2
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qor6_S
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qor6_13
qor6_14
qor6_1S
qor6_16
qor6_17
qor6_18
qor6_19
qor6_20
qor6_21
qor6_22
qor6_23
qor6x
qor6a_l
qor6a_2
qor6a_3
qor6a_4
qor6a_S
Q3 - second oftop S
Q3 - third of top S
Q3 - fourth of top S
Q3 - fifth oftop S
Q4 - first of top S
Q4- second of top S
Q4 - third of top S
Q4 - fourth oftop 5
Q4 - fifth oftop S
Q5
QS
QS
QS
QS
Q5
QS
QS
Q5
Q5
QS
QS
QS
QS
QS
Q6-forOrix
Q6-forOrix
Q6 -for Orix
Q6 - for Orix
Q6-for Orix
Q6 -for Orix
Q6 -for Orill
Q6 - for Orill
Q6- for Orill
Q6 -for Orill
Q6 -for Orix
Q6 -for Orill
Q6- for Orill
Q6- for Orix
Q6 -for Orix
Q6 -for Orix
Q6-for Orix
Q6-forOrix
Q6-forOrix
Q6-forOrix
Q6 -for Orix
Q6-forOrix
Q6- for Orix
Q6- for Orix
Q6a - for Orix
Q6a - for Orix
Q6a - for Orix
Q6a - for Orix
Q6a - for Orix
Purchase Intentions/Likelihood of Purchase
Purchase Intentions/Likelihood of Purchase
Purchase Intentions/Likelihood of Purchase
Purchase Intentions/Likelihood of Purchase
Now we would like to understand how likely you are to acquire a card loan from each provider in which you have indicated an interest.
Now we would like to understand how likely you are to acquire a card loan from each provider in which you have indicated an interest.
Now we would like to understand how likely you are to acquire a card loan from each provider in which you have indicated an interest.
Now we would like to understand how likely you are to acquire a card loan from each provider in which you have indicated an interest.
Now we would like to understand how likely you are to acquire a card loan from each provider in which you have indicated an interest.
The site is easy to use
The site provides accurate and relevant information
The site provides me with sufficient information to make a decision on all card loans beingoffered
The site has useful support tools (such as a calculator or planner)
Card loan offerings can easily be compared
The site is helpful to me in reaching my acquisition decisions
I enjoyed the overall experience of the site
This site appears to be more trustworthy than other sites I have visited
I would acquire a card loan at this site
I would recommend this site to a friend
I would book mark this site
The advisor on this site asked me too many questions
To recommend more suitable loan packages, I wuld be willing to answer more questions
The content was written in a way that I found very appealing
The information and content was presented in a way that I am most comfortable with
Assuming that Orix brount you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Orix brount you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Orix brount you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Orix brount you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Orix brount you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Orix brount you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Orix brount you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Orix brount you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Orix brount you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Orix brount you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Orix brount you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Orix brount you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
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Assuming that Orix brount you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Orix brount you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Orill brount you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
You stated that you would consider __' Of these provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __. Of these provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __. Of these provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __. Of these provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider__. Of these provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
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You stated that you would consider __" Of these provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __"Of these provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider__. Of these provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __. Of these provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __" Ofthese provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider__' Of these provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __. Of these provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __" Of these provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __• Of these provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __" Of these provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __" Of these provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider__" Of these provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __" Of these provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __. Of these provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider__" Of these provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __. Of these provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider __" Of these provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider__. Of these provider, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
Overall, I trust Orix
Orix offers service at a better value
Orix offers more flexibility in loan screening
Orixoffers speedier loan screening
Orix offers better interest rate
Ofix is open, honest and transparent
Orix is willing to assist and support me
I would recommend Orix to a friend
Please rank the providers you have selected in Q6 in order ofyour preference for your card loan
Please rank the providers you have selected in Q6 in order of your preference for your card loan
Please rank the providers you have selected in Q6 in order of your preference for your card loan
Please rank the providers you have selected in Q6 in order of your preference for your card loan
Please rank the providers you have selected in Q6 in order of your preference for your card loan
How probable is it that you would acquire a card loan package that you have learned about on the site?
Assuming that Suruga bank brought you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
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Assuming that Suruga bank brought you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan prOVider?
Assuming that Suruga bank brought you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of provi.ders below, as a card loan prOVider?
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Assuming that Suruga bank brought you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Suruga bank brought you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Suruga bank brought you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
You stated that you would consider . Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider . Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider . Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider . Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider . Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider . Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider . Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider . Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider . Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider . Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
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You stated that you would consider . Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
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You stated that you would consider . Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
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Overall, I trust Suruga bank
Suruga bank offers service at a better values
Suruga bank offers more flexibility in loan screening
Suruga bank offers speedier in loan screening
Suruga bank offers better interest rate
Suruga bank is open, honest and transparent
Suruga bank i swilling to assist and support me
Jwould recommend Suruga bank to a friend
Please rank the providers you have selected in Q6 in order of your preference for your card loan
Please rank the providers you have selected in Q6 in order of your preference for your card loan
Please rank the providers you have selected in Q6 in order of your preference for your card loan
Please rank the providers you have selected in Q6 in order of your preference for your card loan
Please rank the providers you have selected in Q6 in order of your preference for your card loan
Please rate on a scale of 0-10 your likelihood of acquiring a card loan from Suruga bank
Assuming that Acorn brought you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
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Assuming that Acom brought you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Acom brought you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Acorn brought you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Acom brought you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Acom brought you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Acorn brought you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Acom brought you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Acorn brought you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Acom brought you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Acom brought you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
Assuming that Acorn brought you this website, which providers would you now consider from the list of providers below, as a card loan provider?
You stated that you would consider . Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider ' Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider ' Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
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You stated that you would consider . Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider ' Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
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You stated that you would consider . Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider . Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider ' Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
You stated that you would consider . Of these providers, which are the top five you consider as possible providers for your next card loan?
Overall, I trust Acom
Acom offers service at a better values
Acom offers more flexibility in loan screening
Acom offers speedier in loan screening
Acom offers better interest rate
Acom is open, honest and transparent
Acom is willing to assist and support me
I would recommend this Acom to a friend
Please rank the providers you have selected in Q6 in order of your preference for your card loan
Please rank the providers you have selected in Q6 in order of your preference for your card loan
Please rank the providers you have selected in Q6 in order of your preference for your card loan
Please rank the providers you have selected in Q6 in order of your preference for your card loan
Please rank the providers you have selected in Q6 in order of your preference for your card loan
Please rate on a scale of 0-10 your likelihood of acquiring a card loan from Acom
I'm usually afraid to express disagreement with my superiors or with important persons
I prefer planning before acting
In choosing my ideal job it would be very important to have sufficient time for my personal life
I see what I read in mental pictures
I buy products in order to differentiate myself from other people
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Shane's Ques: 1
Shane's Ques: 2
Shane's Ques: 3
DQ1
DQ2
DQ3
Buying products for my family and friends is more important to me than buying things for myself
I am detailed oridented, and start with the details in order to build a complete picture
I value mostly experts' options when I buy a product
I enjoy deciphering graphs, charts and diagrams about products and services
I like detailed explanations
I'm usually more interested in parts and details than in the whole
think authority and leadership are very important in my life
Ilike to make purchases without thinking too much about the consequences
I will read and explanation of a graphic/chart before I try to understand the graph/chart on my own
A bat and a ball cost $1.10 in total. The bat costs $1.00 more than the ball. How much does the ball cost?
If it takes 5 machines 5 minutes to produce 5 widgets, ho wlong would it take 100 machines to produce 100 widgets?
In a lake, there is a patch of lily pads. Every day the patch doubles in size. It if takes 48 days for the patch to cover the lake, how long would it take for the patch to cover half of the lake?
What is your gender?
What is your level of education?
Family and children
Number of banks chosen in Q1/Q1a
First of top 5
Second of top 5
Third of top 5
Fourth oftop 5
Fifth of top 5
Number of banks chosen (When Orix was asked in Qor6/Qor6a)
Orix first of top 5
Orix second of top 5
Orix third of top 5
Orix fourth of top 5
Orix fifth of top 5
Number of banks chosen (When Suruga was asked in Qsu6/Qsu6a)
Suruga first of top 5
Surgua second of top 5
Suruga third of top 5
Suruga fourth of top 5
Suruga fifth of top 5
Number of banks chosen (When Acom was asked in Qac6/Qac6a)
Acom first of top 5
Acom second of top 5
Acom third of top 5
Acom fourth of top 5
Acom fifth of top 5
TimeLeave
TimeReturn
Status
StartDate
StartTime
EndTime
